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The Institution is not, as a body, responsible for the facts and opinions advanced in the Papers read, 

and in the Abstracts of the Conversations which occurred at the Meetings during the Session. 
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REPORT 

In drawing up their Report for the year just coming to a close, the Council are glad to find that their 

task is, for the most part, narrowed into a repetition of the leading topics embodied in former 



statements of the same description. It is their pleasing duty to describe the position of the 

Institution as, in every respect, satisfactory. 

The papers read, during the course of this year, are somewhat fewer in number than those brought 

before the Society in some former years; but they are of an eminently practical character, and 

embody details of both geological and statistical interest. Those by Mr. J. G. Hurst and Mr. Matthias 

Dunn, "On Certain Peculiarities in the Low Main Seam in the vicinity of Backworth," and "On the 

Probable Existence of a Field of Coal under the New Red Sandstone of the Cumberland and 

Westmoreland Districts", may be referred to as involving points of some geological interest; and as 

practical and statistical papers of much value, the Council need only to advert to Mr. Spencer's 

statements on Pillar Working, to Mr. A. L. Steavenson's essay on the Production of Coke in the 

Newcastle and Durham Districts, and to Mr. Thos. John Taylor's abstract of the facts connected with 

the lamentable explosion at Burradon Colliery, as to which so much and so varied discussion has 

been evoked. 

With respect to the number of its members, the Institute continues, though slowly, still to improve 

its position. It has added to the Society twelve new members by election during the year; whilst by 

resignation or death it has been deprived of six, which leaves the members, this day, constituting the 

Society of the North of England Mining Engineers at two hundred and thirty-seven. 

[xii] 

To one of these losses, by the stroke of death, the Council hardly know how to advert in terms 

befitting the occasion. It is, however, perhaps enough to mention the name of the late lamented 

Robert Stephenson, the tidings of whose premature decease fell upon the public ear with the sound 

rather of a national than of a private calamity, to convey the feelings with which such an event must 

be viewed by those who were empowered to regard him as an associate in the promotion of the 

North of England Institution of Mining Engineers. By those whose pursuits are such as to enable 

them to appreciate such a theme, in all its bearings, the Memoir of this estimable man, in 

connection with that of his father, the great improver of the locomotive steam-engine, as delivered 

by the President, will be read with deep and peculiar interest. 

The Council need only to allude to the considerate and munificent bequest made to this Society by 

the younger of these distinguished men. The President, it will be seen, has this day laid before the 

Society a letter from the executors of the late Robert Stephenson stating that the legacy of £2000 is 

now ready to be paid over to the Institute. 

The topic of the foundation of a College for the diffusion of Mining and Manufacturing Science has 

often come before the Society—not certainly with greater frequency than its importance demands—

but, no doubt, more frequently than it would have done, had the success of the undertaking been at 

all commensurate with the efforts made to promote it. The Select Committee, appointed for that 

purpose, have resolved finally to appeal to the Legislature on a subject to which a national rather 

than a local character may be said to belong. With this view, the Select Committee agreed upon a 

Petition to the House of Commons, pressing upon the attention of its members the necessity, in a 

national point of view, of such an institution, and at the same time calling upon the Legislature to 

take the initiative in its foundation. 



There can hardly exist a doubt that, were the scheme of such foundation once adopted by 

Government, their plans would find immediate and liberal support amongst all interested in mining 

pursuits, of every branch, throughout the kingdom. The petition presented is, of course, a first step. 

It remains for the mining interests to impress upon their Parliamentary  
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representatives, over the whole kingdom, as far as they have influence, the propriety of supporting 

such a proposal, if made on the part of Government, at the same time that they promote the object 

in view by individual exertions and offers of assistance. 

In conclusion, the Council beg to refer to the Treasurer's Statement, as presented to the Finance 

Committee, and to congratulate the Society on their financial position—so different from that at 

present, unhappily, exhibited by many similar institutions. 

As an appendix to the annual volume, now nearly ready for publication, will be found printed a 

Catalogue of the Books at present in the Library. 

Want of sufficient accommodation, the Council regret to say, prevents, for the present, any proper 

classification or arrangement of the Mineral Specimens in possession of the Society. 
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Finance Report 

Your Committee beg to submit to the Institute the following Accounts of the Treasurer, which they 

have examined. 

The balance of cash in the hands of the Treasurer is about £100 less than it was last year, the item 

making this difference is £150, ordered by the Institute to be paid to Mr. T. Y. Hall for maps and 

plans. The printer's account is also a little more than last year, which arises from publishing a second 

edition of Vol. I. of the Institute papers, the first edition having been sold out. 

"Lindley and Hutton's Fossil Flora of the Coal Measures" is the only addition to the Library. The Maps 

of the Geological Survey of Great Britain and Ireland, &c., recommended by your Committee last 

year, have not been purchased. They beg to renew that recommendation, considering that the funds 

of the Institute cannot be better appropriated than in bringing together a mass of information not 

easily attainable by single members. 

The Secretary has prepared a Catalogue of the Books belonging the Institute, which will be published 

with Vol. VIII. 

The Instruments, Models, and Geological Specimens have not been catalogued for several reasons:- 

1st. No proper place in which to arrange them. 2nd. The appointment of a proper person to 

complete such arrangement. 3rd. The expense of arranging, before a proper place was provided, 



would entail upon the Institute a re-arrangement at a second similar cost. Your Committee would, 

therefore, draw the attention of members to providing the necessary cases for such specimens, 

models, &c. 
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Your Committee also inform the Institute, that in examining the Statement of the Stock of 

Publications they have no other information than the account rendered by the printer. They think 

that as soon as the funds of the Institute will admit of proper storing places being provided, it would 

be desirable that all the publications should, as they are published, be given into the hands of the 

Secretary, and be by him distributed to the members, and a regular Dr. and Cr. Stock Book kept up; 

or some more satisfactory arrangement made with regard to the distribution of the publications, 

and of the stock on hand belonging to the Institute. 

P. S. REID. 

CUTH. BERKLEY. 

EDW. F. BOYD. 
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98  Harrison, C.E., T. E., Central Station, Newcastle. 

99  Hawthorn, R., Engineer, Newcastle. 

100  Hawthorn, W., Engineer, Newcastle. 

101  Heckels, R., Bunker's Hill, Fence Houses. 

102  Hedley, Edward, Gresley Wood Colliery, near Burton-on-Trent. 

103  Hetherington, David, Howard's West Hartley Colliery, Netherton, near Morpeth. 

104  Hodgson, R., Engineer, Whitburn, Monkwearmouth, Sunderland. 

105  Horsley, Jun., W., Seaton Cottage, Hartley, Newcastle. 

106  Hunter, Wm., Spital Tongues, Newcastle. 

107  Hurst, T. G., Backworth Colliery, Newcastle. 

108  Jackson, Frederick John, Seaton Delaval, Newcastle. 

109  James, Christopher, Llwynellyn Colliery, Merthyr Tydvil, Glamorganshire. 

110  Jeffcock, P., Midland Road, Derby. 

111  Jobling, T. W., Point Pleasant, Wallsend, Newcastle. 

112  Johnson, G., Talk'oth Hill, Lawton, Cheshire. 

113  Johnson, J., Chilton Hall, Ferry Hill. 

114  Johnson, R. S., West Hetton, Ferry Hill. 

115  Joicey, James, Quay, Newcastle. 

116  Joicey, John, Tanfield Lea, Gateshead. 

117  Jones, E., Lilleshall Iron Works, Sheffnal, Salop. 

118  Jones, Alexander, Mine Agent, Prior's Lea, near Sheffnal, Shropshire. 

119  Kerr, John, Hamilton's Gas Coal Works, Lismahagow, North Britain. 

120  Kimpster, W., Quay, Newcastle. 

121  Knowles, A., Crescent, Salford, Manchester, Lancashire. 

122  Knowles, John, Pendlebury, Manchester, Lancashire. 



123  Landale, Andrew, Lochgelly, Fifeshire, North Britain. 

124  Laws, J., Blyth, Northumberland. 

125  Ledward, William J., South Bank Iron Works, Eston Junction, Middlesbro'-on-Tees. 

126  Levick, Jun., F., Cwm Celyn, Blaina and Colebrook Dale Iron Works, Newport, Monmouthshire. 
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127  Lewes, T. Wm, Plymouth Iron Works, Merthyr Tydvil, Glamorganshire. 

128  Liddell, J. R., Netherton Colliery, Morpeth. 

129  Liddell, M., Hedgefield House, Stella, Gateshead. 

130  Little, William, West Cramlington, Newcastle. 

131  Lishman, Wm., Etherley Colliery, Darlington. 

132  Llewellin, Wm., Glanwern, Pontypool, Glamorganshire. 

133  Locke, M.P., Jos., Westminster, London, S.W. 

134  Longridge, J., 18, Abingdon Street, Westminster, London, S.W. 

135  Love, Joseph, Brancepeth Colliery, Durham. 

136  Low, Wm., Vron Colliery, Wrexham, Denbighshire. 

137  Marley, John, Mining Offices, Darlington. 

138  Maddison, W. P., Thornhill Lees Colliery, Wakefield. 

139  Marshall, Robt., Lugar Iron Works, Ayrshire, North Britain. 

140  Matthews, Richd., South Hetton Colliery, Fence Houses. 

141  Mc'Ghie, Thos., British Iron Works, Ruabon, Denbighshire. 

142  Mercer, J., St. Helens, Lancashire. 

143  Middleton, J., Davison's Hartley Office, Quay, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

144  Morris, Wm., Waldridge Colliery, Chester-le-Street, Fence Houses. 

145  Morton, H., Lambton, Fence Houses. 

146  Morton, H. J., Garforth House, Leeds, Yorkshire. 

147  Morton, H. T., Lambton, Fence Houses. 



148  Mulcaster, H., Colliery Office, Whitehaven. 

149  Mulvany, Wm. Thos., 1335, Carls Thor, Dusseldorf on the Rhine, Prussia. 

150  Mundle, W., Ryton, Gateshead. 

151  Murray, T., Chester-le-Street, Fence Houses. 

152  Palmer, A. S., Malago Vale Colliery, Bedminster, Bristol. 

153  Palmer, C. M., Quay, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

154  Palmer, J. B., Jarrow, South Shields. 

155  Paton, Wm., Alloa Colliery, Alloa, North Britain. 

156  Peace, Wm., Hague Cottage, Wigan, Lancashire. 

157  Pearce, F. H., Bowling Iron Works, Bradford, Yorkshire. 

158  Pease, J. Wm., Woodlands, Darlington. 

159  Pilkington, Wm., St. Helens, Lancashire. 

160  Plews, H. T., Bedale, Yorkshire. 

161  Plummer, B., 5, Elswick Villas, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
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162  Potter, E., Cramlington, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

163  Potter, W. A., Mount Osborne Collieries, Barnsley, Yorkshire. 

164  Powell, T., Newport, Monmouthshire. 

165  Ramsay, J., Walbottle Colliery, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

166  Ramsay, David R., Iron Works, Wallsend. 

167  Ravenshaw, J. H., Seaham Harbour, Fence Houses. 

168  Reed, R. G., Newton Collery, Felton, Northumberland. 

169  Rees, Robert T., Lothy, Shenkin Colliery, Aberdare, Glamorganshire. 

170  Reid, P. S., Pelton Colliery, Chester-le-Street, Fence Houses. 

171  Richardson, Dr., Portland Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

172  Robinson, R., Stanley Colliery, Pease's West, Darlington. 



173  Robson, J. G., Old Park Hall, Ferry Hill. 

174  Robson, G., Tondu Iron Works, Bridge End, Glamorganshire. 

175  Robson, M. B., Field House, Borough Road, Sunderland. 

176  Rockwell, Alfd. P., M.A., Norwich, Connecticut, United States, America. 

177  Rogers, E., Abercarne Colliery, Newport, Monmouthshire. 

178  Ross, A., Shipcote Colliery, Gateshead,  

179  Rosser, Wm., Mineral Surveyor, Llanelly, Carmarthenshire, Wales. 

180  Routledge, Jun., Wm., Shincliffe Colliery, Durham. 

181  Rutherford, J., South Tyne Colliery, Haltwhistle, Northumberland. 

182  Sanderson, Jun., R. B., West Jesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

183  Sawyers, W. G., Whitehaven, Cumberland. 

184  Shortreed, T., Newbottle Colliery, Fence Houses. 

185  Shore, Isaac, Mineral Surveyor, Brymbo, near Wrexham, Denbighshire. 

186  Simpson, L., Medomsley Colliery, Durham, 

187  Simpson, R., Ryton, Newcastle. 

188  Sinclair, E., 8, Claremont Street, Edinburgh. 

189  Smith, C. F. S., Cinder Hill, near Nottingham. 

190  Smith, F., Bridgewater Canal Office, Manchester, Lancashire. 

191  Smith, Jun., J., Monkwearmouth Colliery, Sunderland. 

192  Smith, Edmund Jas., 14, Whitehall Place, Westminster, London, S.W. 

193  Sopwith, T., Allenheads, Haydon Bridge, Northumberland. 

194  Southern, G. W., Rainton Colliery, Fence Houses. 
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195  Southern, J. M., Whickham Grange, Gateshead. 

196  Spark H. K., Darlington, County of Durham. 

197  Spencer Jun., W., Corporation Road, Middlesbro'-on-Tees. 



198  Steavenson, A. L., Woodifield Colliery, Crook, Darlington. 

199  Stenson, Jun., W., Whitwick Colliery, Ashhy-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire. 

200  Stobart, H. S., Etherley, Darlington. 

201  Stobart, Wm., Roker, Monkwearmouth, Sunderland. 

202  Stobart, J. Henry S., Witton-le-Wear, Bishop Auckland. 

203  Storey, T., St. Helen's Auckland, Bishop Auckland. 

204  Stott, G., Ferry Hill, County of Durham. 

205  Taylor, H., Earsdon, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

206  Taylor, M.P., H., Backworth Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

207  Taylor, J., Haswell Colliery, Durham. 

208  Taylor, T. J., Earsdon, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

209  Telford, W., Cramlington, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

210  Thomas, H. W., Pinchinthorpe, Northallerton, Yorkshire. 

211  Thompson, John, Marley Hill Colliery, Gateshead. 

212  Thompson, T. C., Kirkhouse, Brampton, Cumberland. 

213  Thorpe, R. C., Cockerham House, Barnsley, Yorkshire. 

214  Tone, C.E., John F., Market Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

215  Trotter, J., Newnham, Gloucestershire. 

216  Truran, Matthew, Dowlais Iron Works, Merthyr Tydvil, South Wales. 

217  Vaughan, J., Middlesbro'-on-Tees. 

218  Vaughan, Thos., Middlesbro'-on-Tees. 

219  Vaughan, William, Middlesbro'-on-Tees. 

220  Wales, T. E., Abersychan Iron Works, Pontypool, Monmouthshire. 

221  Walker, J. Lakelock, Wakefield, Yorkshire. 

222  Walker, Jun., T., High Street, Maryport, Cumberland. 

223  Ware, W. H., The Ashes, Stanhope, Weardale. 

224  Warrington, John, Kippax, near Leeds. 



225  Watson, W., High Bridge, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

226  Watson, Joseph J. W., Ph.D. &c, The Knap, Charlton Kings, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire. 

227  Webster, R. C., Ruabon Collieries, Ruabon, North Wales. 
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228  Willis, Jas., West Auckland Colliery, Bishop Auckland. 

229  Wilmer, F., Framwellgate Colliery, Durham. 

230  Wilson, J. B., Haydock Rope Works, Warrington, Lancashire. 

231  Wilson, R., Flimby Colliery, Maryport, Cumberland. 

232  Wilson, John Straker, West Cramlington, Newcastle. 

233  Wood, C. L., Black Boy Colliery, Bishop Auckland. 

234  Wood, Lindsay, Hetton Colliery, Fence Houses. 

235  Wood, N., Hetton Hall, Fence Houses, County of Durham. 

236  Wood, W. H., Coxhoe Hall, Ferry Hill. 

237  Woodhouse, J. T., Midland Road, Derby, Derbyshire. 
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List of Subscribing Collieries. 

Owners of Stella Colliery, Ryton, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

„        Grange Colliery, Durham. 

„        Kepier Grange Colliery, Ferry Hill. 

„        Leasingthorne Colliery, Ferry Hill. 

„        Westerton Colliery, Ferry Hill. 

„        Poynton and Worth Colliery. 

„        Holywell Main Colliery. 

„        East Holywell Colliery. 

„        Black Boy Colliery, Bishop Auckland. 



„        North Hetton Colliery, Fence Houses. 

„        Haswell Colliery, Durham. 

„        South Hetton and Murton Collieries, Fence Houses. 

„        Earl of Durham, Lambton Collieries, Fence Houses. 

„        Hetton Collieries, Fence Houses. 

„        Seghill Colliery, Seghill, near Newcastle. 
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Rules. 

1.—That the Members of this Society shall consist of Ordinary Members, Life Members, and 

Honorary Members. 

2.—That the Annual Subscription of each Ordinary Member shall be £2 2s. 0d., payable in advance, 

and that the same shall be considered as due and payable on the first Saturday of August in each 

year. 

3.—That all persons who shall at one time make a Donation of £20 or upwards, shall be Life 

Members. 

4.—Honorary Members shall be persons who shall have distinguished themselves by their Literary or 

Scientific attainments, or made important communications to the Society. 

5.—That a General Meeting of the Society shall be held on the first Thursday of every Month (except 

in January and July), at twelve o'clock noon, and the General Meeting in the month of August shall 

be the Annual Meeting, at which a report of the proceedings, and an abstract of the accounts of the 

previous year shall be presented by the Council. A special Meeting of the Society may be called 

whenever the Council shall think fit, and also on a requisition to the Council signed by ten or more 

Members. 

6.—No alteration shall be made in any of the Laws, Rules, or Regulations of the Society, except at 

the Annual General Meeting, or at a Special Meeting; and the particulars of every alteration to be 

then proposed shall be announced at a previous General Meeting, and inserted in its minutes, and 

shall be exhibited in the Society's meeting-room fourteen days previously to such General Annual or 

Special Meeting. 

7.—Every question which shall come before any Meeting of the Society shall be decided by the votes 

of the majority of the Ordinary and Life Members then present and voting. 

8.—Persons desirous of being admitted into the Society as Ordinary or Life Members, shall be 

proposed by three Ordinary or Life Members, or both, at a General Meeting. The proposition shall be 



in writing, and signed by the proposers, and shall state the name and residence of the individual 

proposed, whose election shall be ballotted for at the next 
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following General Meeting, and during the interval notice of the proposition shall be exhibited in the 

Society's-room. Every person proposed as an Honorary Member must be recommended by at least 

five Members of the Society and elected by ballot at the General Meeting next succeeding. A 

majority of votes shall determine every election. 

9.— The Officers of the Society shall consist of a President, four Vice-Presidents, and twelve 

Members who shall constitute a Council for the direction and management of the affairs of the 

Society; and of a Treasurer and a Secretary; all of whom shall be elected at the Annual Meeting, and 

shall be re-eligible, with the exception of Three Councillors whose attendances have been fewest. 

Lists containing the names of all the persons eligible having been sent by the Secretary to the 

respective Members, at least a month previously to the Annual Meeting; the election shall take place 

by written lists, to be delivered by each voter in person to the Chairman, who shall appoint 

scrutineers of the lists; and the scrutiny shall commence on the conclusion of the other business of 

the meeting. At meetings of the Council, five shall be a quorum, and the record of the Council's 

proceedings shall be at all times open to the inspection of the members of the Society. 

10.—The Funds of the Society shall be deposited in the hands of the Treasurer, and shall be 

disbursed by him according to the direction of the Council. 

11.—The Council shall have power to decide on the propriety of communicating to the Society any 

papers which may be received, and they shall be at liberty, when they think it desirable to do so, to 

direct that any paper read before the Society shall be printed. Intimation shall be given at the close 

of each General Meeting of the subject of the paper or papers to be read, and of the questions for 

discussion at the next meeting, and notice thereof shall be affixed in the Society's-room ten days 

previously. The reading of papers shall not be delayed beyond 3 o'clock, and if the election of 

members or other business should not be sooner despatched, the President may adjourn such 

business until after the discussion of the subject for the day. 

12.—That the Copyright of all papers communicated to and accepted by the Institute, becomes 

vested in the Institute; and that such communications shall not be published for sale, or otherwise, 

without the permission of the Council. 

13.—That the transmission of the Proceedings be withheld from members more than two years in 

arrear of their annual subscriptions. 
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NORTH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE of MINING ENGINEERS. 

GENERAL MEETING, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1859, IN THE ROOMS OF THE INSTITUTE, WESTGATE 

STREET, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE. 

Nicholas Wood, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair, 

The Secretary having read the minutes of the Council held on the 1st October, 

The following gentlemen were elected members of the Institute:— David R. Ramsay, Wallsend Iron 

Works; M. B. Gardner, Newfield Colliery, Ferry Hill; John Warrington, Rippax, near Leeds; John P. 

Maddison, Thornhill Lees, Wakefield. 

The President reported that he had a communication from Mr. Thomas John Taylor with reference 

to his paper on the Ventilation of Coal Mines, &c., to the effect that, owing to the multifarious 

nature of such paper, and the number of experiments requisite to investigate the subject, he had 

not been able to finish it in time for the meeting of today, but he expected it would be ready for the 

next meeting of the Institute. Under such circumstances, and there being no other paper to be read, 

he would propose to adjourn the meeting until the first Thursday in December. 

Adjourned accordingly. 
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NORTH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE OF MINING ENGINEERS. 

GENERAL MEETING, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1859, IN THE ROOMS OF THE INSTITUTE, WESTGATE 

STREET, NEWCASTLE- UPON- TYNE. 

Nicholas Wood, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

The Secretary having read the minutes of the Council meeting on the 26th November, Mr. Matthew 

Truran, of the Dowlais Iron Works, Merthyr Tydvil, was elected a member of the Institute. 

The President said the first subject for consideration was the claim of Mr. Thomas Y. Hall for 

payment of £189 19s. 6d. for diagrams and illustrations to his papers, which had been referred back, 

with the consent of Mr. Hall, to the Council for settlement, at the anniversary meeting of August last. 

The Council, in pursuance of such power, had taken all the circumstances of the case into 

consideration, and had, as stated in their proceedings, recommended that the sum of £150 should 

be paid to Mr. Hall. 

A rather long and desultory discussion ensued between Mr. Hall and the members present, which 

terminated in Mr. Hall accepting the sum awarded by the Council. 



The President then read letters from Mr. Allen, Honorary Secretary to the Geologists' Association in 

Cavendish Square, London, asking for an interchange of works of the Mining Institute Transactions, 

with the proceedings of the Geologists' Association, which are issued quarterly; and also from Mr. 

Smith, Secretary to a Mechanics' Institution, Wigan, asking for any papers, books, or fossils in 

connection with the Mining Institute, and enclosing a copy of their last report. 

It was resolved that the President should make some inquiries respecting those institutions, and 

report the result to the next meeting. 
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A letter was also read from Mr. Ralph Moore, mining engineer, Glasgow, presenting a copy of his 

work on the Ventilation of Mines to the Institute, for which the President was desired to convey the 

thanks of the meeting to Mr. Moore. 

The President stated that the members would recollect the papers which he had read to the 

Institute on the subject of the Rosedale Ironstone, and the discussions thereon. He had received a 

letter on the subject from Mr. Simpson, Curator of the Whitby Museum, in which he attempted to 

explain the causes which had produced such a remarkable deposit. As Mr. Simpson's conclusions did 

not coincide with his, he thought it only fair towards those who differed in opinion with him, that 

Mr. Simpson's letter should be read to the meeting. He had not an opportunity of laying it before the 

annual meeting in August, and the postponement of the regular meeting in October likewise 

prevented him from doing so. 

It having been resolved that the letter should be read, and inserted in the minutes of the meeting, 

the following is a copy thereof:— 

                                                                                                                     Whitby Museum, June 9th, 1859. 

Sir,—As there continues to be a difference of opinion respecting the Rosedale Ironstone, I beg very 

respectfully to suggest that what appears to be a basaltic dyke, may have been an excavation in the 

lower beds of the inferior oolite and upper lias, into which the upper bed of oolitic ironstone has 

been deposited. The inferior oolite of Yorkshire is, no doubt, for the most part, a literal deposit, so 

there is nothing improbable in supposing that an excavation of its lower beds may have taken place, 

and this may have been facilitated by a dislocation of the strata. The specimens which we have 

received from the upper bed of ironstone at Rosedale are, in lithological character, identically the 

same as those of the magnetic ore; both have the same oolitic structure, and some of the specimens 

of the ore have lost their magnetic quality since they came into the Museum. The ore in question is 

also entirely unlike any igneous or metamorphic rock, and must have had its origin from above. The 

absence of organic remains is of little account, as nothing can be more variable than the inferior 

oolite in this respect. In some localities they are huddled together in vast abundance—in other 

places they are entirely absent. To the south of Peak the beds are 70 feet in thickness, whilst at 

Whitby they have been reduced to a few inches, and are succeeded above by shales. From some 

appearances a little to the south of Whitby, it would seem that the lias in that locality had been left 

dry for some time, and had rent into fissures, into which the inferior oolite had been deposited, 

forming strings or veins—a thing somewhat analogous to the one suggested. 



Hoping that you will not think me intrusive, 

                                                      I remain, Sir, yours truly,  

To Nicholas Wood, Esq.                                                   MARTIN SIMPSON. 
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The President said, it did not appear to him that Mr. Simpson disputed the extent, mineralogical 

character, and great percentage of iron yielded by this deposit, but accounted for its presence by the 

supposition that an excavation of the beds had taken place, into which the upper bed of oolitic 

ironstone had been deposited. The great extent already proved of this deposit, and the almost 

marvellous parallelism of the bed itself, with the superior and inferior beds of the series; and, 

likewise, the different mineralogical character of the Rosedale bed with the upper bed of oolitic 

ironstone, all militated against such a supposition. The entire absence of organic remains was also a 

peculiar feature, though, certainly, of itself not decisive, of a distinct formation, though we nowhere 

in this extensive stretch of formation of ironstone, observe so decided and complete a change from 

the large proportion of organic remains to their entire absence. The peculiarity of the ore losing its 

magnetic quality by exposure to the air and water had led to some mistakes as to the identity of the 

deposit, though it was well known to those who have carefully observed all the characteristics of its 

formation. 

The President said, he would also take the liberty of reading another letter which had been 

forwarded to him by a Mr. Birkenhead, of the Mining School, Wigan, on a subject which could not 

fail to be of importance to the members of the Institute, viz., the Question of the efficiency of Safety 

Cages, and, he should be glad to hear the experience of any of the members on the observations 

made in Mr. Birkenhead's letter. 

                                                                                                                  Mining School, Wigan, Oct. 10, 1859. 

Sir,—Knowing your great experience in Mining affairs, and your interest in the welfare of the Miner, 

I take the liberty of addressing you upon a subject of great importance—the dependance to be 

placed on "Safety Cages." A great number and variety of these apparatus are now in use; and it may 

be well to examine the question whether the principle upon which they are constructed is a sound 

one. 

I will begin by remarking that certain bodies admit of molecular change, which is either 

spontaneous, or brought about by artificial means. Of this I have the following instances to offer:— 

1.— Wrought Iron, by means of vibration or otherwise, passes from the fibrous condition to the 

crystalline, becoming brittle. Hence the chains attaching cages to the rope require annealing. 

2.—Enerinal Marble, which was doubtless limestone at one time, has become crystalline, and this is 

without fusion or solution, since the forms of the crinoids are perfectly preserved. 

3.—In the manufacture of steel by the "cementation" process, the bars of iron are surrounded by 

charcoal, and the carbon passes to the very centre of the iron, although no fusion takes place. 
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4.—Sulphur, when melted and heated to the viscid condition and then poured into water becomes a 

soft elastic substance. In the course of a few hours, this elastic sulphur passes into a hard and 

crystalline body, like ordinary sulphur. 

5.—Barley sugar and sugar lozenges, when first made, are amorphous. By keeping they become 

opaque, having become crystalline. 

6.—Certain ancient bronzes on being examined have been found perfectly oxidized, but what is 

remarkable, in the interior was a core of binoxide of tin, while this was surrounded by compounds of 

copper. (If I remember rightly a layer of oxide of copper, and outside this one of carbonate of 

copper.) Here a perfect separation of the elements of the bronze had taken place. 

7.—Iodide of Mercury (Hg. I.) is known to be dimorphous, one variety being yellow the other red. 

When the iodide (which is red by precipitation) is suddenly exposed to a high temperature, it 

becomes bright yellow and yields a sublimate of yellow crystals. If in this state it be touched by a 

hard body it instantly becomes red, and the same change occurs spontaneously after some time. 

8.—Some alloys undergo molecular change even when at rest, as an alloy of lead and tin used in 

multiplying the patterns for brass founding. 

The inferences which may be lawfully drawn from the preceding cases are these:— 

(1.)—Many substances which are commonly called solid have the power of undergoing a molecular 

change; i.e., their particles alter their relative position. 

(2.)—Substances capable of occurring in the crystalline condition tend to pass gradually into that 

position under favourable circumstances. Or in other words, the forces whose effect is the 

production of crystals, are always active; but unless the conditions be favourable they produce no 

effect from the want of freedom of motion in the atoms. 

Now, to apply this to the present case. 

Safety cages, whether intended like those of Owen, and White, and Grant, to dig into the guides, or 

like Fourdrinier's to clasp them tightly, always depend for their action upon the force of a spring. 

Now, be it observed that so long as the winding rope remains entire, the spring is out of its normal 

position—it is subjected to a powerful tension. I can conceive of no situation more favourable to 

molecular change than this of a constant tension, accompanied as it is with a constant vibration. Is it 

not extremely probable that, under these circumstances, the metal should become physically 

changed, and either lose its elasticity altogether, or take up a fresh normal position? In either case, it 

would be entirely useless when required to act. 

Now, sir, all this is theory. Unfortunately I am unable to verify it by fact; and I have written to you 

hoping that you may throw the light of experience on the subject. The only case I can point to was 

an accident at a colliery of Messrs. Knowles (at Ayecroft, I believe), where a rope broke through 

overwinding, a few months ago. The cage was provided with Owen's apparatus; but it failed in its 

action, (from what cause the reports did not say), and seven human beings were launched into 

eternity. 



If it should prove that what I have been led to expect does actually take place, the safety cages are 

worse than useless, since they give rise to the belief of a freedom from danger which is erroneous; 

besides which, unfortunately where they have been introduced they have formed an excuse for 

allowing the rope and winding tackle to get into a worse condition than otherwise would have been 

allowed. 
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Much of the danger would, however, be obviated by a periodical testing of the safety apparatus. 

This would be at once easy and efficacious. 

Hoping that the importance of the subject may serve as an apology for the length of my letter, 

                                                          I remain, Sir, 

                                                                                Your obedient servant,  

Nicholas Wood, Esq., &c, &c, &c.                                             E. H. BIRKENHEAD. 

 

The President said the question was, did or did not the springs of the safety-cages lose their 

elasticity, and become comparatively inefficient by being kept constantly in a state of extreme 

tension? 

Mr. Boyd said that Mr. Fourdrinier made some experiments at Monkwearmouth Colliery to test the 

effect of the springs being subjected to long exposure to tension and vibration, the result of which, 

he understood, was, that for a period of several months no injurious tendency took place. 

Mr. Daglish—We had springs at the end of the ropes at the Seaton Colliery, but we were obliged to 

abandon them in consequence of the elasticity of the springs being destroyed. In this case the whole 

weight of the cages, when loaded, and coals, were supported by the springs, but they were relieved 

when the cages rested upon the "keps" at the top and bottom of the pit. 

Mr. Dunn said it had long been understood that a change took place both in the springs and chains, 

the latter becoming brittle. Many made a practice of heating the chains nearly red hot to restore 

their malleability. 

Mr. Hurst—This is done at Backworth and at West Cramlington. 

Mr. Barkus said, the most complete drawing apparatus he had seen was provided with a box, the 

upper part of which rested on India-rubber. The jerk was considerably relieved by its elasticity. 

The President—What effect is produced after a time on the elasticity of the India-rubber? 

Mr. Barkus—It will continue perfectly elastic for six or eight months; after ten months it loses its 

elasticity to a certain extent, but not entirely. It is not expensive to renew it, and in some cases I was 

agreeably surprised to find the India-rubber not much changed after considerable use. 



The President—That depends much upon the blows or jerks to which it is subjected. I think after 

continued blows and compression for some time it loses its elasticity, a change takes place and it 

becomes quite hard. 
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Mr. Hall mentioned that a bucket, of Dr. White's construction, used in a ship, had a rim of India 

rubber, and that it had been in use for three years, at the end of which period it seemed to be as 

elastic as at first. 

Mr. Dunn—It depends much upon the quantity of work it has to do. Ship pumps are not much used. 

Spence and Co.'s volute springs, used to suspend cages at the end of the pit ropes, gradually lose 

their elasticity. 

The President—Springs of railway carriages, which are almost always in a state of tension, and 

subjected to much shaking, are certainly effective for a considerable length of time. 

Mr. Daglish—Part of my paper on wire ropes treats on the heating of chains to restore their 

elasticity. 

Mr. Hall said, Mr. Birkenhead seemed to doubt the utility of safety-cages in consequence of a change 

in the elasticity of the springs, and questioned if they did not do more harm than good. 

The President—There is certainly a considerable difference of opinion amongst practical men as to 

the utility of safety-cages in preventing accidents. It appears quite clear, unless all the apparatus is 

kept in the most efficient state, great risk is incurred in depending upon them in cases of ropes or 

chains breaking, and there is too much fear that in many cases undue dependence is placed on the 

efficiency of safety-cages in the wear of ropes and chains. 

The President then stated that he had no doubt all the members were acquainted with the great loss 

the Institute had sustained in the death of one of their Vice-Presidents, the late Robert Stephenson, 

Esq. He (the President) had been present when the will of that lamented gentleman was read, from 

which it appeared that Mr. Stephenson had bequeathed the magnificent sum of £2000 to their 

Institution, the North of England Mining Institute. He had not yet received any formal notification to 

that effect from the executors, but of course that would be communicated to the Institute in due 

time. Irrespective of this munificent bequest, the death of so great a man as Robert Stephenson 

demanded a proper memento of respect at their hands, but when it was likewise considered that 

Newcastle was the locale of his birth, his education, and the production of one of his greatest works; 

when, in addition to all these, he had constantly, whenever an opportunity offered, promoted, to 

the utmost of his power, the interests of this Institution,—that he was one of its Vice-Presidents, and 

that almost one of the last acts of his life was to direct that a legacy of £2000 should be placed at the 

disposal of 
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the Institute: all these circumstances and acts, therefore, rendered it imperatively necessary that a 

proper tribute of respect should be paid to the memory of so great and good a man at the hands of 

the Institute. Personally, likewise, he (the President) felt that it was imperatively incumbent upon 

him, as President of the Institute, and as a devoted friend of that gentleman, from the age of nine 

years to the day of his death, to offer the most sincere and respectful tribute of respect to the 

memory of the great departed. He, therefore, begged to announce, that at the next meeting of the 

Institute, in February, he would deliver an address expressive of the great loss they had sustained, of 

the gratitude they felt for the munificent legacy, and of the great regret they felt for the loss of such 

a talented, kind-hearted, and valuable a member of the Institute; and he begged to add that, with 

their permission, he would present to them, in such address, some of the leading incidents, with 

which he himself was cognisant of, in the history of so remarkable a family as the father and son of 

the Stephenson's, who, in the short almost flash of time which had been allotted, by a Divine 

Providence, to them in this life, had done more, perhaps, than any other family for the benefit of the 

human race. 

DISCUSSION ON MR. ROSS'S PAPER. 

The President said—We shall now proceed with the discussion of Mr. Ross's paper on Ascentional 

Ventilation. This paper detailed the particulars of the mode of ventilation practised at the Springwell 

Colliery —a colliery in the working of which a more than usual quantity of gas was evolved. They 

would see, on a reference to the plan attached to the paper, which is shown in vol. VII. of the 

"Transactions" of the Institute, that the workings in this part of the mine are to the dip of the shaft, 

the coals being brought out to the bottom of the shaft by an engine plane (the seam dipping at the 

rate of one in twelve), and that the whole mine working was pursued upwards or to the rise, in 

panels, from the water levels, at different distances down the engine plane. When the working of 

the whole mine reached to three or four pillars from the water levels, the pillar working was, in the 

first instance, commenced and continued until the extremity of the panel was reached. In doing so, 

the working of the whole coal was to the rise of the pillar working, and the pillar working was, 

likewise, to the rise of the goaf. The tendency of the inflammable air to ascend rendered it extremely 

difficult to keep the  
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whole coal working, and also the pillar working, clear of the gas from the goaf. The return air 

likewise had to return from the face of the workings of both whole coal and pillars, to the water 

levels; and this likewise added to the difficulty of keeping the workings clear of gas. Subsequently, 

and as shown by the plan, the whole of the coal workings were carried to the extremity of the panel, 

and a gas drift driven through the barrier of such panel into the return drift of the next panel to the 

rise, and through which drift the gas from the goaf of the working panel was allowed to pass; and 

this constituted what Mr. Ross called "ascentional ventilation." He (the President) referred the 

members to the account given by Mr. Ross of the beneficial effects arising from this mode of 

ventilation over that previously practised, and said that a question presented itself, as to whether, 

while the gas drift allowed the gas to escape, (such route to the upcast being so much shorter than 

the route which the general ventilation of the panel had to pursue,) would not such drift allow the 

escape of a large portion of the ventilating air of the panel likewise? 



Mr. Ross—In practice we only found a small quantity of the ventilating air escaping. 

The President—This is important, and it really appeared, that instead of the air which passed 

through such drifts being an admixture of the atmospheric or ventilating air of the panel, and the 

gas; the air which passed through such drift was almost pure gas, though the whole pressure of the 

ventilating air skirted the lower edge of the goaf, as shown on the plan, and had free access to the 

drift through the goaf. 

Mr. Boyd asked if the ventilating air pressed through the goaf towards the gas drift, to the exclusion 

of the gas? 

Mr. Ross—The passage through the goaf would not be a free passage, as the goaf was much fallen; 

but we always made the opening in the gas drift of small area, enlarging it as the gas increased; and 

we found that the gas passed through to the comparative exclusion of the ventilating current. There 

was a portion of atmospheric air mixed with the gas, but not sufficient to reduce it below the 

inflammable point. 

Mr. Barkus—In the original mode of working, the whole mine workings were proceeding to the rise, 

and the pillar workings were following them up, with a series of bord stoppings between them, same 

as in diagram VIII. in Mr. Wales paper, page 18, vol. VII. The air in the first place was taken round the 

face of the whole mine workings, 
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and returned by the pillar workings. The tendency of the gas to rise would cause it to accumulate in 

the goaf until a sudden fall of the roof forced it out, and this, I believe, was the cause of an accident 

at this colliery. 

The President—In the case before us, the first of the air is taken round the edge of the goaf, as 

shown by the arrows in Mr. Ross's plan. There is then a mass of gas in the goaf between the first of 

the air and the gas drift. There is nothing, therefore, to prevent this air from reaching the gas drift, 

except the state of the goaf and the gas accumulated in it, and as we know that a portion of such air 

does pass through the gas drift with the inflammable air, this proves that there is a passage for it 

through the goaf. But, as we find that only a small portion of the ventilating air passes through the 

drift, the inference is that in such cases the mass of inflammable air accumulated in the goaf acts as 

a barrier or stopping, to a considerable extent, in preventing the free passage of the ventilating 

current through the goaf, and so along the gas drift, and that it is only a small portion of such air 

mechanically mixed with the gas produced in the working of the pillars which finds its way through 

the gas drift. It is clear that the gas in the goaf acts as a stopping, as the whole force of the 

ventilating current is pressed against the edge of the goaf, and is forced by the gas in the goaf along 

its assigned route, in preference to its taking the short route through the goaf and gas drift. 

Mr. Barkus—Otherwise the fresh air would go to the gas drift, to the exclusion of the gas. 

Mr. Boyd—The pressure of the ventilating current against the gas in the goaf forces the gas out at 

the rise extremity, and so through the gas drift. 



Mr. Atkinson—But, whatever it forces out must be supplied either by additional gas or atmospheric 

air. 

Mr. Dunn—Being the Hutton seam, a large quantity of gas is produced, which will concentrate at the 

highest part of the workings, and the gas will be ready to go out through the gas drift. 

Mr. Boyd—Supposing we have no communication at all from the lower part of the goaf to the upper 

part, if it was impervious to air the gas would still go off through the gas drift. 

The President—I think you must assume that there is a communication through the goaf. 

Mr. Berkley—Perhaps Mr. Ross can explain if there is? Perhaps some pillars are worked completely 

out, and so air passes through the goaf. To Mr. Ross:—Does the air continue to discharge through 

the gas drifts when the pillars are worked away completely? 
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Mr. Ross—It never seems to be reduced in quantity. 

Mr. Atkinson—The only reason is that the opening in the gas drift is not large enough to take any 

greater quantity. 

The President—Then the feeder of gas is what goes through the drift, and nothing more except the 

admixture of atmospheric air imbibed when the discharge of gas takes place. To Mr. Ross:—Is the 

opening in the gas drift large enough to contain more air? With what velocity does the current pass 

through the drift? 

Mr. Ross—The opening is large enough to contain more air than passes through it, and the velocity 

of the current is very small. 

The President—Every practical man knows the very great difficulty there is in mixing atmospheric air 

with inflammable gas, the latter clings to the roof of the mine, even when the passages are 

horizontal. This difficulty was more severely felt before the introduction of safety-lamps, when it was 

necessary in order to thoroughly mix the inflammable gas with the atmospheric air, so as to render 

the entire current uninflammable, which, unless so intimately mixed and blended, might be 

inflammable near the roof of the passages. I have known cases, before the introduction of safety-

lamps, where it was necessary to take the air out of one working place, convey it into the back pillars 

for a great distance to thoroughly mix or "dash" it before it was safe to use in the next working place 

with candles. And every one knows how difficult it is, even with strong currents of air to clear the 

workings of inflammable air when it is accumulated in large quantities, or to "lift" it, as it is called in 

mining language. Something of that takes place, I believe, in this case, though there may be a 

comparatively free passage from the edge of the goaf to the gas drift. If there is a large accumulation 

of gas filling the entire cavity of the goaf I do not think the pressure of the ventilating current at the 

lower end of the goaf would displace, lift, or drive the gas before it, so as to produce a current of 

atmospheric air from the edge of the goaf to the gas drift. I think that the mass of gas forms a 

complete barrier against the passage of the common air, and that the feeders of gas only, combined 

with such atmospheric air as may be mixed with it where it is discharged, passes through the gas 



drifts; and if so, such drifts can be used in several places in a mine without any injurious abstraction 

of the ventilating air of the mine. 

Mr. Anderson—I think the gas in the goaf will act as a barrier, especially if the gas reaches to the 

bottom of and fills the vacuities. The atmospheric air will not lift it, and therefore only a small 

proportion of atmospheric air will escape. 
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Mr. Atkinson—Does the air coming out of the gas drift fire at the safety-lamp? If so, there are at 

least five or six parts of air. 

Mr. Ross—Generally it puts the Stephenson lamp out. I have not tried it with the Davy lamp. 

Mr. Dunn—The system of ascentional ventilation was Mr. Ryan's plan. 

Mr. Boyd—Was it not Mr. Faraday's plan? 

The President—Mr. Faraday proposed to bore holes from the surface down into the top of the goaf. 

Mr. Boyd—I suppose the discharge from the gas drift would be nothing like so great if there was no 

action of the current of air at the bottom of the goaf? 

The President—That by no means follows. It may be that the elasticity of the gas in the goaf 

prevents the effect of the pressure of the ventilating current at the lower extremity reaching the 

upper extremity of the goaf; at any rate, we do not find the atmospheric air reaching the gas drift 

after years of action, and therefore it is rather to be assumed that little more than the feeders of gas 

escapes as previously explained. 

 

DISCUSSION ON MR. DAGLISH'S PAPER. 

Mr. Daglish said—Since this paper was written the following account of some experiments on cold 

rolled iron has appeared in the "Engineer" which corroborate the views of the writer on the cause of 

the great loss of strength in iron wire when heated to a high temperature, page 212, series 2, and of 

the little effect which the same treatment has on iron chain, page 215, series 5. The latter being 

rolled hot does not suffer any change in its molecular constitution by the application of a high heat, 

whilst the former having been drawn cold seems to undergo a change of structure which greatly 

injures its tenacity. The following are the observations alluded to:— 

"During the week certain of the ironmasters of South Staffordshire have been informed of the 

results of a series of experiments that have just been made by Mr. William Fairbairn, of Manchester, 

upon the tensile strength of bars of wrought-iron, some of which have been subjected to a process 

of cold rolling, invented by Mr. Lauth, and in operation at Mr. Nasmyth's works, Patricroft. The first 

experiment was on a bar of wrought-iron in the condition in which it is received from the 

manufacturer (black). The diameter of the piece experimented upon was 1.07 in.; its area 0.85873 

square inches. The laying-on of a weight of 46,426 lbs. produced an elongation on a length of 10 in. 



to the extent of 1.30 in.; and the laying-on of 50,346 lbs. produced an elongation of 2.00, with a 

breaking weight per square inch of in pounds 58,628, and in tons 26.173. The diameter at the point 

of fracture, after this experiment, was 0.88 in. The second experiment was on a bar similar to the 

preceding, but rolled cold. 
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Diameter 1.00 in.; area, 0.7854 square inches. With a weight of 64,255 lbs. laid on it elongated 

rapidly, and the breaking weight was per square inch in pounds 81,812, and in tons 36.523. The third 

experiment was also on a bar of iron rolled cold, with a diameter and area similar to the foregoing. 

The elongation of a length of 10 in. was in inches 0.6, when a weight of 62,545 lbs. was laid on. With 

69,295 lbs. laid on, the elongation was 0.79 in., and the breaking weight per square inch 88,230 lbs., 

in tons 39.388. The diameter after fracture was 0.85. The fourth experiment was on a bar of similar 

iron to the preceding, turned in a lathe. Diameter and area same as in the two foregoing. With a 

weight laid on of 30,910 lbs., the elongation was 0.15 and 2.20 with a weight of 47,710. Here the 

breaking weight per square inch was in pounds 60,746, in tons 27.119. The diameter after fracture 

was 0.80. Thus, it will be seen, that in an untouched or black bar the breaking weight was 50,346 

lbs.; per square inch 58,628 lbs., or 26.173 tons strength, the untouched bar being unity, 1.000. That 

the breaking weight of a bar rolled cold was 69,295 lbs.; per square inch 88,230 lbs., or 39.388 in 

tons strength, the untouched bar being unity, 1.505. The breaking weight of a turned bar was 47,710 

lbs.; the breaking weight per square inch 60,746 lbs., or 27.119 in tons strength, the untouched bar 

being unity, 1.006. From this it is evident that the effect of consolidation by the process of cold 

rolling is to increase the tensile powers of resistance from 26.17 tons per square inch to 39.38 tons, 

being in the ratio of 1:1.5, one-half increase of strength gained by the new process of cold rolling. 

When, however, the iron rolled cold has repassed through the fire, many of the pores before 

consolidated must be again opened, there arising a consequent diminution of the strength 

previously gained. This being the case, no use immediately occurs to us to which the bar so rolled 

cold can be applied with the advantage that the process must secure to the tierod now so much 

used in supporting roofs in particular. Here the only portions that need be subjected to the fire are 

the eyes, always extra welded to maintain the same strength throughout." 

From these experiments it would seem that a one inch bar of hot rolled iron bore 26 tons, and the 

same iron when rolled cold bore 36½ tons per square inch. This agreed with his experiments on the 

effects of heating iron wire. He found that the strength of the wire, when heated, was reduced one-

half. Wire was drawn cold, and by heating, it was weakened. The same results did not apply to 

chains, because the iron was rolled hot, and when heated afterwards was not injured. 

Mr. Berkley—Can you speak of the effect of different degrees of heat? Take the effect on ropes used 

in an upcast shaft where the heat is generally considerable. What effect has such heat on wire 

ropes? 

Mr. Daglish—The cause of the great injury done to wire ropes opposite to the exit of the furnace 

drift, is not owing- to the direct action of the heat of the furnace itself, but to the chemical effect of 

its vapours principally in action at this point. The sulphur in the coals, volatilized by the furnace, 



combines with a portion of oxygen to form sulphurous acid, this, possessing the property of taking 

up another atom of oxygen when 
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in contact with moist air, forms hydrated sulphuric acid in the upcast shaft, which, diluted with the 

other shaft water, passes down the rope, and as the boiling point of hydrated sulphuric acid is 

greatly higher than that of water, the solution increases in strength as it falls down the shaft, and 

becomes highly concentrated and corrosive when opposite the furnace drift, and subjected to a 

temperature of probably 300°. Water after passing down a deep and moist upcast shaft is sensibly 

acid to the taste, and reddens litmus paper. 

Mr. Barkus—The action of moisture upon iron in an upcast shaft is well known to have a very serious 

effect on wire ropes. 

The President—The effect is very much increased upon that part of the rope which is stationary, 

immediately opposite the entrance of the furnace drift into the shaft. It is at this place where the 

heat is greatest, and the force of the current of air issuing out of the furnace drift striking upon the 

wire rope at the time the rope is stationary, which it is for a short time when the tubs are being 

taken out of and into the cages, at the top and bottom of the pit. 

Mr. Berkley—The effect of the heat is to evaporate the water or moisture on the rope, and to 

produce oxidation. Another element to be considered is the weight and effect on the chain. Where 

one link presses against another link the oxidation is produced more rapidly when heated by the 

furnace of the upcast shaft than when it is perfectly cold. 

Mr. Barkus—Another circumstance operates on wire ropes by the action of the furnace in an upcast 

shaft. The heated air projected against the rope at the mouth of the furnace drift expands it 

considerably. The rope then passes rapidly into a cooler medium, and ultimately to the temperature 

of the atmosphere on the surface. The transition from a temperature of probably 300° to 40° or 50° 

produces a continual motion or change or alteration of the particles of the wire, and ultimately, 

almost entirely destroys their cohesion, and the wire becomes brittle and rigid. 

Mr. Daglish—The most injurious effect of the heat and moisture on ropes in upcast shafts is owing, 

as I have stated, to the formation of sulphuric acid. I have found in analysing the water, that after 

partial evaporation the remaining portion was very strong acid, sufficiently so to corrode iron very 

rapidly, and, consequently, the effect both on the ropes and chains is very great indeed. 

Mr. Boyd—Have you any analytical experiments on wire made from cold drawn wire after it has 

been heated? 
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Mr. Daglish—There is no chemical change by merely heating iron. There is a change in the molecular 

arrangement. 



The President—Have you any further observation to make as to steel wire ropes? 

Mr. Daglish—I have given the result of two experiments made myself with steel wire ropes, and I 

have been furnished with a copy of some experiments made recently at Greenock, which have not 

been published, but seem to be well authenticated. In reference to the splicing of wire ropes and to 

the effect of broken wires, several experiments were made, I believe at Wingate Grange, some years 

since, one of these agrees very closely with mine, each wire in a strand of six wires was cut twelve 

inches apart. The strand then bore twelve cwts. 
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[see in original text Table of Results of Experiments on the Strength, &c., of R. S. Newall & Co.'s Steel 

Wire Ropes, with a Chain-Testing Machine, in Mr. A. Mc Vicar's Chain Works, Greenock, 14th March, 

1859. Present— Robert Steel, Esq.; Laurence Hill, Esq.; John Galloway, Esq.; Mr. Wm. McMillan; Mr. 

John Hastie, Engineer; and others.] 
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The President—I think steel wire ropes present a difficulty in splicing. 

Mr. Daglish—I heard the other day of a steel wire rope being cut, when the rope immediately 

unwound itself for a considerable length, When next cut, the two ends were previously well 

wrapped to prevent the unwinding. 

Mr. Boyd—It appears now to be well established that steel ropes, of equal weight with common 

wire ropes, will bear more than double the weight, or in the proportion of six to fifteen tons. 

The President stated that this concluded the proceedings of the meeting. It was intended, as 

instructed by the annual meeting, that the question of the consideration of a less annual 

subscription by under-viewers, overmen, &c, should be gone into at this meeting, but the Council 

had not made a report thereon; this, however, he trusted, would be brought before them at the 

next meeting. 

The meeting then adjourned. 
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NORTH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE OF MINING ENGINEERS. 

GENERAL MEETING, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1860, IN THE ROOMS OF THE INSTITUTE,WESTGATE 

STREET, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE. 

Nicholas Wood, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

Mr. T. J. Taylor, in the absence of the Secretary, read the proceedings of the Council. 



The President then said, the first question for consideration was the admission to the meetings of 

the Institute, and to the privileges thereof, of under-viewers, at a lower rate of subscription than 

ordinary members. The Council had taken this into consideration, and they were unanimously of 

opinion, that it would not be desirable to do so, as it would entirely alter the constitution of the 

Institute, and establish two grades of members. They referred to a resolution passed in 1853, which 

they thought would accomplish all that was desired, if the coalowners wishful to have their under-

viewers to attend the meetings of the Institute would avail themselves of the privileges attending 

such resolution. It was to the following effect:—"That each subscriber of £2 annually is entitled to a 

ticket to admit one person, (not being a member), to the Rooms, Library, Meetings, Lectures, and 

other public proceedings of the Society; and for every additional £2 subscribed annually another 

person is admissible up to the number of five persons." He (the President) regretted that so few of 

the coalowners had availed themselves of this privilege, as, no doubt, there was a very general 

feeling that the admission of under-viewers to the discussions, especially on ventilation, would be 

productive of much good. The Council recommended that a circular should be issued to the 

coalowners, pointing out  
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the mode by which their under-viewers could have access to the meetings of the Institute, which, 

with their permission, he begged to propose, viz.:— 

“That a circular be issued to the Coal Trade, with a copy of the rule above referred to, and expressing 

the wishes of the Institute that they would be glad to receive the under-viewers to their meetings, 

and that they would, to the utmost of their power, so arrange the discussions on subjects 

appertaining to ventilation and practical mining, that the under-viewers should receive the greatest 

amount of information on such subjects." 

After a short discussion, the above resolution was unanimously adopted. 

The President next stated that he had expended the sum of £5 in the purchase of the publication of 

the proceedings of the Bristol Mining School, and that 200 of the volumes of that work were 

deposited in the hands of the Secretary for sale amongst the members. 

A resolution was then passed, that persons recommended by members, on the payment of the 

yearly subscription of one guinea, paid in advance, might have the publications of the Society as they 

were issued—the members exercising their discretion that such recommendations did not operate 

to cause members to cease their subscriptions of two guineas, or of continuing members of the 

Institute; and that such a privilege should be consequently confined to under-viewers and overmen. 

It was also resolved to exchange publications with the Manchester Geological Society. 

A letter was likewise read from Mr. Archibald Dunn, stating that he had not received any 

remuneration for his services in preparing a plan of a Mining College. Resolved, that the Council be 

empowered to settle with Mr. Dunn. 

Mr. Matthew Truran, of Dowlais Iron-works, South Wales, was admitted a member of the Institute. 



The President next observed, that he had a few words to say in respect of the proceedings regarding 

the Mining College. It would be in the recollection of the members, that the committee appointed to 

confer with the University of Durham on the subject, had met a deputation from the heads of that 

institution, and that a programme had been drawn out and embodied in the proceedings of the 

Institute, by which the University proposed to furnish lecture rooms, and to provide two professors. 

But as it was considered that the College would not be 
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complete with less than five professors, and also workshops, &c., it appeared to the committee that 

a sum of about £5000 would be required for the erection of workshops, &c., and about £3000 a-year 

for the payment of professors and the requisite officers of the College. During the sitting of the 

Parliament of 1859, the committee had an interview with Sir G. C. Lewis, the Home Secretary, to ask 

for Government aid towards the funds requisite for the erection of the necessary buildings, and for 

the payment of professors, which, as has been heretofore communicated to the Institute, was 

attended with the usual result of such deputations on similar subjects, viz., a promise that the 

measure should have due consideration. 

The President said,—The Mines Inspection Bill being under renewal this Session, and it being 

understood that several of the Inspectors had reported favourably of the establishment of a Mining 

College, he had brought before the Under-Secretary of State for the Home Department— who had 

charge of the Inspection Bill—the question of the establishment of the Mining College, and the 

promise that Sir G. C. Lewis had made to the Deputation last year, that the subject should have his 

serious consideration. Without closing the door to any hope of success, Mr. Clive the Under-

Secretary, said, he much feared that the state of the finances of the country at this time would 

almost preclude the Government from affording any pecuniary assistance, but that he would consult 

Sir G. C. Lewis on the subject. He, the President, stated that he had brought the subject before the 

meeting of the General Mining Association of Great Britain, when the following resolutions were 

passed, after a long discussion as to the proper locality for the establishment of a Mining College. 

"1. That it is desirable that a Mining and Engineering College should be established in one of the 

mining districts of the kingdom, for the education of persons engaged in mining, engineering, and 

manufacturing operations. 

"2. That it is desirable that in connection with such College means should be adopted for training 

schoolmasters to teach in schools in the mining districts, with especial reference to mining and 

manufacturing employment. 

"3. That the proposition of the Durham University for furthering those purposes is deserving of 

support. 

" 4. That a Deputation be appointed to lay before Government the proposal of the authorities of the 

University of Durham to apply a portion of their revenues to the above purposes, and to solicit the 

Government to pass a measure enabling that proposal to be carried into effect." 

[22] 



The President then said, such was the state in which the project of the establishment of a College 

stood at present; and, as the Inspection Bill was still under consideration, he, together with the 

Deputation appointed to attend the general association on behalf of the mining interests of 

Northumberland and Durham, would persevere in their efforts to impress upon the Government the 

necessity of assisting their efforts towards the establishment of the proposed College. 

Mr. Hurst's paper was then read, after which the meeting adjourned. 

[Map of TYNE LOW MAIN SEAM ]  
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ON SOME PECULIARITIES OF THE TYNE LOW MAIN SEAM. 

By Mr. THOS. GRAINGE HURST. 

The object of this paper, as its title implies, is to collect and place on record certain peculiarities of 

the Low Main Seam, exhibited or brought to light, during the last eighteen years, by the mining 

operations about to be described; and although no new theories may be advanced, nor any facts 

absolutely novel brought forward, still it is hoped that, as a mere description of the accompanying 

sections, the narrative will be found not wholly uninteresting. 

The tract of coal which, together with its concomitants, I propose to make the subject of a few 

remarks, may as yet be considered the southern portion of the great steam coal district. Its area is 

about sixteen square miles, and its position may be defined to be that of a square, the southern limit 

of which is formed by the ninety-fathom dyke, commencing at a point one mile south-east of 

Earsdon Church, and extending westward four miles or thereabouts. 

As in many localities of the northern coal field, a certain class or order of disturbances is observed to 

prevail, differing entirely from the disturbances of other localities, so different seams of coal in the 

same locality possess their own peculiar characteristic derangements, whether faults, dykes, nips, or 

baulks; and it may be remarked, en passant, that none of the peculiarities about to be described, as 

observed in the Low Main, occur in any of the seams above it. 

It is to an examination of the curious results of former disturbing agencies upon the Low Main Seam 

that our attention will be directed, and it will, perhaps, be well to record these various results in the 

order in which they were made known. 
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Prior to 1842, and when, as yet, the tract of coal lying between Old Hartley and Cramlington 

Collieries was unexplored, it was thought that the data offered by the workings of those collieries 

might be taken as a guide in establishing the thickness of coal throughout the intermediate tract: in 

other words, the Low Main at Cramlington being six feet thick, and at Hartley three feet eleven 



inches or four feet, it was inferred that between those points the mean height would approach five 

feet. 

In that year, however, Seaton Delaval Colliery was won, and the Low Main proved to be but two feet 

thick, thus overturning the recognised theory without suggesting the correct one. The true solution 

was, nevertheless, soon to be given, for in removing the bottom stone at a rise hitch 350 yards west 

of the shaft, an underlying seam of coal was discovered, separated from the upper one by a bed of 

shale five feet thick. From this point westward, the band diminishes gradually; and 650 yards further, 

when within a short distance of the Cramlington boundary, it ceases altogether, exhibiting in its east 

and west section a most beautifully-tapered wedge of stone. 

At the point of disappearance, the upper seam has increased to three feet six inches, and the lower 

one to two feet, forming together a bed of coal unsurpassed for steam purposes. 

It is thus seen that where this seam exists in greatest perfection, it is composed of two distinct beds 

of coal, the Line of separation being always visible, and easily recognised by what is termed a 

parting, traceable for several miles beyond the limit of the band district. 

Although both seams are equally good as a steam coal, the vertical fractures or "facings" in the 

lower one are, as a general rule, more numerous and more open, the interstices being filled with 

white carbonate of lime. It must also be remarked that the inferior layer is seldom as compact as its 

superior, although the difference becomes less marked as the line of band is receded from. 

When below three feet in thickness, the band is invariably composed of shale and carbonaceous 

matter, in nearly equal proportions; consequently, in conjunction with its adjacent beds of coal, it is 

easily worked, and does not, therefore, deteriorate the seam as much as might be expected. 

An examination of the section No. 2 continued east south-east from where the underlying seam was 

first noticed, shows the upper or top coal three times nipped out in the short space of fifty yards. On 

leaving the last nip it commences to descend, at first gently, then more rapidly, until, at a distance of 

150 yards, a depth of thirty feet is reached. During 
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the next ten yards it is quite level, but immediately thereafter commences to ascend, and rises 

regularly for the space of ninety yards, until the summit is gained, at an elevation of twenty-four feet 

above the point of greatest depression, thus forming in its course a perfect trough, basin, or 

"swelly." 

In its downward and upward passage, the seam presents an ever varying section, and from a mere 

trace of coal at the last nip on the western edge of the "swelly," it passes by easy gradations through 

every increment of thickness, till seven and sometimes eight feet are attained in its bottom. In 

mounting the opposite steep the transition is from thick to thin again, until the section gives but two 

feet of coal, at which it remains for a considerable distance, and, at New Hartley Pit, three quarters 

of a mile distant, has only reached a height of three feet. From this point to Old Hartley Colliery its 



section is gradually increased to three feet eleven inches or four feet, the maximum height attained 

in that direction. 

On reaching the line of nips above-named, the lower seam is probably completely annihilated, as it is 

never seen to the east of that point. Near the said nips, forty fathoms of the underlying strata have 

been proved by a boring, in which there is no coal; and, in the engine pit, 300 yards further east, 

upon the same line of section, the nearest coal lies at a depth of eleven fathoms, at which place 

there is a seam seven inches thick, but it is not likely to be the representative of the Low Main 

bottom coal. 

From a careful consideration of what has been stated, in connection with an examination of the 

section No. 2, it would appear that the seam worked in Old Hartley Colliery, three feet eleven inches 

to four feet thick, is merely the upper portion of the Low Main, and that its increase of section in 

that locality is due to its near approach to the bottom of that basin which the northern coal field is 

assumed to occupy. 

Recurring to the trough or "swelly," above described, it may be remarked, that in the Seaton Delaval 

Colliery, it has been proved and thoroughly explored for a distance of a mile and a quarter, in a 

perfectly straight line, the bearing of which is N. 32 E., by compass. 

At no point in this distance is its section materially different from that previously noted, the depth 

being about thirty feet, and the width, from edge to edge, 180 or 200 yards, reckoning from three 

feet coal on either side. 

Simultaneously with the working of the swelly coal in Seaton Delaval, that portion of the seam 

extending westward therefrom has been  
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extensively worked; in fact, with the exception of the tract or belt of thin coal adjoining its western 

edge, the entire district, for a space of three miles, in a continuous line across Seghill and Seaton 

Delaval royalties, is well nigh exhausted. 

The swelly has not been reached in Seghill, but its position in the Holywell New Colliery and 

Backworth C. Pit, has been recently determined and proved to be an extension, in a direct line, of 

the Seaton Delaval swelly. In these two collieries together, it has already been explored over a space 

of three quarters of a mile, making the distance between its two extremities three miles, as shown 

on the plan. 

The synclinal axis of this elongated basin dips S.W., at the rate of one-fourth of an inch per yard at 

Backworth; the inclination there is very uniform, and appears to be much the same further north, 

judging from an inspection, without actual measurement. 

A remarkable change has, however, taken place in the levels, the lowest part of the basin, due east 

of Backworth C. Pit, being sixty feet below its western edge or lip, whilst its breadth remains the 

same. 



The ultimate termination of the swelly is not yet known; its northern extremity probably opens out 

within a short distance of the point reached by the Seaton Delaval explorings, as the workings of 

Cowpen Colliery, made on the prolongation of its axis northward, do not exhibit any depression or 

other indication of its proximity. 

Taken as a whole, the general appearances from north to south, indicate a greater intensity of the 

disturbing agency in the latter direction; the increasing depth of the basin, and more extensive 

dislocations upon its edge, are evidences of this. (See sections Nos. 1 and 3.) 

Glancing again at sections Nos. 1 and 2, it will be observed that the relative positions of the Seaton 

Delaval and Backworth Pits, in reference to the swelly, are nearly identical; and, as might have been 

supposed, the sections of seam are identical also. At each pit the upper coal is two feet thick; this, at 

Backworth, is succeeded by seventeen feet of stone, underlying which is the bottom coal, eight 

inches thick. 

Here, as at Seaton Delaval, the band thins rapidly westward, and at 460 yards from the pit is only six 

inches thick. From this point its rate of diminution is much more gradual, although it probably 

disappears entirely, within the next quarter of a mile, in Burradon Colliery; but as only a portion of 

that distance has yet been explored, the precise manner or place of such disappearance is not 

known. Its composition is also the same as further north, being a soft shale very much intermixed 

with the flattened stems and leaves of fossil plants, converted into coal. 
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Following the line of section westward, across Burradon Colliery, we observe a second band, 

thickening in the opposite direction to the former one, but, although it occupies the same relative 

position between the upper and lower beds of coal, and presents the same wedge-like appearance 

as its edge is approached, its composition is very different, being a sandstone of the hardest kind, 

which emits sparks when struck with the pick; it is indeed so extremely compact and tenacious, that 

wherever it is met with of a thickness exceeding three inches, it cannot be worked economically, 

and, together with the coal beneath it, is therefore left untouched. 

At Burradon Pit, this sandstone deposit is 22 feet thick, but it diminishes rapidly in a north-easterly 

direction, and at a point 500 yards from the shaft, is reduced to twelve inches; 350 yards still further 

east it ceases altogether, but is replaced by a layer of bituminous shale three inches thick, which 

preserves its position, with but little variation, over the remaining portion of the royalty, as far as it 

has yet been explored; thus, at a distance of 750 yards from where last noted, it still maintains its 

shaley structure, though highly bituminous, and reduced in thickness to one inch. 

In a section to so small a scale as that under notice, it has been found impracticable to delineate the 

western band beyond its termination as an arenaceous deposit; this omission will not, however, be 

deemed of any moment, as the economic value of the seam is not sensibly lessened by the presence 

of the carbonaceous layer by which the sandstone band is replaced. 

The eastern limit of this sandstone girdle has been traced in a waving line through the Dudley 

Colliery into West Cramlington, in which royalty it exhibits some curious freaks, and is very variable 



in thickness; but, until the workings of these concerns are more developed, any attempt at accurate 

description would be premature. 

Until recently, it was supposed that the eastern and western bands formed part of the same deposit, 

and that their edges would be seen to describe a continuous line from the northern part of Seaton 

Delaval to the south-western corner of West Cramlington royalty, passing by Seghill Pit to the centre 

of Burradon Estate, and thence sweeping round with a sharp curve to the Dudley Pit. The Backworth 

and Burradon explorings have, however, demonstrated the fallacy of this hypothesis, and fixed the 

non-identity of the two deposits in a most satisfactory manner; moreover, the argument is 

strengthened by the very opposite character of their composition. 
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Having thus terminated a description of the more prominent features of this interesting district, it 

may be instructive to enquire into the origin and relative date of some of the appearances therein 

detailed. 

Looking, then, at the present order or arrangement, it is apparent that the period of time occupied 

in completing such an arrangement, may be divided into five distinct eras, dating from the period 

immediately preceding the deposition of the Low Main bottom coal, until the close of the 

carboniferous era. 

Commencing, in the order of time, with this inferior bed of coal, its deposition may be assumed to 

have taken place during a brief period of repose, along the western margin of the lake or estuary, in 

which the northern coal-field was elaborated. This period constitutes the first era. (See ideal section 

No. 1.)  

A slight upheaval at 'a' would so change the order of events, that currents, which formerly brought 

down vegetable matter, would be suspended in their action or diverted in their course, and others 

called into operation. Of these, the easternmost, charged with fine mud and plants, deposited its 

sediment against the ridge of coal 'b b b', and, spreading out indefinitely eastward, became what is 

now the band of shale between the upper and lower beds of coal. The western current, loaded with 

sand instead of mud, would perform a similar function on the opposite side of the ridge, as at 'c c c' 

on plan, thus forming the silicious deposit known as the sandstone band. 

These deposits of mud and sand occurred, no doubt, simultaneously, during a period of unbroken 

repose, of which their beautiful wedge-like form affords good evidence. 

When the two streams ceased to bring their contributions of foreign matter, vegetable substances 

were again introduced, but on a much more extensive scale than before, covering up at length the 

entire basin from west to east. 

This magnificent deposit constitutes the Low Main Seam, and the period of its formation, together 

with that of the two bands above-mentioned, represents the second era. (See ideal section No. 2.) 



Whilst the alternating beds of coal and stone just described were yet in a semi-fluid state, that 

extraordinary depression, alluded to in a former part of this paper as the trough or swelly, was 

produced, no doubt, by upheaval of the strata along its western edge. 

The origin of swellies may, in general, be assigned to one of two causes, not always determinable, 

but, in the case under notice, easily recognised. 

[see in original text Ideal sections Nos 1, 2 , 3 and 5 showing the five eras of deposition and 

dislocation] 
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The first description of swelly is that formed by the quiet filling up of hollows, more or less extensive 

in breadth and depth, that may have existed in the ancient bed of the lake or estuary. Gravity 

applied to the accumulating particles would be quite sufficient to account for a much thicker deposit 

at the bottom than upon the inclined sides of such hollow or basin. 

The origin of the other order of swellies is, undoubtedly, due to either upheaval or depression, or, 

perhaps, to both combined, whilst the carbonaceous matter was in a semi-consolidated state. 

From a careful estimate of the levels over a considerable distance, it appears more than probable 

that the depression under consideration ranks among the last named order of swellies, for, although 

the coal in the trough itself shows no other evidence than that of quiet deposition, it is far otherwise 

with that which reposes on its western edge; this edge is, in fact, a perfect ridge, running parallel 

with the longitudinal axis of the swelly, at an elevation of not less than sixty feet above its lowest 

point, and forty feet above the point at which it should have been expected had no upheaval 

occurred. The argument for upheaval is strengthened by the circumstance, that the deficiency of 

coal at and near the nips—in other words, upon the summit of the ridge—is exactly balanced by the 

surplus within the limits of the swelly; so that, reckoning from three feet coal on either side, the 

mean thickness is precisely three feet over the intermediate distance. It may be urged, that the 

locality or line of section whence these data were obtained is not a true type of the district, as it 

presents a series of disturbances, in magnitude far above the average; it has, however, been thought 

that if the theory advanced could be sustained, or satisfactorily applied to any one portion of the 

district, it might be deemed to hold good for all other portions. 

The disturbances that lent their aid in forming this singular depression, and likewise assisted in 

producing the great variety of nips upon its western margin, fill up the third era of the history. (See 

ideal section No. 3.) 

The fourth era comprises the deposition of all the coal bearing strata above the Low Main, even to 

the top of the series, and must, consequently, be considered as representing a very extended period 

of time. It is inferred from the conformability of its various members, that, during this era, the 

disturbing agency was inoperative, or, rather, that its effects instead of being localised, were merely 

such as would be necessary to produce the alternations of shales, sandstones, and beds of coal, and 

were consequently felt over large sections of country simultaneously. 
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There is additional evidence of quiet local deposition during a portion of this era in at least one well 

authenticated instance, shown forcibly in section No. 1. The particularity alluded to, is the mode in 

which the swelly has been regularly silted up, and even rapidly obliterated, by the superincumbent 

strata, so that, in the "Five-quarter" coal seam, eight and a half fathoms above the Low Main, it is 

barely visible, and in the "Bensham" ten and a half fathoms still higher up, there is no appearance to 

indicate its presence beneath. 

By this section we are also enabled to fix with certainty the relative date of those disturbances, 

already described as peculiar to the Low Main; it is quite evident that they occurred not only within 

the third era but that they were brought to a termination within a very short period of the 

deposition of the Low Main, as, with the exception of a few feet adjoining that seam, they have not 

in anyway affected the overlying strata; all these deposits, on the contrary, bear the impress of quiet 

accumulation and consolidation, without local interruption. 

The fifth and last era is, in the scale of time, comparatively recent; it only commenced when the coal 

measures had become consolidated by pressure, and is known as the period of great dislocations, 

induced probably by the irregular contraction of its various members during the drying or hardening 

process. 

As most of the larger fractures are common to all the seams, their relative date does not admit of 

doubt; moreover, as the entire series of strata acted upon must have been, not plastic, but brittle, 

the great displacements now observed amongst its several members could not have occurred until 

long after the close of the carboniferous era. 

In addition to faults innumerable, two basaltic dykes cross the Hartley, Seaton Delaval, and 

Cramlington royalties, from S.E. to N.W., intersecting in their course all the seams of coal yet 

explored. (See section No. 2.) 

It would, perhaps, be premature to assert that nips do not occur in any seam above the Low Main of 

this district, though the previous investigation into the origin of those distortions, certainly points to 

that conclusion. The High Main does, no doubt, present very many anomalies that bear a certain 

resemblance to nips; but, on a critical examination, they are generally found to be "baulks," which 

do not ordinate in upheaval of the strata beneath, and cannot, therefore, be classed among the true 

nips. They seem, in most instances, to occupy the space previously held by the coal itself, the latter 

having been removed probably by denuding agency. 
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Other derangements have, no doubt, been observed within the tract under notice, but I shall not 

extend the limits of this paper by enumerating them, my principal object being to point out a certain 

class of disturbances peculiar to the Low Main Seam, and to invite discussion thereon, in order that 

the true theory of their origin, date, and mode of formation may, if possible, be established. 

[32]   



[ Section from Cramlington engine pit to “Hester” pit (no 2); section from Burradon Pit to Whitley 

Boundary; and section showing the relative period or date of disturbances] 
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ADDRESS on THE TWO LATE EMINENT ENGINEERS, the MESSRS. STEPHENSON, FATHER AND SON. 

By N. Wood, Esq., President of the Institute. 

It is a fertile source of reflection to glance at the rapid advancement of science and mechanical skill 

within the past half century. The development of Railways—the perfection of Locomotive Engines 

thereon, and the speed at which they now propel multitudes of passengers, and vast masses of 

minerals and merchandise, from place to place, are subjects of intense interest and utility. The 

application of steam to propel, and the wonderful performances of Steam Vessels, even into the 

most remote seas—the application of Coal to produce Gas for lighting towns, villages, and even 

private houses—the Telegraph, which produces the most astounding results—and the invention of 

the Safety-lamp for lighting mines;—all these revolutions in science and in the useful arts have been 

the production of almost the last half century; and, perhaps, no two men have contributed more 

towards such important results than the two Stephensons. 

Mr. Watt has very properly been considered the great inventor of the Steam Engine—not that he 

was the original inventor of a Steam Engine. Papin, Savary, Newcomen, and Smeaton had all 

contributed towards the production of useful steam engines; but it was Watt who at once struck 

upon the path of general utility, and made the steam engine a machine of general application and 

usefulness. The application of Gas 
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was equally the result of the perseverance of successive experimentalists. The heating of coal in a 

tobacco pipe was the true exponent of Gas-lighting. Natural gas, or the hydrogen gas of the coal 

mines, attracted the attention of several persons as a mode of lighting; but it was not until Mr. 

Murdoch, an engineer in Cornwall, produced gas from retorts, and by means of a gasometer applied 

it to light his house, that its application was of real practical utility, though, two centuries previously, 

a Dr. Clayton had been amusing himself with distilling gas from a retort, and had communicated the 

result to several scientific friends.  

So early as 1617, it appears, it had been discovered that a species of loadstone possessed such a 

virtue, that if two needles were touched with it, and were then balanced on separate pivots, and 

that if the one needle was turned in a particular direction, the other would sympathetically move 

parallel to it. A century afterwards, it was ascertained that electrical signals could be transmitted 

along wires of considerable lengths. Priestly, Franklin, Young, Volta, Oersted, and others, made 

successive discoveries; but it was not until about the year 1840 that Professor Wheatstone and 

Cooke produced an electric telegraph, which now produces such astounding results. 



So with Railways, and the Locomotive Engine. The Messrs. Stephenson did not pretend to be the 

discoverers of the first, neither did they pretend to the first application of the second; they, like 

Watt, were the inventors of the system of improvements which has raised those great tools of 

science from imperfect and obscure appliances and machines, to perfect and surprisingly useful 

works of social utility. And, as the improvement of the steam engine, by Watt, was not the 

production of a day, neither was the establishment of railways, nor the improvement of the 

locomotive engine, the work of a day. It was the indomitable perseverance, and the singular abilities 

which those two great men possessed, which enabled the elder Stephenson, and afterwards his Son, 

to comprehend and to complete the system of improvements which raised railways, and the 

locomotive engine from a state of comparative inutility to what they at present possess. And the 

progress towards completion of those now great and useful works was not the result of a single 

discovery, nor of an isolated invention; it was the result of many discoveries and inventions, elicited 

by profound thought, and intense and severe study and application, and of great natural genius, and 

indomitable perseverence. 

The immediate occasion which has led to these observations and to 
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this communication, has been the munificent bequest to the Institute by the late Mr. Robert 

Stephenson—no less a sum than £2000. Such a splendid gift could only arise from a mind the most 

generous, and from feelings of the utmost anxiety for the prosperity of the Institute; enforcing from 

us, such a tribute of respect, as under the otherwise painful circumstances it is in our power to 

bestow. It seemed, therefore, to be the spontaneous wish of the members, that a suitable address 

should be delivered at one of the early meetings of the Institute, to be inscribed in its proceedings, 

testifying the deep gratitude which we felt for such a magnificent bequest; and our sincere 

appreciation of the feelings which had induced the donor to leave such a splendid testimonial of the 

interest which he felt for our prosperity. I regret the office has not fallen into more competent hands 

than mine. Of this, however, I must assure the Institute, that no one is more anxious than I am to do 

justice to such a task. The strong feeling of personal friendship which I have ever entertained 

towards those two eminent gentlemen, the result of an intimate acquaintance with both of them 

during almost the whole period of their useful and most extraordinary lives, viz., from the first step 

taken by the elder Stephenson in his brilliant discoveries and inventions; and from almost the 

infancy of the Son, to his sad and melancholy death, and his interment in Westminster Abbey. These 

feelings, and the profound and now revered respect which I entertain to their memory, urge me to 

hope that I may be enabled to place before the Institute, such an history of the labours of those 

gentlemen as may be interesting to the members thereof, and which may, though I fear imperfectly, 

do justice to those remarkable men. 

On considering in what manner I could most effectively carry out the wishes of the Institute, and 

attain the object I had in view, it appeared to me, that, although I might have confined my 

observations to a history of the labours and achievements of the late Mr. Robert Stephenson, as a 

tribute of gratitude for his munificent bequest, in the great social revolutions of science and art to 

which he had contributed, the most prominent and important being railways, and the locomotive 

engine; that it was impossible to accomplish such a task with effect, or indeed at all, if such a 



narrative did not commence with such works from their earliest stages of improvement; and this, it 

will at once be seen, involved the history of the labours of the Father of that eminent gentleman, in 

the first instance, and afterwards of the united labours of both the Father and Son. I may, likewise, I 

trust, be excused in remarking, that having 
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been associated with both those gentlemen, as I have previously stated, and more especially with 

the elder Stephenson, from the first period of his useful career, and having been privy to, at that 

period, almost all his labours, thoughts, and performances, when the difficulties of their adoption 

were most formidable; and having been present, and taken part in conducting all the early 

experiments, and though, like all old persons, I should, in detailing some of the incidents which has 

led to such useful results, be "fighting the battles o'er again," I trust that it may not be out of place, 

or uninteresting to the members of the Institute, if, in paying due respect to the Son, for his anxiety 

towards the welfare of the Institute, I, at the same time, comprehend within such a record a short 

history of the labours of the Father. 

The life of the elder Stephenson, by W. Smiles, has already made the public, and, of course, the 

members of the Institute, familiar with the early career of that gentleman, and with the prominent 

events connected with the rise and progress of the works in which he was prominently engaged,—

the safety-lamps for lighting coal mines, and the improvements of railways and the locomotive 

engine, being the most prominent. It is with regard to those great works, therefore, that I shall, first 

of all, endeavour to trace the history, rise, and progress, and in doing so, will give such incidents as 

came under my immediate observation. 

Mr. Stephenson was born on the 9th June, 1781, at a cottage close to the river Tyne, near Wylam, in 

the County of Northumberland, called High Street Houses, and died on the 12th August, 1848, in the 

67th year of his age, at Tapton House, near Chesterfield, in the County of Derby. His father, it 

appears, was working at a fire engine at the Wylam Colliery, near his residence, as fireman, when his 

son George was, first of all, employed in farm work, and afterwards as a "corf-batter," (that is, 

knocking the dirt from the corves employed in drawing the coals) at Wylam Colliery; and also as a 

pick carrier, which was carrying the workmen's "picks " from the mouth of the pit, where they were 

drawn to bank, to the "pick sharper's " shop, to be sharped for the pitmen's use. His father having 

removed to Black Callerton Colliery, he was employed there as a "gin driver," and subsequently as an 

assistant fireman. Next, the father having removed to Walbottle Colliery, living at Jolly's Close, near 

thereto, both him and his son George were employed as firemen to one of the different engines in 

work at that colliery, and we find when George was seventeen years of age, he was advanced to the 

office of "plugman," viz., the working of the engine,—which is a step above that 
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of fireman—the plugman having charge of the engine, and the fireman acting under his orders. His 

progress, exhibited by being entrusted with such a charge, was, therefore, very rapid, having only 

been three years employed as assistant fireman, viz., from the age of fourteen to that of seventeen; 



and, it appears, he was eighteen years of age before he learnt to read. The next removal of the 

family was to Willington Quay, where on the 28th of November, 1802, George, who was then 

twenty-one years of age, was married to Fanny Henderson. His occupation at Willington Quay was 

that of braking or working an engine, which dragged the wagons, loaded with ballast taken out of 

the ships, from the wharf to the top of an inclined railway plane on the ballast heap or deposit. His 

son Robert was born at Willington Quay on the 16th December, 1803. 

It appears that after working at Willington Quay for three years, Stephenson removed to 

Killingworth Colliery, called "West Moor," and was employed to brake one of the winding engines of 

that colliery. After having left that colliery for a short time for a similar situation in Scotland, he 

returned to Killingworth, resumed his former employment, and resided in a detached cottage, 

provided for the brakesmen of the colliery; in which cottage, it may be remarked, he resided until he 

removed to Darlington to superintend the construction of the Stockton and Darlington Railway. Soon 

after Stephenson's return from Scotland, about the year 1808, two other brakesmen, Robert 

Wedderburn, and George Dodds, and himself, contracted with the owners of the Killingworth 

Colliery to work the two engines drawing coals at the A and B pits of that colliery, the working of 

these engines requiring two persons during the day and one at night, the night work being taken 

alternately amongst them. 

It was while at this residence, and so occupied, that Stephenson accomplished the first work which 

led to his promotion, and which removed him from obscurity, and brought him into notice. It was 

well known in the neighbourhood that he was a very intelligent and expert workmen, with a 

wonderful turn for mechanics, as it was familiarly called. He was known to occupy his spare time in 

cleaning clocks and watches, and, as the engineer of the colliery lived in the adjoining cottage to 

him, they frequently, as he often told me, discussed matters relating to machinery and the steam 

engine, and as he always thought he knew more of the principles of the steam engine than his 

superior—the engineer of the colliery—these discussions were, no doubt, very animated. 

He had now learned to read and write, and had, by his experience as 
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a brakesman, and by consulting such books as came within his reach acquired a knowledge of the 

principles of the engines which he had worked; and which comprised,—at Wylam, the common 

Newcomen condensing engine,—and at Killingworth the Bolton and Watt air-pump and condensing 

engine; and the fact of being allowed to place a valve, as recorded by Smiles, between the air-pump 

and the condenser of the engine which he worked, for the purpose of regulating the action of the 

former, in effecting the vacuum of the latter, showed that he thoroughly comprehended the action 

of such an engine. The fact, also, of first of all mastering, at seventeen, and after three years' 

apprenticeship only, the working of the Newcomen engine,—then the improved engine at 

Willington,—and lastly, the most improved Bolton and Watt engine at Killingworth, at twenty-three 

years of age, were conclusive proofs of the early and great natural abilities and perseverance of the 

then young man. And, it may be remarked, that the braking of the Killingworth engine was at that 

period one of great trust, dexterity, and carefulness, the pit being upwards of 240 yards deep, and 

the engine a very powerful one, and the lowering down and drawing to bank the men and boys was 



one of the requisites requiring more than ordinary care in those days. The mode of raising the men 

and boys being, that only two out of four or five were slung in the noose at the end of the rope, the 

other two or three clinging to the rope by the mere grasp of their hands and knees. On Easter 

Monday, April 23rd, 1810, the ground was broken for the sinking of another pit at Killingworth, to be 

divided into two divisions, like the original pit or main winning, and to be called the C and D pits, for 

the purpose of working an additional quantity of coals. A pair of water levels, for the purpose of 

draining the new pits of water, had been driven from the bottom of the engine pit or main winning, 

underneath where the new pit was to be sunk, and when the sinking had proceeded to a depth of 

about 140 yards, and water was met with, a bore hole was put down to those levels, which it was 

expected would have cleared the sinking-pit of the water met with in sinking, such water being lifted 

or drawn to bank by the main engine at the original winning to the deep. The sinking pit was 

ascertained by the boring to be ninety-two fathoms, or 184 yards, in depth, and, therefore, there 

remained, in addition to the 140 yards already sunk, about forty-two yards to sink. In the strata 

through which the sinking had to penetrate, was a bed of post or gritty sandstone, of about twenty-

four yards thick, called the "seventy fathoms post," which, at this locality, was really twenty fathoms 

from the high 
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main coal, or seventy fathoms from the surface. The gritty nature of this post made it the receptacle 

or reservoir of the great feeders of water in the district met with in sinking, and in some places the 

feeders of water were very considerable. When the sinking of the pit reached this bed the quantity 

of water met with was so great that the main engine was not capable of drawing all the water, when 

the whole was allowed to pass down the borehole, and an auxiliary engine was erected on the 

sinking pit, for the purpose of assisting the main engine in drawing the surplus water to bank, which 

could not otherwise be raised. This auxiliary engine was an ordinary Newcomen condensing engine, 

the steam being condensed in the cylinder. The engine being one which had been at work at one of 

the other collieries of the Lessees of Killingworth, the cylinder of which was rather notorious, having 

been cast in the year 1767, at Colebrookdale, and, to my knowledge, was at work in the year 1850. 

This engine was found not to be adequate to clear the sinking pit of water, or to draw the surplus 

feeders, over and above what the main engine could raise. 

Stephenson, in his discussions with the engineer Cree, and with others had frequently said he could 

make the Newcomen engine pump the water. Cree, however, being either jealous of Stephenson, or 

not being capable of travelling out of the beaten path of the rules laid down for the governance of 

working such engines, would not listen to Stephenson's "nostrums," as he called them. When the 

rumour of what Stephenson said he could do, reached the ears of the viewer of the colliery, Ralph 

Dodds; and the question being, one of either being overpowered by the water, or the erection of a 

more powerful engine, which would cost a considerable sum of money, and Stephenson's 

proposition being very trifling in cost, he was set to work, much to the chagrin of Cree, the master 

engine-wright or engineer, to carry out his "nostrums," and the remedial measures employed by 

Stephenson were these. 

The Newcomen engine, it is well known, condensed the steam within the cylinder, the cistern 

containing the water for condensing the steam, called the "jackhead cistern", being placed at such a 



height above the cylinder, as that the pressure of the water should be greater into, when the 

injection valve was opened, than the pressure of the steam within the cylinder. The pressure of the 

steam in the boiler of such engines, being laid down by "authority," at about 3lbs. per square inch 

above the atmospheric pressure. Stephenson, finding that the boilers would sustain a greater 

pressure than 3 lbs. per square inch, 
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raised the steam in the boilers to about 7 lbs. per square inch; and he likewise raised the jackhead 

cistern to an equivalent height, so that the pressure of the column of water should be greater than 

the elasticity of the steam within the cylinder; and so, when the injection valve was opened, the 

water passed into the cylinder in a jet, and condensed the steam. Hence, by balancing the beam of 

the engine, he thus accomplished an increased pressure upon the cylinder (which was forty-eight 

inches diameter) of about 4 lbs. per square inch; and he likewise obtained, by raising the jackhead 

cistern a little more than equivalent to the extra 4 lbs. pressure of steam, a smarter or more quick 

injection of water into the cylinder, and, consequently, an additional number of strokes. By thus 

increasing the pressure of the steam in the boilers and number of strokes per minute of the engine, 

he obtained an increase of power of about 7000 lbs., moving at the rate of 180 feet per minute; and 

this additional power was found sufficient to raise the extra feeders of water, and to drain the pit of 

water, and the sinking was resumed, and the coal reached in 1812. 

This performance raised Stephenson from the handles of the winding machine, or from a common 

brakesman, to a directing engineer—for, though Cree was retained as engineer for a short time, his 

office was confined to the machinery and pumps in the shaft, while Stephenson was promoted to 

the office of head engineer of the colliery. Cree was shortly after killed, when Stephenson became 

sole engineer to the different collieries belonging the partnership, or owners of the colliery. 

It was while this trial of skill was going on (on the 3rd April, 1811) that I was entered as an 

apprentice, as a colliery viewer to Mr. Ralph Dodds, and it is not difficult to imagine that I attached 

myself to Stephenson, and to all his "nostrums;" and as my situation at the colliery brought me into 

daily communication with that gentleman; and feeling the advantages, as a youth, of being in the 

confidence of such a person, it is not to be wondered that I devoted the whole of my energies, and 

all my spare time, to improve myself, and to assist him in the various works which he projected from 

time to time, and in the various experiments connected therewith. 

When the pit was sunk to the coal, the Newcomen pumping engine was removed, and a winding 

engine erected, the construction of which was placed under the inspection of Stephenson, and this 

was the first steam engine which was erected by him. His son Robert was at that time about six years 

of age, and at school at Long Benton. 
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After Stephenson became engineer to the different collieries of the partnership, viz., Killingworth 

and Long Benton, in the County of Northumberland; and Mount Moor, Darwent Crook, and South 

Moor, in the County of Durham, he made several improvements in the machinery of those collieries; 

and, in particular, in first of all applying an underground engine, then employed to pump water, at 

Killingworth, to drag the coals up a sloping plane from the dip side of a downcast dyke of twenty 



fathoms, and this was one of the earliest engines so employed underground. Subsequently, an 

extension of the application of using fixed engines to drag the coals from the dip workings of that 

colliery was adopted, two other engines were applied, which, together with the original engine, 

conveyed the coals by sloping planes from a distance of nearly two miles, and raised the water by 

sliding spears from a depth of eighty-three fathoms below the level of the bottom of the pit. This 

was the most extensive system of engine planes underground in the trade at that time, the 

furthermost engine being 1500 yards distant from the pit, the smoke of the boilers being conveyed 

along flues the whole distance. In the construction of those engines, and in the application of them 

to such operations, a mass of engineering skill, invention, and perseverance was displayed; which 

could only have been accomplished by a person of a very superior mind, at the early age at which 

Stephenson performed such feats of skill. Stephenson also introduced the employment at 

Killingworth of tram-roads, with small carriages or trams, pushed by boys, on which the coals in the 

corves or baskets were conveyed from the extremity of the workings to the main roads, instead of 

ponies with sledges. A great saving of expense was thus accomplished, between the employment of 

ponies and sledges, and boys with trams on tram-roads. Since the introduction of round top rails, 

however, ponies are again universally used in preference to boys; such are the vicissitudes of 

improvement. I could easily adduce several cases of improvements by Stephenson in the machinery 

connected with the working of those collieries, but it would extend this address to a greater length 

than advisable; I can only, therefore, give the most important matters connected with such subjects. 

The most prominent measures which the two Stephensons have brought to perfection, and which 

will identify them with posterity are Railways, Locomotive Engines, and the Safety-lamp. The two 

first of these have priority in point of time, but, as they have been the result of the life-time of both 

the Stephensons, beginning in 1813 and ending in 1859, and as the safety-lamp was an episode of a 

few months only in the year 1815,  
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I shall, first of all, detail the incidents connected with the invention and perfection of the Safety-

lamp by the elder Stephenson; by this arrangement the narrative of the progress of the 

improvements of Railways and the Locomotive Engine will not be interrupted. 

I have already stated, that George Stephenson was appointed engineer to the partnership collieries 

in 1812, and that some short time afterwards he applied the underground engine at Killingworth to 

drag the coals up a sloping drift; this plane crossed a slip dyke of twenty fathoms. In the fissure of 

the dyke there was a blower, or considerable discharge of the carburretted hydrogen or inflammable 

gas of the mine, which Stephenson passed every time he inspected the machinery of the plane. 

Accidents were then very frequent in the mines of Northumberland and Durham, by explosions of 

the inflammable gas; and as the workings of Killingworth colliery discharged more than an average 

quantity of gas, it was, in mining language, "a very fiery colliery;" and as the only light then used in 

an inflammable mixture was the corruscations of steel from flint, by what was called the "steel mill," 

which was an exceedingly pale light, and also required a boy to work the mill for every man working 

by its light, and being thus exceedingly expensive, as well as being a very imperfect light, the 

attention of all reflective minds was directed to provide a more perfect and less expensive light. 



The repeated explosions likewise, by which numerous lives were sacrificed, and particularly an 

explosion at the Felling Colliery in 1812, by which ninety men and boys were lost, and a similar 

accident the year after at the same colliery, had, with more than usual intensity, drawn the attention 

of scientific men to the subject of a safety-lamp, to be used in inflammable mixtures of gas. Without 

troubling the Institute with unnecessary details of the labours of the various persons so devoting 

their time and inventive genius to this object, it is sufficient to say that Dr. Clanny, a physician at 

Sunderland, produced a lamp in 1813, which could be taken into an explosive mixture with impunity. 

Dr. Clanny insulated the flame of the lamp by water, and the surrounding air, and, of course, the 

inflammable air, when the lamp was placed in such a mixture, being forced through the water by a 

bellows, so that when an explosion did take place within the lamp it was prevented from passing 

outwards by the interposed water. This lamp, however, it is obvious, could not be made generally 

useful in working mines subject to constant discharges of gas, having, besides its size, to be attended 

by one person, as in the case of the steel mill, for every workman at work. 

As may be supposed from Stephenson's well known habits of thought 
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and application, he also applied his fertile mind to the invention of a safety-lamp; and, without going 

into unnecessary details of all his schemes of a safety-lamp, which he communicated to me, but 

which all proved abortive, I shall relate, as nearly as I can recollect, the steps taken by him in the 

invention of the successful lamp. 

I have already stated that a blower, or considerable discharge of gas, existed in the engine plane at 

Killingworth Colliery, and as the fresh air passed down the drift the gas could be lighted at any time 

with impunity. Stephenson frequently lighted the gas, and observed when it was lighted at a 

distance from the exit of the blower, that the flame took a certain time to pass from where it was 

lighted to the aperture of the blower; that the flame besides did not reach close to the aperture 

from which the gas issued, but, from there being a strong current of air in the drift, the flame was 

kept at a distance from the aperture, and when the area of the drift opposite the blower was 

diminished, so as to produce a very strong current, the flame of the blower could be kept at a 

considerably further distance from the mouth of the blower; and, that on still further diminishing 

the area of the drift, he could drive back the flame from the orifice until the mixture of gas with the 

atmospheric air was not explosive, and when, in fact, the flame became extinguished. It occurred to 

him then, as he told me at the time, that if he could produce, through a tube admitting the air into 

the interior of the lamp, such a current as would keep back the flame of an explosive mixture, when 

ignited by the flame of the wick of the lamp, in the same manner as the current of air of the drift 

kept back the flame of the blower from the aperture, he would have a safety-lamp. He found, 

likewise, that holding a lighted candle to windward of the lighted blower, the azotic gas from the 

candle had a powerful effect in extinguishing the flame, and that when he produced a quantity of 

azotic gas from two or three candles, he could extinguish the flame of the gas altogether. This 

circumstance, he also thought, might be brought to bear upon the safety of a lamp. Many were the 

experiments we made at this blower. We also commenced a series of experiments in my house at 

Killingworth with a glass receiver and pneumatic trough, to ascertain the velocity of ignited gas 

through small tubes. By filling the receiver with explosive gas from the pit, and inserting successively 

glass tubes of different diameters in the top of the receiver, and by filling the pneumatic trough, and 



so raising the water within the receiver by means of a cock, we could produce a current of air 

through the tube at the top, at any velocity we pleased. 
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We then lighted the gas at the top of the tube, and, by experience, found that when the gas was so 

ignited, and a current of air produced of a certain velocity, we could keep the flame from passing 

downwards into the interior of the receiver, and knowing the area of the tube, and the quantity of 

water poured into the trough in a given time, we thus ascertained what velocity, with a given area of 

tube, would prevent the flame from passing downwards. In one of these experiments, however, we 

had, to us, a serious accident, which might have been more so. The experiment was going on very 

satisfactorily, the tube being about six inches in length above the glass receiver, and we were 

keeping the flame dancing up and down in it without passing into the receiver, as we poured more 

or less water into the trough. We did not then know that glass tubes when heated passed flame 

through them with more facility than when cold, and, in conducting the experiment, in an instant, 

the flame passed into the receiver which blew up, first to the ceiling of the house, and then fell into 

atoms, while we were standing alongside of it. This, however, did not deter us from continuing the 

experiments; the glass being very expensive we had a deal box made with windows of glass, which 

answered the purpose very well. 

At last a lamp was constructed with a tube in the bottom, through which the air was admitted into 

the interior of the lamp, and a chimney to produce sufficient draught of air, through such tube, to 

prevent the ignited gas from passing downwards, and with a slide to regulate the quantity of air 

admitted into the lamp, so as to produce a greater or less velocity, as might, by experience, be 

required to keep back the flame. This lamp was tried at a blower on the 21st October, 1815. There is 

a very pretty story in Smiles' book of this trial, which it is almost a pity to even partially destroy, the 

danger, however, in reality, was not quite so great as there represented; the box, or cabin, in which 

the lamp was tried was not of such dimensions as would, if an explosion had taken place, have 

produced the effect there described, a small quantity of gas was only required, and we had had 

sufficient experience not to employ more gas than was necessary; at most, an explosion might have 

burnt the hands of the operator, but would not extend a few feet from the blower. 

The result of the trial with this lamp was, that when the slide was sufficiently closed, so that the 

external air, though explosive, did not, when ignited within the lamp, pass through the aperture, 

there was not sufficient atmospheric air admitted by such opening to support combustion, 
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and the flame of the lamp was always extinguished. Other lamps were made, with two or three 

holes of the requisite dimensions, which, though the flame was extinguished when plunged into an 

explosive mixture, retained their light longer than the single tube lamp. It occurred to Stephenson 

then to use several tubes, and last of all, perforated plates, through the holes of which the explosive 

air was admitted into the lamp, but which did not allow the flame to repass when exploded within, 

and these lamps retained the light within, even when the mixture was such as to produce 

continuous flame, but which, after a short time, was extinguished, as Stephenson explained, by the 

quantity of azotic gas accumulated in the lamp. 



This was, then, a complete safety-lamp, which could be taken into an explosive mixture with 

impunity, the principle being, that the air was admitted through perforated orifices, so small in size 

that the explosion in the inside of the lamp, when an explosive mixture was admitted, did not pass 

outwards through such holes. In fact, it was inadvertently arriving at the discovery that explosions of 

carburretted hydrogen gas would not pass through holes or tubes of a certain size. 

It is not my wish to raise up a question, which has been long set at rest, as to the claim which was at 

the time made by the admirers of Sir Humphrey Davy, on the one hand, that he was the first to 

discover this principle; and, on the other hand, the claim that Stephenson was the first discoverer of 

such principle. The almost unanimous conclusion of all persons is, that both Davy and Stephenson 

were original and separate discoverers of the principle, and I only now revert to it that I may add my 

concurrence in such a conclusion, and to shortly state the facts which has led me to such a decision. 

I have already stated, that in 1815, Stephenson had, together with myself, been making experiments 

with the blower at Killingworth, I may now add that in August of that year he communicated to me 

the principles on which he thought a safety-lamp might be constructed. In the beginning of October I 

made a plan of a lamp, which was given to Hogg, a tinman, at Newcastle, to construct; this lamp was 

delivered to Stephenson on the 21st October, and tried in the Killingworth pit on the 21st October, 

1815. I had, throughout the whole time that Stephenson was engaged in considering the various 

modes by which a safety-lamp might be constructed, and the principles on which such a lamp should 

be based, been so intimately associated with him, that there was no step taken by him, in word, 

thought, or deed, with which I was not made acquainted; and I can vouch, that from the period 

when he first directed his attention 
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to the subject, up to the time when his lamp was tried in the mine, he had never been informed that 

Sir H. Davy was engaged on a similar enterprise. I am quite certain if he had, I should have been 

made acquainted with such a circumstance. His discovery was the result of the process pursued in 

the investigation of the principles which he thought constituted the basis of a safety-lamp, and 

which, as explained, though they did not constitute, they led to the important discovery. I may add, 

in this place, that as a testimony and reward for my part in the investigation, Mr. Stephenson 

presented to me a silver tankard, a facsimile of that presented to him, with the following 

inscription:—" Presented to Mr. Nicholas Wood, of Killingworth, by George Stephenson, as a grateful 

testimony of his many obligations for the indefatigable zeal and exertion displayed in assisting him 

to elucidate the principles, and bring to perfection the Safety-Lamp which, under the auspices of R. 

W. Brandling, Esq., attained the sanction of the most respectable gentlemen in the neighbourhood. 

May, 1819." 

Sir Humphrey Davy's attention having been drawn to the subject by the South Shields Committee, 

wrote to the Rev. Mr. Hodgson for some fire-damp, and on the 15th October, 1815, acknowledged 

the receipt of the fire-damp, and on the 19th he informed Mr. Hodgson that he had discovered that 

explosion would not pass through small tubes. The whole of the process which led to the discovery 

of the Davy-lamp is given at length in a pamphlet published by Sir H. Davy in 1818, and it only 

requires a perusal of this pamphlet to see, that the process which was pursued by Sir H. Davy was 

essentially different from that pursued by Stephenson. The former was investigating the chemical 

properties of the gas, while the latter was engaged, for months previously, in investigating the 



mechanical effect of the inflammable air in a state of flame; first of all at a natural blower of gas, and 

next in its passage through small tubes; and both made the discovery almost at the same time, but 

by entirely different and distinct processes, that fire-damp in a state of flame would not pass 

through small tubes or small perforations; and it may be observed, that in both cases, the process by 

which they arrived at the respective conclusions, involved a considerable duration of time. The dates 

of the progress made by each of those gentlemen in the investigation show this most clearly; and I, 

therefore, arrived at the conclusion that they were parallel inventors, and that if we had not had a 

Davy, we would certainly have had a safety-lamp, and that if we had not had a Stephenson, we 

would as certainly have had a safety-lamp. 

It is scarcely necessary for me, in presenting these observations to 
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such an Institute, to pronounce on the value of such a discovery, or to point out the merits of the 

two inventors. Davy had, certainly, as a thoroughly scientific man, a great advantage over 

Stephenson, the merit of the latter therefore, becomes all the more meritorious by the contrast, and 

following so closely upon his performance of the improved Newcomen engine and his then 

proceedings with regard to railways and the locomotive engine, he at once established for himself a 

name as a thoroughly practical man of genius and perseverance. 

While the safety-lamp experiments were going on, his Son was about twelve years of age, and at 

school at Mr. Bruce's academy, at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

I must now revert back to the period when Stephenson was appointed engineer to the partnership 

collieries, and to the commencement of his labours on Railways and the Locomotive Engines. 

Stephenson's first attempt to revolutionize railways commenced with the improvement of the 

locomotive engine, and it is necessary, as well as interesting, to glance at the state of railways, and 

the locomotive, when he entered upon the scene; and the opportunities which he had previously 

experienced to venture upon so formidable and important an undertaking. 

We have seen that he had acted as fireman to his father at Wylam, and, subsequently, at seventeen, 

as brakesman, at Callerton Colliery, a short time after as engineman at Walbottle, that he then 

removed to Willington Quay, and afterwards to Killingworth. At Walbottle he would see a railway for 

the conveyance of the coals from those pits to the river Tyne, near Lemington, but this was a 

wooden railway. He would, likewise, see the wooden railway from the Wylam Colliery to the river 

Tyne, which passed through Newburn, the cast iron tram rails only being down as a substitute for 

wooden rails in 1808. At Willington Quay, he had only, I believe, a wooden railway for the 

conveyance of the ballast, but when he went to Killingworth he would then see a cast iron railway, 

on which the coal wagons were dragged by horses. These rails were the common cast iron round top 

rails, in three feet lengths, and only of sufficient strength to carry a chaldron wagon loaded with 

fifty-three cwts. of coals. His experience of railways had then only been of short duration, and the 

maximum performance of railway communication, at that time, was about three wagons of four 

tons each, or twelve tons gross, conveyed twenty miles a day with horses, at the rate of two and a 

half miles an hour. Attempts had 
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been made to employ locomotive engines on railroads. Watt, Evans, Symington, Murdoch, had all 

considered, and made suggestions for the employment of steam engines to propel carriages, both 

upon railways and common roads. Trevethick, in 1802, patented an engine, and in 1804 it was tried 

on a railway in Wales, but abandoned. Mr. Blenkinsop, in 1811, took out a patent for a locomotive 

engine, working by a rack, or toothed rail, which was employed at the Middleton Colliery, near 

Leeds, in 1812, and an engine of this description was also used on the Coxlodge Colliery railway in 

1813. Chapman also had an engine, which worked by an endless chain, and which was placed on the 

Heaton Colliery railway in 1813. Brunton had also an engine, which was tried on the Newbottle 

railway in 1813. Mr. Hedley, of Wylam, also constructed a locomotive engine, which commenced 

working on the Wylam railway in the early part of 1813. This railway was a cast iron tram road, and 

Mr. Hedley being doubtful if the adhesion of the wheels upon the railway was sufficient for the 

engine to propel itself, and also a load forward, had some experiments made for that purpose on the 

Wylam railway, with a carriage made expressly with that object, the result, as stated by Mr. Hedley's 

son, in a pamphlet, entitled "Who Invented the Locomotive?" was, "that the friction of the wheels of 

the experimental carriage alone upon the rails, when it approached to the weight of an engine 

carriage was sufficient to enable it to overcome the resistance of an attached train of carriages." 

Such was, then, the state of railways, and the progress made towards the use of locomotive engines 

on the different railways, up to the time when Stephenson first turned his attention to the subject. 

Blenkinsop's with rack wheels; Chapman's with a chain; Brunton's with legs to propel them; and 

Hedley's, at Wylam, which propelled itself by the adhesion of the wheels upon the rails. I have, in my 

work on railroads, given drawings of some of those, and descriptions of the whole of them. 

Soon after Stephenson had become established as engineer to the partnership collieries, in 1813, his 

attention was drawn to the cost of conveying the Killingworth coals by horses, where one horse only 

took three chaldron waggons, or about eight tons of coals, at a time. He had inspected the 

locomotives at Heaton and Coxlodge, which had been abandoned, and that at Wylam, which was at 

work. The latter engine was working on a plate rail, and with this information of what had been 

done, he set to work to construct an engine. The first question was as to the adhesion of the wheels 

upon the round top rails, and several experiments 
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were made by Stephenson and myself on the adhesion on such rails. Having been satisfied on this 

point, Stephenson discarded any extraneous assistance to propel the engine forward, such as 

employed by Chapman Brunton, or Blenkinsop, simply coupling all the engine wheels together so as 

to have the adhesion of the whole weight of the engine. 

The first locomotive engine which propelled itself by the adhesion of its wheels on the round top 

rails was then erected at Killingworth, and tried on that railway on the 27th July, 1814. The steepest 

gradient on that line with the load, was 1 in 450, which it ascended with eight loaded waggons, 

weighing altogether about thirty tons, at the rate of four miles an hour. A drawing of this engine is 

shown in plate VI, page 142, second edition of my work on Railroads. At this time Robert Stephenson 

was about eleven years of age, and had just entered at Bruce's School, Newcastle. His Father had 

not, then, any of the assistance of his Son, which, at a subsequent period, was of such important 

service to him in the improvement of the locomotive engine. 



I have, in the work above alluded to, detailed, with great minuteness, the successive improvements 

made by Stephenson in the locomotive engine. Cog wheels were, first of all, superseded by an 

endless chain, to secure the adhesion of the four wheels, shown in fig. 4, plate VI, page 142. Next by 

a system of cranks with side rods, shown in figs. 1 and 2, plate VII, page 154. And up to the time of 

the Liverpool and Manchester experiments in 1829, this was the only description of engine used. The 

improvements in the construction of the locomotive engine by Stephenson, over those at that 

period in use, viz., that on the Wylam tram-road, and Mr. Blenkinsop's, at Leeds, was in the 

application of two cylinders, instead of one in the former engine, and in the mode or modes of 

communicating the action of the pistons to the driving wheels of the engine, and the application of 

the power of adhesion on the round top rails to propel the engine and load, without the intervention 

of racked rails or other contrivances to propel the engine forward. 

The first engine on the Killingworth Railway had four three-feet driving wheels. Four-feet wheels 

were afterwards used, by which an increased effect was produced by the diminished friction of the 

working parts of the engine, and by the increased speed which was attained. The various 

improvements of those engines are given at length in my work on railroads above alluded to; also 

experiments made on the adhesion of the engine wheels on the rails, the power of the engines, and 

the advantages  
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obtained by larger wheels. Drawings are given, plate VII., and likewise a description, page 142, &c, 

second edition, of what was at that time called "The Improved Engine of Stephenson." 

The engine first used on the Killingworth Railway had only one tube through the boiler, twenty 

inches in diameter and eight feet in length, by which the steam was generated. It was soon found 

that the great drawback to the power of the engine was, the comparatively deficient quantity of 

steam generated in a given time. The weight of the rails of the Killingworth Railway, which were cast 

iron, was from 32 lbs. to 40 lbs. per yard; their strength, or rather weakness, therefore, precluded 

the adoption of heavy engines, or larger boilers, and hence the limit, at that period, to the power of 

the locomotive engine. The blast in the chimney, which afterwards formed so important an element 

in the evaporation of steam, was then comparatively inoperative, from the imperfect mode in which 

it was applied, and from the slow rate of speed at which the engine moved. 

As the subsequent importance of the blast in the chimney has given rise to more than one claimant 

for the discovery of this contrivance, it is necessary that I should make a few observations on the 

part which Mr. Stephenson took in the matter. Mr. Hedley states in his work, "It was at Wylam, in 

the small chimney, that the value of the blast was ascertained, and not elsewhere." Mr. Timothy 

Hackworth likewise aspired to the efficient application of it, if not to the original application. 

Whether or not the importance, or efficient application, was first of all adopted at Killingworth, I 

know that the steam from the cylinder was passed into the chimney by a pipe in the first engine 

tried on the Killingworth line; and as the mouth of the pipe was turned upwards, it must of necessity 

have acted as a blast, as, from the noise made by the exit of the steam into the chimney through the 

pipe, the engines got the name of "puffing billies." 



Mr. Hedley passed the steam from the cylinder into a receiver (shown in his plan of engine), from 

which it passed into the chimney by a pipe for the purpose of preventing the noise of the injection of 

the steam into the chimney, and which, he says, prevented the noise of the steam. This was 

inconsistent with the action of a blast; but, he adds, "many persons say that from the first it was 

apparent the chimney draught was increased," and "I have also been told that the pipe got furred or 

partially choked; and when the obstruction was removed, it was found 
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that steam could not be generated so rapidly, and that, to increase the supply; the drivers, by means 

of an iron ring, contracted the orifice of the pipe, and kept it secret for some time." 

As Mr. Hackworth's application of the blast, was to the Stockton and Darlington engines, which were 

not used until some years subsequent to the time the Killingworth engine was tried, he could have 

no pretence to the original application of the blast; and as Mr. Hedley does not inform us when the 

circumstance alluded to took place, we cannot determine whether it was previous to, or later than 

July, 1814, when it was first used by Mr. Stephenson. 

The description of engine, a drawing of which is given in plate VII. of my work, with the exception of 

the application of a double-tube engine on the heavier rails of the Stockton and Darlington Railway, 

were the only description of engines working by the adhesion of their wheels on the round top rails, 

until the year 1829, when the experiments at Liverpool took place, which led to the most important 

improvements of those engines. 

A table is given in page 359 of my work of the power of the locomotive engines in March, 1829, by 

Messrs. Walker and Rastrick, who were employed by the directors of the Liverpool and Manchester 

railway to enquire into the most efficient description of motive power then used on railways, with a 

view of advising what description of motive power should be used on that railway. The maximum 

performance with six-wheel engines, on the Stockton and Darlington railway, as reported by those 

gentlemen, was eighty-six and a half tons, including engine and tender, weighing eighteen tons, 

moved at the rate of five miles an hour; and with four-wheel engines, on the Killingworth railway, 

sixty-seven and a half tons, including engine and tender, of ten and a half tons weight, moved at the 

same rate of speed. 

Such, then, was the power of the locomotive engines in use in the early part of the year 1829, when 

the directors of the Liverpool and Manchester railway offered a premium of £500 for the most 

improved locomotive engine; and as the merit of the greatest portion of the improvements which 

carried away that premium was due to Mr. Robert Stephenson, it may be proper to trace his history 

up to that time. 

I have already stated that Mr. Robert Stephenson was born at Willington Quay, on the 16th 

November, 1803. He was first of all, whilst his father was living at Killingworth, put to the village 

school at Long Benton, about a mile and a half distant, to a Mr. Rutter, who was also 
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clerk at the parish church at Long Benton, with whom he continued until the year 1814. He was then 

sent to Mr. Bruce's academy at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and was well known on the road between his 



father's residence and Newcastle, a distance of upwards of four miles, by riding back and forward 

every day upon an excellent ass (noticed in Smiles' work). He remained at Bruce's school about four 

years, or until 1818, when he was entered as an apprentice to me as a Mining Engineer, at 

Killingworth, living, of course, with his father all the time. He remained with me about three years, 

when his father sent him to Edinburgh to attend the college lectures, which he did for about six 

months. He then returned to Killingworth, where he remained until 1824, when he left for Columbia, 

having been engaged to inspect some mines in that country for a mining company, from which he 

returned in 1827. He was thus at home at Killingworth, after leaving school, from 1818 to 1821, 

engaged in his apprenticeship as a Mining Engineer, or from the age of fifteen to eighteen years; and 

again from 1822 to 1824, or from nineteen to twenty-one years; and he returned permanently in 

1827, when he was twenty-four years of age. 

As regards the improvement of the locomotive engine, therefore, it does not appear that he entered 

upon the exercise of those talents which became so conspicuous thereafter, until about the years 

1823 and 1824, on his return from college. The engine manufactory had then been established in 

Forth Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in which his Father was a partner, and where he was employed, 

amongst other things, in making the drawings of the locomotive engines for the Stockton and 

Darlington railway. On his return from South America, we find him assisting his Father in the 

construction of railways, as will be explained hereafter, and, no doubt, considering the subject of the 

locomotives to be employed on the Liverpool and Manchester railway, which was then in the course 

of construction by his father. 

After this brief history, I shall leave the case of the locomotive engines in the state in which they 

were in 1829, and shall now follow up the history of the improvement of railways from 1813, the 

date when his Father was first employed as an engineer at Killingworth Colliery, up to the same 

period, more especially as from that time, viz., 1829, we may date the joint effort of the Father and 

Son being applied to promote the improvements of both locomotive engines and railways. 

Railways had, like locomotive engines, been in use a considerable period of time prior to their being 

taken up by Stephenson. The colliery 
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"wagonways," as they were called, dated as far back as 1602, as "wooden railways." The first 

improvement was, plating the wooden rails with malleable iron. In 1738, cast iron rails were 

adopted, generally three feet lengths—first of all in the form of tram rails; and next round top rails 

of cast iron; and lastly, malleable iron rails of fifteen feet lengths. 

At the time when Stephenson was appointed engineer at Killingworth, in 1813 the description of 

railway then in use was exclusively cast iron rails, three feet in length, with square joints, weighing 

from 32 to 40 lbs. per yard, just sufficient strength to carry a chaldron wagon loaded with fifty-three 

cwts. of coals, or a gross weight of four tons. Stephenson first of all set to work to improve the rails, 

and to prevent the shock to the wheels, by the square joints. He patented, with Mr. William Losh, of 

Walker Iron Works, a rail with half lap joints, or with one half of the end of the rails cut away 

longitudinally, for about two inches; so that when the ends of the two rails were laid together, they 

were the same breadth of top at each joint as the solid part of the rail, and thus the shock to the 



carriages was obviated. He also adopted rails three feet nine inches in length, which, of course, 

lessened the number of joints. 

In 1815 he laid down some rails made of malleable iron, the use of which material, on account of its 

being supposed to laminate, was much objected to at the time, but which he successfully 

controverted, in a report made by him on the subject, and which, when tested by experience, was 

proved not to be the case, when made of good iron; and, subsequently, he made the malleable iron 

rails half lapped, as well as the cast iron rails, in which shape they were afterwards used to form the 

Liverpool and Manchester Railway. In the patent of Messrs. Losh and Stephenson, improved forms 

of chairs were also proposed, for the purpose of adjusting the rails when any sinking of the stone 

blocks or sleepers occurred. Various forms of fastening the chairs to the sleepers, and also the rails 

to the chairs, were likewise proposed and adopted at different times. He likewise improved the 

construction of the wheels. In 1814, when he first commenced at Killingworth, the only wheels in 

use were of cast iron; both spokes, nave, and rim being cast in one piece. Experience having shown 

that the round top rail cut into, and formed a groove in the periphery of the wheel, a mode of case-

hardening the rim of the wheel to a certain depth on the outer surface, where it run upon the rail, 

was adopted. This had the effect of preventing the action of the rail from operating on the surface of 

the wheel, and of forming a groove, so as to destroy its parallelism; but experience shortly 

afterwards pointed 
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out, that when the wheel was cast in one piece, and chilled on the surface of the rim, the unequal 

cooling of the different parts produced unequal tension thereof, and when used at great velocities, it 

was apt to fly in pieces. Stephenson and Losh, in the patent previously named, provided against this 

by the use of malleable iron spokes of different forms, which yielded to the unequal contraction of 

the wheel, and thus prevented the breakage. But the greatest improvement of the wheels was, in 

the employment of malleable iron tires, laid upon the cast iron cylindrical rims of the wheels, in the 

usual way, by heating and contraction. This was done at Killingworth upon the locomotive engine 

wheels. Afterwards, with the exception of the nave of the wheel, the spokes and cylindrical rim were 

made of malleable iron, on which was laid the wrought iron tire; and which description of wheel now 

constitutes the general form of wheels in use on all railways, where the carriages run at any 

considerable rate of speed. It is impossible, in a communication of this description, to point out all 

the different steps which were taken by Mr. Stephenson to improve the wheels, from simple cast 

iron wheels to that form which now constitutes a wheel travelling with safety upwards of sixty miles 

an hour; and though we are not, perhaps, indebted to Stephenson for the whole of those 

improvements, it is, certainly, to him, and to his able coadjutor, Mr. W. Losh, that we are indebted 

for the first application, and the practical elucidation of those principles of construction which now 

constitute the present improved wheels. 

Having thus, as previously stated, improved the locomotive engine up to the standard of 1829, and 

having also improved the rails, and wheels, and railway, Stephenson's next progress, (while all these 

were in operation,) was to lay down a system of motive power on railways, capable of being adapted 

to the various gradients on railways generally, and particularly on those on which he was employed, 

for he had not, up to 1823, laid down or constructed any new lines of railway. The colliery railways 

belonging to Lord Ravensworth and partners, on which Mr. Stephenson was employed, presented 



opportunities for exercising his engineering skill, with considerable variety. For the purpose, 

therefore, of thoroughly investigating the subject of the motive power to be used on different 

gradients, he and myself instituted a very extensive series of experiments on all the different 

descriptions of motive power then in use on the different colliery railways, which experiments are 

given in detail in my work on railways, the first edition of which was published in 1826. 

These experiments were used by Stephenson as the basis on which he 
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founded his system of motive power to be used in railways generally; first of all, in applying such of 

the various descriptions of motive power thus elucidated, as were applicable to the existing lines of 

railway; and next, in applying them generally in laying out new lines. They may be shortly stated as 

follows :— 

1stly. —On the level, or nearly level gradients, horses or locomotive engines, were proposed to be 

used; laying it down as a rule, that if practicable, the gradients, ascending with the load, should not 

be more than 1 in 300. 

2ndly.—In gradients descending with the load, when more than one in thirty, the use of self-acting 

planes. 

And, 3rdly. —In ascending gradients with the load, where the gradients did not admit of the use of 

horses or locomotive engines, then fixed engines with ropes. 

It must be explained that about this period, viz., previously to 1821, there had been no public 

railways projected where the traffic was equal, or nearly so, in both directions. On all the colliery 

railways the load was wholly in one direction, being the conveyance of coal from the pits to the 

shipping places; and the Stockton and Darlington, which was the first public railway introduced, was 

the same, being laid out for the conveyance of coal from the collieries to the town of Darlington, and 

to the ships at Stockton. 

Acting on these principles, Mr. Stephenson altered the different colliery railways under his 

management, and applied the different descriptions of motive power applicable to them, according 

to the principles previously enunciated. The only locomotive line for some time in use being the 

Killingworth line, and upon this the maximum gradient, with the load, was 1 in 330. 

The first entirely new line of railway which was laid down by Stephenson, was the Hetton Colliery 

Railway, which was commenced in 1819, and finished in 1822. This line was about eight miles in 

length, over a very undulating district of country, and Stephenson, acting on the principles 

heretofore explained, laid it out with about one and-a-half mile locomotive, then one and-a-half mile 

with fixed engines, ascending a summit of about 250 feet, then self-acting planes for about two and-

a-half miles, and ultimately locomotive engines two miles, ending with half-a-mile self-acting plane; 

there being no less than three fixed engines, five self-acting planes, and three and-a-half miles 

locomotive. 

During the time Stephenson was employed as consulting engineer in 
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constructing the Hetton Railway, and living at Killingworth, he had an application to survey a line 

from the collieries in the Auckland district to Darlington and Stockton, afterwards celebrated as the 

Stockton and Darlington Railway. This was the first public line projected, which was in the year 1821, 

and was promoted by Mr. Pease, of Darlington. Mr. Stephenson's first visit to that gentleman is 

deeply impressed on my memory, by having accompanied him from Killingworth to Darlington and 

back to Durham; and by having afforded him a practical joke against me, which to within a few 

weeks of his death, and on the occasion of the last time I saw him, he reminded me of. The incident 

is given by Smiles, not quite correctly. The fact was, we rode on horseback from Killingworth to 

Newcastle, a distance of five miles, travelled from thence by coach, thirty-two miles, to Stockton, 

then walked along the proposed line of railway, twelve miles, from Stockton to Darlington; we had 

then the interview with Mr. Pease, by appointment, and afterwards walked eighteen long miles to 

Durham, within three miles of which I broke down, (and which constituted the joke against me) but 

was obliged to proceed, the beds being all engaged at the "Traveller's Rest." 

This interview with Mr. Pease, which was on the 19th April, 1821, had the effect of Stephenson 

being ultimately appointed engineer to the Stockton and Darlington Railway, as described by Smiles; 

being so appointed in 1823, he then left his residence at Killingworth to superintend the 

construction of that railway. 

It may here be stated, that his son Robert assisted him in the survey of the Stockton and Darlington 

Railway, which was his first initiation into the laying out and construction of railways; though he had 

the opportunity, while serving his apprenticeship at Killingworth, of seeing the improvements of the 

different colliery railways under the inspection of his Father, as well as occasionally visiting the 

Hetton Railway. 

The Stockton and Darlington Railway was laid out on the same principles that were adopted 

originally by Stephenson, as previously described. The collieries were situated in the Auckland Valley, 

and the coals had to be conveyed over a high ridge of country called Brusselton Hill. Stephenson 

employed a fixed engine to drag the coals over that hill, and the line being descending from that 

place to Darlington and Stockton, he recommended the employment of locomotive engines. 

It was not, however, without opposition, that locomotive engines were employed. Mr. Benjamin 

Thompson, of Eighton Banks, had obtained a patent for, and advocated the employment of, a series 

of fixed engines. 
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A controversy thereon took place between Mr. Thompson and myself on the subject, which was 

printed in the Newcastle Magazine, in April, 1822, and the following months. Mr. Thompson being 

the advocate of fixed engines and myself of the locomotives. An inspection of the performance of 

the Killingworth engines by Mr. Pease and some of his Directors, however, decided the question, and 

locomotive engines were employed on the Stockton and Darlington Railway. They were of the same 

description as the Killingworth engine, only a little more powerful, the rails being made stronger 

than the Killingworth rails. The rails recommended by Stephenson were malleable iron rails, 

weighing 28 lbs. per yard, "fish-bellied," according to Birkinshaw's patent; and the width of this 

railway, as well as the Hetton Railway, were made the same as that of Killingworth, which ultimately 

became the general width of the narrow gauge lines, viz., 4 feet 8½ inches. 



The Stockton and Darlington Railway was opened on the 27th September, 1825. 

During a portion of the time this railway was in construction, Robert Stephenson assisted his Father, 

as well in the surveys and levelling as in the drawings of the fixed engine on the Brusselton Hill, and 

in the drawing and construction of the locomotive engines. 

About a year before the line was finished, or in 1824, Mr. Robert Stephenson left for Columbia; he 

had been applied to by a Company to survey the silver and gold mines of Venezuela, New Granada, 

and in the expectation of such a journey being beneficial to his health, (he being at that time very 

delicate in constitution,) he accepted the offer, and did not return until the year 1827. Mr. Pease, 

Mr. Richardson, and his Father had previously established a manufactory at Newcastle for the 

construction of locomotive engines, at which he attended occasionally before he left for Columbia; 

this was the employment which constituted the basis of what in after-life enabled him to so 

thoroughly understand and to master the intricacies of the locomotive engine, and, with the 

assistance of his Father, to improve those important machines. 

During the time Mr. Stephenson was employed in the construction of the Stockton and Darlington 

Railway, a project, which was originally started by Mr. James, in 1803, and by Mr. Gray, in 1822, was 

resumed in 1824 by Mr. Saunders, viz., the construction of a railway from Liverpool to Manchester. 

Deputations were sent to Killingworth to inspect the locomotive engines there, and a Mr. Sylvester, 

a gentleman of considerable ability as a mechanic and practical engineer, remained with  
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me a considerable time at Killingworth, engaged in making experiments with the engines, and 

published his report to the Liverpool gentlemen in 1825. After the enquiries made by the 

deputations at Killingworth, and at the works in progress on the Stockton and Darlington Railway, 

they came to the conclusion, to recommend the construction of a railway from Liverpool to 

Manchester, and to solicit Mr. Stephenson to undertake the survey of such line. 

Although there were not many physical difficulties, in the formation of a line of railway from the 

Auckland Valley to Stockton, yet, the subject being almost entirely new, brought into play much of 

the strong natural talent of Mr. Stephenson, in the details of its construction, and in its adaptation to 

the various requisites for the particular traffic thereon. The conveyance of passengers did not form a 

part of the original intention of the promoters, the conveyance of coals, at the cheapest possible 

rate, was the desideratum, and the principle which Stephenson was instructed to proceed upon. 

High rate of speed was no element for the consideration, either of directors or engineers; heavy 

loads, conveyed at moderate rates of speed, were alone considered. Hence the locomotive engines 

to be used on the Stockton and Darlington Railway were constructed to travel from four to six miles 

an hour, with the heaviest load which the power of the boiler in raising steam enabled them to 

accomplish; and hence we find, on Messrs. Walker and Rastrick's visit, in 1829, two years after the 

opening of the line, they place the performance of the engines at 47¾ tons of goods, 23½ tons 

weight of carriages, the engine and tender weighing 15 tons;—making altogether a gross weight of 

86½ tons, moved at five miles an hour. 



Undertaking the survey, advocacy, and construction of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway was an 

era in the life of George Stephenson which demanded and brought into full play and prominency all 

the talent, indomitable perseverance, and inexhaustable resources of his clear and powerful mind. In 

the survey, it is well known, he had to contend against almost all the landowners on the line. In 

advocating the measure in Parliament, and before the public, he had the most powerful influence of 

the Duke of Bridgewater's Trustees, the Mersey and Irwell Navigation, and the Leeds and Liverpool 

Canal Companies, and a host of landowners opposed to him; and, as the system of railways was 

striking at the root of all the existing modes of internal communication, he had almost all the 

engineers of the day, as well as all the talent of the bar arrayed against him; and as there was the 

Chat and Parr mosses and 
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bogs to pass over, as well as extensive tunnels, excavations, and embankments, and viaducts to 

form, it is more than astonishing that one man, operating on an almost entirely new system, could 

face such formidable difficulties. The very attempt stamped him as a man possessed of the most 

comprehensive mind, and indomitable firmness and perseverance; and the manner in which he 

successfully combatted and overcame all those difficulties and thus ultimately changed the whole 

system of internal communication, and almost established a new system, which has been productive 

of results that even yet are not entirely developed, stamped him as the most extraordinary man of 

the age, or indeed of any age. 

The construction of the Liverpool and Manchester line of railway presented no ordinary difficulties. 

In addition to a long viaduct over the Sankey Valley of nine arches, fifty feet span each, and seventy 

feet in height above the Sankey Canal, there was a tunnel 2250 yards in length, twenty-two feet 

wide, and sixteen feet high, cut through red sandstone, shale, clay, and sand, with abundance of 

water; likewise cuttings through rock seventy feet in depth; an embankment forty-five feet in height, 

and in breadth at the base 60 to 135 feet; various bridges; and the great Kenyon cutting of 800,000 

cubic feet; all these had to be successively encountered, and overcome. But the great obstacles were 

two mosses or bogs, the Parr Moss and the Chat Moss, the latter so soft and fluid, that an iron rod 

would sink through it by its own gravity, the depth being from thirty to thirty-five feet. The 

construction of the line across the former was intended to be accomplished by pouring upon the 

moss the produce of a cutting of clay, which, although it was expected would be partially swallowed 

up, was found in the execution that as rapidly as the clay was thrown upon it, the whole gradually 

and silently disappeared, until the mass reached the bottom of the moss and became consolidated 

by resting on the foundation thereof, and by the lateral pressure of the moss. Through part of the 

moss the embankment thus formed was twenty feet in height above the level of the moss. The 

greatest obstacle, however, was the great body of the Chat Moss, over which the railway was to be 

formed nearly upon a level, and which, from its depth and extent, could not be formed by the 

displacement of the moss, as in the case of the Parr Moss. 

All these obstacles and difficult works formed powerful grounds for the opposition against the bill in 

Parliament, for the construction of the line; and supported, as it was, by the most eminent counsel 

of the day, was a 
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struggle of no ordinary description; the novelty of the works proposed to overcome the difficulties, 

forming ample scope for the ingenuity of those casuists. 

The great fight, however, was upon the motive power to be employed. The existing traffic was then 

enormously great "between the two cities of Liverpool and Manchester, the heavy goods being 

conveyed by three canals, and passengers by the ordinary stage coaches. It was, however, no part of 

the object professed by the company to convey passengers, this did not form an item in their 

calculations of revenue. The whole question, therefore, rested on whether a railway was, or was not, 

a more cheap and expeditious mode of transit than the canals. It was admitted by the promoters, 

that the existing traffic was 1200 tons per day—that the shortest distance by the canals was fifty 

miles, and that the average time of performing the voyage between Liverpool and Manchester was 

thirty-one hours, the charges being 5s. 2d. per ton, but reduced, in consequence of the proposed 

opposition, to 3s. 8d. and 3s. 4d. per ton. The promoters of the railway stated the distance at thirty-

one miles, and engaged to convey the goods at the rate of five to six miles an hour, and the cost at 

twenty to thirty per cent. less than the canal charges. It was thus required to prove that railways 

could be constructed to convey goods at a much more expeditious rate than canals, and from 

twenty to thirty per cent. cheaper; and as it affected all the canal interests of the kingdom, which 

was admitted to be, up to that time, the cheapest mode of conveyance, it is no wonder that the 

opposition was most formidable, and that the Committee sat thirty-eight days on the determination 

of so important a question. 

Stephenson's examination lasted four days. He proved, to the satisfaction of the Committee, that he 

could execute all the works, for the estimate which had been presented to them. He proposed to 

construct the line over Chat Moss by draining the surface, and by resting the upper works of the 

railway, upon a platform composed of hurdles of brushwood and heather; and with regard to the 

motive power, he proposed to supply locomotive engines which, he stated, would convey twenty 

tons of light goods at the rate of eight miles an hour, and forty tons at four miles an hour, but said he 

had no doubt they would be made to travel twelve miles an hour. Having previously combatted, 

against Mr. Thompson, the superiority of locomotive, over fixed engines, in the economical 

conveyance of goods, I was now called upon to give evidence of their 
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superiority over canals, which the numerous experiments I had made an the Killingworth Railway, 

and the deep interest I felt in the promotion of the railway system, enabled me to offer in 

corroboration of Stephenson's views. Mr. J. U. Rastrick and Mr. Thomas Wood were examined in 

favour, and Mr. H. Francis Giles, Mr. H. R. Palmer, and Mr. George Leather against the bill. 

After a contest of unprecedented length and severity, the Committee came to the conclusion that 

the preamble was proved, and the bill passed through Parliament in the year 1825. 

It is with the utmost reluctance that I feel myself obliged to notice some observations made by Mr. 

Smiles, in his work on the life of George Stephenson, with reference to this contest. Having quoted 

from that work, and being cognisant of such observations, if I passed them over without comment, it 

would, no doubt, be implied that I admitted such conclusions, I deem it, therefore, incumbent upon 

me to offer an explanation. The statement is, that "even Mr. Stephenson's early friend, Nicholas 

Wood, seems to have concurred with the other engineers in reporting against the use of 



locomotives," and "Mr. Wood's evidence before the Committee on the Liverpool and Manchester 

Bill was, by no means, cordial in support of the locomotive." "He did not seem to have any faith in 

the efficiency of Stephenson's favourite steam-blast." Page 274. 

Having, from the first of Mr. Stephenson's career, enjoyed the friendship and esteem of that 

gentleman, and I have every reason to believe, to the last day of his life; having devoted so much of 

my time, and no inconsiderable labour and expence, to the promotion of railways, and of the 

locomotive engines; having made innumerable experiments to test and improve their capabilities; 

having contested the capabilities of such a description of motive power, personally, on every 

occasion, and by publications of every description, I have felt those remarks very keenly as being 

extremely unjust and unmerited. 

The allegations regarding the steam-blast, are not warranted by any observations I made to the 

Committee, which went to prove that in the case of the Killingworth engine it was not necessary; 

and, as might have been supposed by Mr. Smiles, Mr. Stephenson and I having, previously to going 

before the Committee, arranged the evidence to be given on the bill alluded to; he will find, if he will 

take the trouble to read the evidence carefully, that the existing and assumed capabilities of those 

engines, was stated by Stephenson and myself in precisely the same terms, 
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viz., the existing power at four to six miles an hour, and the probable, or assumed, at twelve miles an 

hour. And he will, likewise find, that Mr. Stephenson, in his evidence, says "I have recommended 

eight miles an hour with twenty tons, and four miles an hour with forty tons." So that the eight 

miles, as now quoted by Mr. Smiles, (page 274,) was only a repetition of Mr. Stephenson's own 

recommendation; and that gentleman will, likewise, see that he has substituted the word  could " for 

"should," which alters the meaning of the expression very significantly. I have, also, looked in vain, in 

Rastrick's report, for any opinion of mine on the performance of the "Lancashire Witch," which is an 

entirely gratuitous assertion. 

In making those remarks I must be clearly understood, as not wishing to explain away the remarks 

made in almost every work written on the subject, that my then views of the future performances of 

locomotive engines were extremely limited. I can afford to bear such remarks in company with the 

gentlemen who, at that time, entertained similar opinions, and who have subsequently become so 

eminent in their profession. As an instance, amongst many others, Messrs. Robert Stephenson and 

Joseph Locke state, in their publication "on the comparative merits of locomotive and fixed engines " 

(written after, not before, the Liverpool experiments, as stated by Mr. Smiles) "on a level railway, a 

locomotive engine weighing from four to five tons will convey twenty tons of goods, exclusive of 

carriages, at the rate of twelve miles an hour." My evidence before the Liverpool Committee was 

fifty tons gross, at six miles an hour, with a capability, by an increase of power, to between six and 

twelve miles an hour with that weight. The fact is, that it is the "increase of power," consequent on 

the increase of weight of the locomotive engine, which constitutes the difference between the 

performance of those engines in the early period of their use, and at present. At that time the 

weight of the engine and tender was about ten tons; at the present time such weight is, as I shall 

show hereafter, above fifty tons. 



Mr. Stephenson was appointed, in 1826, engineer to execute the line. The draining of the Chat Moss 

was commenced in June, 1826, and on the 1st of January, 1830, a single line of rails was laid down 

between Liverpool and Manchester. It is not necessary for me, in a paper of this description, to offer 

in detail, in what manner the then formidable works on the line were executed, these are recorded 

in various publications. It is enough to say, that the sound, practical energies of Mr. Stephenson 
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overcame all the difficulties, and that the experience of upwards of thirty years has shown, that the 

permanency and stability of those works has not been exceeded by any railway which has since been 

executed. 

Mr. Stephenson having been for about a year employed in laying out the plans and prosecuting the 

works of the railway, wrote to his son Robert to return from Columbia, to which he immediately 

responded, and arrived in England in December, 1827. Mr. Stephenson then hereafter had the 

valuable assistance of his son in completing the line of railway and I may here also add, the 

assistance of Mr. Joseph Locke, in executing the tunnel and other works on the line. 

In the latter part of 1828, the directors of the railway turned their attention to the description of 

motive power to be used on the line. Various suggestions had been made to them, the prominent 

descriptions being either fixed or locomotive engines; but as there still existed doubts as to the 

comparative efficiency of those two modes, the directors employed Mr. James Walker and Mr. J. U. 

Rastrick to proceed to the north, and to ascertain, by a thorough investigation, the comparative 

merits of these two descriptions of motive power. The result of this investigation was a 

recommendation by Mr. Rastrick, that "all circumstances, therefore, considered, we are of opinion 

that it will be most advisable to adopt the stationary system upon the Liverpool and Manchester 

Railway;" and by Mr. Walker, that "the stationary reciprocating system is the best;" with a 

contingent recommendation, that if the directors adopt the locomotive, fixed engines should be 

used at the Rainhill and Sutton Planes—those planes being one and a half mile long, with a gradient 

of one in a hundred. 

These reports were dated March, 1829; but the directors not being satisfied with them, determined 

upon offering a premium of £500 for the best locomotive engine, and on the 26th of April, 1829, 

advertised the conditions; adopting as a standard a speed of ten miles an hour (which was the rate 

of speed recommended by Messrs. Walker and Rastrick); weight of engine not to exceed, with 

water, six tons; the gross load being not less than twenty tons, including tender and water tank. 

The result of this was, that five engines were entered for trial on the 6th October, 1829, for the 

premium—Messrs. Rastrick, Kennedy, and myself being the judges; and that Mr. Robert 

Stephenson's engine, "The Rocket," yellow and black, with white chimney, weighing four tons three 

cwts., carried off the prize. The performance of that engine, being 
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seventeen and a half tons gross, including engine, conveyed seventy miles in five hours, or fourteen 

miles an hour; the maximum velocity being twenty-nine and a half miles an hour. 



The result of these experiments, added, I believe, to the very able observations of Messrs. Robert 

Stephenson and Joseph Locke on Messrs. Walker and Rastrick's report, induced the directors to 

adopt locomotive engines as the motive power to be used on the railway. 

I have gone thus into detail, as there is no doubt that the improvements made in the locomotive 

engine at that period, induced by those trials of skill, raised those engines from the standard which I 

have previously quoted as being their performance in 1829, to a position which has since established 

them to be the most useful machines in existence, and which completely and entirely revolutionised 

the entire system and standard of internal communication then in use; and this must be assigned to 

the comprehensive and fertile mind of the younger Stephenson, in details of engineering 

construction, combined with the powerful natural talent of combination of his Father. 

It is well known, that the result of such a vast increase of power and performance of the locomotive 

engine was produced by the increased power of evaporation or production of steam, by the 

adoption of a firebox outside the boiler, and by the use of numerous small tubes passing through the 

boiler, or by the invention and adoption of what is now called the multitubular boiler, presenting a 

vast increase of evaporating surface. Although the invention of such a boiler, and the particular form 

of engine, was the joint production of the Messrs. Stephenson, there is no doubt that the details of 

construction, and of the application of those principles of increase of power, which has rendered 

that engine so efficient, was the work of Mr. Robert Stephenson, and that it is to him we are 

indebted for almost all the improvements which have been subsequently made in that now 

wonderful machine. Mr. Booth, secretary to the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, laid claim to the 

merit of having suggested to Mr. Stephenson, that as Hackworth's engines on the Stockton and 

Darlington Railway, which had a double or return tube, raised more steam than Stephenson's engine 

with a single tube, the application of more tubes might be useful. Stephenson, however, never 

admitted that this communication was of any assistance to him, in the adoption of the multitubular 

principle of tubes and outside firebox. And it is stated in Mr. Robert Stephenson's description of his 

patent engine, "It appears that the merit of the first invention of a boiler with tubes is 
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due to a French engineer, M. Leguin, who had a patent for it in 1828, although the application of the 

principle in the "Rocket" engine was undoubtedly an independent invention." 

It is not necessary for me, in this paper, to give a detailed description of the improvements made in 

the engines consequent upon the adoption of those principles. A somewhat detailed elucidation of 

the principles of the improved engine is given in my work on Railroads, second edition; and a 

complete "description of the Improved Patent Locomotive Steam Engine, made by Messrs. Robert 

Stephenson & Co., of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, by Robert Stephenson, Esq.," is given in the late 

improved edition of Tredgold on the Steam Engine, which has been printed in a separate form. 

The capability of evaporation, which constitutes the correct working standard of power of these 

engines, was, in the Killingworth engines, in 1829, about sixteen cubic feet of water per hour; the 

evaporating power of the "Rocket" engine, at the Liverpool experiments, was 18.24 cubic feet per 

hour; and of Stephenson's patent engine, as described in the above work, in 1849, seventy-seven 

cubic feet of water per hour; or nearly five times the power of 1829. 



The power assigned to the then locomotive engines, before the Committee on the Liverpool and 

Manchester Railway Bill, in 1825, by Mr. Stephenson, was twenty tons, at eight miles an hour, forty 

tons, at four miles an hour, with capabilities of taking thirty tons, at eight miles, and of travelling at 

the rate of twelve miles an hour. My evidence was, fifty tons gross at six miles an hour, with 

capabilities, by increased power, of taking that weight at any speed between six and twelve miles an 

hour. Messrs. Walker and Rastrick, in March, 1829, estimated the capabilities of a 10-horse engine 

for the Liverpool and Manchester Railway at sixty tons gross at five miles an hour, thirty-seven and-

a-half tons at eight miles an hour, and thirty tons at twelve miles an hour. Messrs. Robert 

Stephenson and Locke, in 1830, after the Liverpool experiments, state an engine weighing four to 

five tons will convey twenty tons of goods, exclusive of carriages, which would be a gross weight of 

above forty tons, at twelve miles an hour. The improved engine, in 1849, was capable of dragging on 

a level 220 tons gross, at the rate of fourteen miles an hour, and forty tons passenger traffic at 

thirty-five miles an hour. 

It may not be out of place here to give a more detailed statement of the comparative capabilities of 

those engines at the present time, as compared with the performances of the engines at the period 

when 
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Mr. Stephenson and his Son respectively commenced their improvements. For this purpose I have 

drawn out the following tabular statement of the dimensions, weight, and performances of the 

Killingworth engines in 1825, of the improved Rocket engine in 1830, and of the engines of the 

North-Eastern and Great Northern Railway Companies in 1860; the result being, that the increase of 

power, making allowance for the difference of friction of the engines, is as nearly as may be in the 

ratio of the increased evaporating powers of the engines at the respective periods. 

The capabilities of the engines at the present period represent their everyday performances on the 

respective lines of railway; their maximum powers may be taken at one-third more at least. 

[see in original text Table] 

Such, therefore, has been the effect of the improvements the locomotive engines since 1814, and 

although Mr. George Stephenson, the early part of his career, or from 1814 to 1829, had the merit of 

the improvements; yet, subsequent to that period, almost the sole merit is due to Mr. Robert 

Stephenson. I do not wish it to be inferred, that other gentlemen may not have contributed towards 

certain portions of those improvements; but I think I may safely say that to Mr. Robert Stephenson 

almost, if not quite, universal assent will be accorded as having the merit of raising the locomotive 

engine, from what it was in 1829 to what it is in 1860. 

The construction of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, and the 
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results elicited by the experiments of the locomotive engines thereon, virtually established the 

system of railways. The entire superstructure was not then raised, but the foundation was firmly and 

securely laid, and it only required time, and a further exertion of that indomitable perseverance on 

the part of the two Stephensons, which had hitherto characterised them, to carry the system to 



completion. To those two men however, posterity will attribute the establishment of the system of 

railways and of the locomotive engines, and deservedly so; for, as was remarked by a distinguished 

writer at the time, when the success of the system was still shaking in the wind, and more than thirty 

years ago, "Should we live to see fully developed all the powers and energies of this system, we have 

no doubt we shall also see it recognised as one of the very greatest benefits which either philosophy 

or art has ever conferred on mankind." We have not yet seen the system fully developed, but it has 

pleased Divine Providence to allow us to see it so far advanced as to fully bear out the anticipations 

of the writer, as to its benefits to mankind; and if in the outset the path was rough, difficult, and 

beset with obstacles, the result, even up to this time, has amply rewarded the efforts of every one 

who has laboured to establish the system. Having thus laid before the Institute a general, though, I 

fear, imperfect account of most of the important measures which led to the establishment of 

railways, and of the locomotive engine as a motive power, in connection with the labours of the two 

Stephensons, the remainder of my task, though embracing most important and most extensive 

undertakings, is of a less difficult undertaking. The system having been established, and those 

obstacles which the prejudices or interests of individuals or corporations brought to bear against the 

practicability and capabilities of the system having been overcome, it was, thereafter, on the part at 

least of the Stephensons, a pure matter of engineering routine to apply the principles and carry out 

the works on other lines, which they had so successfully completed on the Liverpool and Manchester 

Railway. 

At that period, or in 1830, they were the only engineers who had completed a public line of railway; 

it is not to be wondered at, therefore, that they were solicited to become engineers to other lines of 

railway, which the success of the Stockton and Darlington, and Liverpool and Manchester Railways 

brought into existence. I shall, therefore, give a short account of the various lines of railway which 

those two gentlemen were employed to construct. 
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In the first place, Mr. George Stephenson was employed as engineer to, and laid out the Canterbury 

and Whitstable Line, about six miles in length, which was opened in 1830; the Bolton and Leigh, and 

Leigh and Kenyon; the Grand Junction Railway, a line from the Liverpool and Manchester Railway to 

Birmingham; and the Manchester and Leeds Railway. In all of these he had the assistance of his son 

Robert, so far as his engagements at the manufactory at Newcastle (to which he was attached) 

permitted. 

In 1830, a project also, which had slept for some time, was renewed, for a line of railway from 

London to Birmingham ; various parties advocated different routes, but, ultimately, Mr. Stephenson 

was consulted, and a line under his auspices was brought under the notice of Parliament in 1832. His 

son Robert had now had some experience in the construction of railways, having himself 

superintended the construction of one of the branches of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway to 

Warrington; which was afterwards made a portion of the Grand Junction Railway; and also the 

Leicester and Swannington Railway. He was, therefore, employed by his Father to survey the line, 

and afterwards to give evidence before Parliament, and was ultimately employed as engineer of the 

line; which, from its extent, (112 miles), and from the difficult works which existed on the route, was 

a very formidable undertaking for so young a man. 



The first attempt in Parliament for powers to construct the London and Birmingham Railway was 

unsuccessful in the Lords, and, in consequence, Mr. Robert Stephenson was rather disheartened. 

Lord Wharncliffe, who was Chairman of the Committee, was, however, so satisfied at the exhibition 

of the talent he displayed before the Committee, that he called him aside, and told him not to be 

disheartened, for "his fortune was made." This expression of confidence had a great impression 

upon him, and which, I believe, he never forgot. He was only thirty-one years of age when he took 

the management of the execution of this important undertaking; he directed the cutting of the first 

sod at Chalk Farm on the 1st June, 1834, and the line was opened on the 15th September, 1838. 

In the execution of this line great difficulties were met with, particularly in the execution of the 

Kilsby Tunnel, which was 2,400 yards in length, thirty feet in width, and thirty feet in height. In one 

part of it, about 200 yards from the south end, there was a quicksand, under a bed of clay, forty feet 

thick, and the difficulties at this place were so formidable 
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that at one time it was seriously contemplated to abandon the tunnel altogether. Robert 

Stephenson, however, ultimately overcame all the difficulties, and the tunnel was completed. The 

energy he displayed in the construction of this line established for him a character of unquestionable 

talent, ability, and perseverance; and such was his industry, that I am told, he walked the whole 

distance from London to Birmingham more than twenty times during the execution of the work. 

It is almost impossible, without extending this paper to a great length, to give even a short 

description of the works executed on the numerous lines of railway by the Father and Son. The 

entire line of communication between London and Liverpool was opened in 1838, during the 

construction of which, the line from London to Bristol was undertaken by Mr. Brunel; London and 

Southampton by Mr. Giles; London and Colchester by Mr. Braithwaite; and the Newcastle and 

Carlisle also surveyed by Mr. Giles, though it was not executed by him. The Great North of England 

Railway, from York to Darlington, was also in course of construction by Mr. Storey. At this time, or 

following the completion of the London and Birmingham Railway, in 1834, acts were obtained for 

the North Midland from Derby to Leeds; the York and North Midland from Normanton to York; the 

Birmingham and Derby; and the Sheffield and Rotherham; in all of which lines of railway Messrs. 

Stephenson & Son were engineers. The Midland Counties Line from Rugby to Derby followed; and, 

subsequently, the Darlington and Newcastle; and thus the two Stephensons had the satisfaction of 

having constructed lines of Railway, extending from London to Liverpool on the West; across the 

country from Liverpool and Manchester to Leeds and York to the East; and from Rugby to York:—

and, consequently, (with the exception of from York to Darlington, a distance of forty-five miles,) 

from London to their native town of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. These lines comprising altogether an 

extent of 958 miles of railway, 604 miles of which had been executed by them. 

These were not, however, the only lines of railway the construction of which were entrusted to 

them. The line from Whitby to Pickering, the Maryport and Carlisle, the Chester and Crewe, and the 

Chester and Birkenhead, were also lines which were brought before Parliament under their auspices, 

and ultimately executed under their superintendance. 



Mr. Stephenson was also employed, in 1837, to investigate the formation of lines, both along the 

west coast, and on the east coast into Scotland. About this time such a rage for the formation of 

railways existed, that 
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it is related by Smiles; in his work on the life of Stephenson, "that in 1836 thirty-four bills had passed 

the legislature, authorising the formation of 994 miles of railway, at an estimated cost of 

£17,595,000; and, in 1837, fourteen new companies were incorporated, and authorised to construct 

464 miles of railway, at a cost of £8,087,000." And, "as if the extent already authorised was not 

sufficient to satisfy the rage for railway extension, by the end of 1837 notices were given of seventy-

five new bills to authorise the construction of 1200 miles of additional railway, at a cost of about 

£19,000,000, whilst by that time £30,000,000 had been expended, and nearly 1500 miles 

constructed; and it was estimated that the railways in course of construction would cost 

£22,000,000 before they were ready for traffic." 

The effect of all this was a revulsionary panic; a collapse ensued, and for five or six years very few 

lines were projected. This cessation produced corresponding ease in the money market, and in 1844 

the mania for railway speculation again broke forth with redoubled force. The result was, that in 

November, 1844, Mr. Spackman published a list of projected lines, involving a capital of 

£563,203,000; and in the Sessions of 1844, 1845, and 1846, railway acts passed the legislature for 

the construction of 8470 miles of railway, involving a capital of £180,138,901. 

During all this mania, the Messrs. Stephenson never lent themselves to the prevailing excitement; 

they kept on their even, steady, practical course of constructing the lines already in course of 

execution under their management, and in the promotion only of new branches with which such 

lines were connected, and earnestly and firmly endeavoured, though in vain, to check the prevailing 

epidemic; and it is related by Mr. Smiles, that in the Session of 1846, though Parliament granted acts 

for the construction of 4790 miles of railway, with a capital of £121,500,000, Mr. Stephenson only 

appeared as engineer for one new line (the Burton, Macclesfield, Congleton, and Crewe Railway), 

and for three branch lines, in connection with existing companies for which he acted as engineer. 

The natural effect of this second mania produced the usual result—a corresponding revulsion; in 

both extremes, however, the Messrs. Stephenson pursuing the even tenor of their progress, 

constructing the lines for which they were engineers, and promoting the formation of those lines 

only which were essential to the development of the requirements of the country. 

The construction of a line along the east coast, from Newcastle to Berwick, and so on to Edinburgh 

and the north of Scotland, had always 
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been a favourite scheme with Mr. Stephenson; and on the opening of the line from Darlington to 

Newcastle-on-Tyne, Mr. Stephenson, Mr. Hudson, and a number of railway gentlemen, having 

travelled from London to Newcastle, a distance of 275 miles, in nine hours, great excitement in the 

otherwise quiet town of Newcastle was produced by such a feat. The event was celebrated by a 

dinner, at which great and complimentary notice was taken of the merits of the two Stephensons, 



especially by the Honourable Mr. Liddell, whose father, Lord Ravensworth had been the early patron 

of the elder Stephenson, at Killingworth. 

If the enthusiasm produced at such meeting did not originate, soon afterwards the construction of a 

line from Newcastle to Berwick was revived, and the Messrs. Stephenson had, to them, the proud 

satisfaction of constructing the main eastern coast line from London to Edinburgh, through the 

County of Northumberland, passing within 100 yards of the house in which they so long resided at 

the "West Moor," or at the Killingworth Colliery; and where are exhibited, even to this day, the 

original six-wheeled engines of 1814, travelling six miles an hour on the Killingworth Railway, in 

contrast with the modern engines travelling at the rate of fifty miles an hour. 

The Messrs. Stephenson's talents were not confined to the construction of railways in Great Britain 

only. As early as 1835 they were consulted by the King of the Belgians with reference to the 

construction of railways in Belgium. King Leopold had been deeply impressed with the importance of 

railway communication generally, and more particularly with respect to the important 

manufacturing and commercial towns in Belgium, though there was then only the construction of 

the Liverpool and Manchester Line for his guidance. In 1834 a line from Antwerp to Liege was 

projected; next lines connecting Brussels with all the important cities, to an extent of 246 miles of 

railway; and, in 1835, additional lines were laid out, comprising altogether 341 miles. The first twelve 

miles between Brussels and Malines were opened in 1835, at which Mr. Stephenson attended, and 

to whom the direction of the locomotive engines at the opening was confided. The result was 

exceedingly satisfactory, except, as he frequently related with great good humour, that he was at 

one time placed in 'a fix'. On the return trip to Brussels, to make as great a display as possible of the 

power of his favourite locomotive, he put two trains into one; it, however, turned out, that owing to 

the state of the rails the engine came to a dead stop. He sent a courier back to the military 

conductor of the engine following, to come forward and give 
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the double train a push onward; the answer was, no, he had strict orders from head quarters that he 

was to keep a certain distance from the train preceding, and that, unless he had contrary 

instructions he must keep at the prescribed distance. The result was, that Stephenson had to 

struggle forward as he best could, and was unable to make the dashing display he wished. 

The assistance which Mr. Stephenson rendered in the projection, and construction of the Belgian 

railways was so satisfactory to the King, that he conferred upon him the honour of a Knight of the 

Order of Leopold, in May, 1835—a like honour being conferred on his son, Mr. Robert Stephenson, 

in 1844. 

Mr. Stephenson was likewise employed, in the latter part of the year 1845, to report upon the 

construction of "the Royal North of Spain Railway," in that country, or upon a line from Madrid, to 

the Bay of Biscay. The result of his enquiry was, however, unfavourable, and the project was 

abandoned. He was, during this journey, seized with a serious illness from which he never 

completely recovered. 

During the last three years of his life, Mr. Stephenson had partly retired from active employment as 

an engineer, except in consultation. In early life he had been much struck with the prevalent notion 



in the north, that no coal existed underneath the magnesian limestone in the County of Durham, and 

by the fallacy of such a notion being proved by the sinking through such beds, and by finding the first 

class coal of the Hetton Colliery underneath the magnesian limestone. In the formation of the 

Leicester and Swannington Railway, the cuttings were through the red sandstone (the accompanying 

beds of the magnesian limestone), and having had his attention drawn to the comparison of those 

beds with the Durham strata, he took a lease of some property on that line of railway, and though 

previous attempts to find coal had been unsuccessful, he persevered, and ultimately established the 

Snibston Colliery, which turned out a most profitable undertaking. He had also, whilst constructing 

the North Midland Railway, been deeply impressed with its importance, in opening out the coal 

which abounded along its course, and of supplying the local towns and the metropolis with such 

coal. And, as an earnest of his conviction on those points, he embarked in the opening out of coal on 

that line, which has since been famed as the Clay Cross Colliery. And it may be remarked, as a proof 

of the accuracy of his judgment, that this colliery, in 1859, sent 150,000 tons of coals within the 

limits of the city of London. 

Mr. Stephenson had, in 1841, removed to Tapton House, near Chesterfield, 
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in the vicinity of the Clay Cross Colliery, and to which were also attached extensive lime works; and 

in the later period of his life a great deal of his time was, after he had given up undertaking the 

construction of railways occupied in the management of those collieries, and of another one he had 

obtained near Chesterfield. And it may be stated as a curious fact that the first of his speculative 

operations in early life was that of a partner in working a colliery at Bedlington with Mr. Longridge 

and myself; and that the later days of his life were devoted to a similar occupation; and having 

almost rigidly abstained from entering into railway or colliery speculations whilst devoting himself to 

the duties of a railway engineer, and only again resumed the management of collieries when he had 

almost relinquished the active duties of an engineer. 

The management of his collieries was not, however, his only occupation in the later period of his life, 

he was devotedly attached to gardening and farming, and one of his most pleasant reminiscences 

was in vieing with his friend "Paxton, at Chatsworth," in gardening, who, he, however, used to say, 

was "difficult to beat." He also enjoyed the society of the late Sir Robert Peel, Bart., at whose house 

he was accustomed to meet his friend the late Dr. Buckland, and other savants; amongst whom, on 

such occasions, very interesting and amusing, and, no doubt, instructing debates took place. At 

length the effects arising from a long, laborious, active, and harassing life, both to body and mind, 

overtook him, and, after a few days illness, at Tapton House, he expired, on the 12th of August, 

1848, in the sixty-seventh year of his age. He had been seized with illness whilst in Spain, which 

terminated in an attack of pleurisy shortly after his arrival in London. This attack made a sad inroad 

upon his constitution, and it was supposed that a too close attendance to the cultivation of his stove 

and other forcing houses, had induced an attack of intermittent fever, which, acting upon his 

impaired constitution, produced the fatal result. 

Mr. Stephenson had several times been offered knighthood by Sir Robert Peel, which he always 

refused. In 1844 a fine statue of him was erected in St. George's Hall, in Liverpool; and in 1854 a 

colossal marble statue was erected in the Station of the North Western or London and Birmingham 

Railway, in London; the subscription of 3150 workmen and 178 private friends. And at the present 



time Mr. Lough, the sculptor, is engaged in the execution of a colossal statue of bronze, to be placed 

near the terminus of the North Eastern Railway, in Newcastle-  
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upon-Tyne, the production of a subscription from his friends, principally in that locality, of upwards 

of £3000. 

At the time of the death of Mr. Stephenson, his son Robert was in the vigour of age and health, and, 

though sadly subdued for some time by so melancholy an event, at length resumed his active and 

onerous duties as an engineer. He had succeeded, or rather relieved, his Father, for some time of his 

duties, as engineer, upon some of the most important railways, and he had undertaken and was 

contracting other important works on his own responsibility. In 1829 he had married Frances 

Sanderson, only daughter of John Sanderson, Esq., of the City of London, who dying in 1842, left him 

a widower, and in which state he continued up to his death, living in London, where he had taken up 

his abode on undertaking the construction of the London and Birmingham Railway. I have already 

mentioned the Chester and Holyhead Railway, which was constructed by Mr. Robert Stephenson, 

and also other lines, of which the Newcastle and Berwick was one. In 1816 he was called upon to 

survey a line between Christiana and the Myren Lake, in Norway, for which he received the Grand 

Cross of the Order of St. Olaf, from the King of Sweden. He also laid out a line from Florence to 

Leghorn, sixty miles in length, and he also visited Switzerland for the purpose of giving his opinion on 

the best system of railways in that country. 

In October, 1848, the Chester and Holyhead Railway was completed, by the erection of the tubular 

bridges of the Conway and Menai Straits, which, for originality of design, boldness and difficulty of 

execution, especially the latter, were without parallels in the world. It is unnecessary to enter into 

any detailed description of the construction of these magnificent works, an account of which having 

been published by Mr. Edwin Clarke, one of his assistants, of all the details connected with the 

design and construction of both bridges. It is sufficient to say, that the Britannia Bridge across the 

straits, consists of a double roadway of malleable iron, 1511 feet in length, and weighing 9360 tons, 

a pier in the middle of the straits 250 feet in height, with two large spans of 458.8 feet and 459.3 

feet respectively, and two small spans of 230 feet each. The roadway being 104 feet above the sea. 

Mr. Robert Stephenson also constructed the railway between Alexandria and Cairo, 140 miles in 

length, on which there were works of the most difficult character. There were upon this line two 

tubular bridges one over the Damietta branch of the Nile at Benha; and the other over the 
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large canal at Birket el Sabre; both of these viaducts contain large swing or opening bridges on turn-

tables. The main line was intersected between Kaffre Azzay, and Kaffre Lais, by the Nile, on which 

Mr. Stephenson constructed the largest steam ferry ever executed. It consisted of a huge floating 

pontoon with lofty staging surmounted by a railway deck which was constructed so as to be raised 

and lowered, to adapt the level of the railway to the level of the Nile. The entire train was placed 

upon this floating railway, and by means of a powerful steam engine, and chains reaching across the 

river, it was propelled from shore to shore. Recently this steam ferry has been superseded by a 

bridge designed by Mr. Robert Stephenson, in which there is the largest swing bridge which has ever 



been constructed; moving upon a centre, and when open for boats passing up and down the Nile, 

each leaf of the swing is a cantilever of 90 feet, without support at its extreme ends. This bridge was 

successfully completed a short time previous to the death of Mr. Robert Stephenson. 

In the year 1850, the celebrated High Level Bridge across the River Tyne, at Newcastle, was also 

completed by Mr. Robert Stephenson. This is a cast iron bridge, with a roadway for carriages 

underneath the railway platform. It is 4372 feet from end to end, with 6 arches across the river of 

130 feet span each; the bottom of the roadway of the bridge being 83 feet above high water mark, 

and the top 112 feet. In the same year the Border Viaduct across the Tweed, and the Newcastle and 

Berwick Railway were completed by him, on which occasion he was offered knighthood by Earl Grey, 

which he politely declined. 

Connected with the obtaining the Act of Parliament for the Newcastle and Berwick Railway, arose a 

contest as to the application of the atmospheric tube as a motive power to be used thereon. The 

atmospheric plan of motive power, it is well known by engineers, consisted of a tube laid along the 

centre of the railway, with a piston traversing within from end to end, to which the drag bar of the 

train was attached, and a vacuum being formed by exhaustion of the air by a steam engine on one 

side of the piston, the atmospheric air pressing upon the other side of the piston propelled the train. 

For the purpose of acquiring a communication between the piston inside the tube, and the drag bar 

of the train outside, there was an opening or slit along the top of the tube the whole distance, on 

which slit a valve of leather was placed, which, when the air in the inside of the tube was exhausted, 

was pressed upon the opening, and so formed an air-tight tube, and which was opened by 
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the drag bar as it passed along. It will be seen, therefore, that the power of the atmospheric 

apparatus would be represented by the area of the piston, into the atmospheric pressure, minus the 

diminution by imperfect vacuum, and the friction of the apparatus. 

Messrs. Glegg and Samuda patented this contrivance, which they first of all tested on a portion of 

the West London Railway. It was then applied on the line between Kingstown and Dalkey, and also 

on the London and Croydon Railway, which was opened in 1845. Mr. Brunel, and other engineers of 

standing, supported the atmospheric, against the locomotive. The elder Stephenson's verdict at 

once was, "that it won't do;" but it was to Mr. Robert Stephenson that the merit is due of having 

proved that this mode of acquiring motive power was utterly incapable of competing with the 

locomotive. It was, in fact, a bad substitute only for ropes in fixed engines. 

When the project of the Newcastle and Berwick Railway was brought forward, Mr. Brunel was 

employed in opposition to the line proposed by the Stephensons, in which opposition he was backed 

by Earl Grey, and the atmospheric power was brought forward as the basis of the great fight in 

Parliament. Mr. Robert Stephenson had then gone fully into the capabilities of the atmospheric 

principle, he made a great many experiments on the Kingstown and Dalkey Railway, and had 

published the result of his investigations, which showed, most conclusively, that it was a principle 

utterly unfit to be employed as a motive power on railways, and subsequent experience has proved 

the accuracy of his judgment, and that of his respected Father. 



Mr. Robert Stephenson was also prominently engaged in what was called the "battle of the gauges." 

I have already remarked, that the width of the Killingworth Railway gave birth to the width of what is 

called the narrow gauge lines of the kingdom. Mr. Braithwaite adopted a width of five feet on the 

Eastern Counties Line, and Mr. Brunel a width of seven feet on the Great Western Railway. The 

subject of the width of railways was deemed of such importance, in a national point of view, that a 

commission was appointed by Government in 1845, before whom most of the practical engineers of 

the country were examined— Mr. Robert Stephenson being the admitted leader in the narrow 

gauge interest, and Mr. Brunel in the broad gauge interest. The commission, in 1846, reported in 

favour of the narrow gauge, as being most fitted for the general gauge of British railways. 

I was examined, on that occasion, in favour of the narrow gauge 
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interest, and I take leave to remark, as showing the progress which had then been made in the 

improvement of the locomotive engine, and in the adaptation of railways as a safe mode of 

conveying passengers on the narrow gauge lines at high rates of speed, that I solicited the Newcastle 

and Darlington, now the North-Eastern Railway Company, to allow me to try the speed of travelling 

from Darlington to York, with one of their best engines, that I might test, by experiment, the rate of 

speed which could be attained upon the narrow gauge. That request was at once complied with, and 

the result was, that this engine, with the driver and stoker, two first-class carriages, and myself, 

performed the journey from Darlington to York, a distance of forty-five miles, in forty-four minutes. 

It was, however, to Mr. Robert Stephenson that the country is indebted for establishing the narrow, 

in preference to the broad gauge, as the general width for railways in England. The greatest speed 

was then assumed to be accomplished by the broad gauge; but the Time Tables for June, 1860, show 

the following results:—On the Great Western Railway, from London to Didcot, a distance of fifty-

three miles is performed in one hour and ten minutes, or equal to 45.43 miles an hour; and from 

London to Birmingham, a distance of 129½, in two hours and thirty-five minutes, or equal to 44.31 

miles an hour; and from London to Exeter, a distance of 194 miles, five hours and ten minutes, or 

37.55 miles an hour. On the London and North-Western Railway, from London to Rugby, a distance 

of fifty-three miles is performed in seventy minutes, or 45.43 miles an hour. The Great Northern 

from London to Hitchen, thirty-two miles is travelled in forty minutes, or at the rate of 48 miles an 

hour; and from London to Peterborough, seventy-six and a quarter miles, in one hour forty minutes, 

being 45.75 miles an hour; to Retford, 138½, in three hours fifteen minutes, which is at the rate of 

42.6 miles an hour. 

The difference of greatest speed with the narrow and broad gauge is, therefore, not essentially 

different, but rather in favour of the narrow gauge; hence all the advantages by a supposed increase 

of speed at high velocities of the broad gauge over the narrow gauge has been exploded in practice; 

and we find, taking the Great Western Railway from London to Exeter, a distance of 194 miles, the 

time is five hours ten minutes, equal to 37.55 miles per hour; whilst on the Great Northern Railway, 

from London to York, a distance of 191 miles, the time is five hours, or at the rate 38.2 miles an 

hour. 
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It may not be out of place, or irrelevant to the object of this memoir, to recapitulate the progress 

which the system of railways, founded as it were by the two Stephensons, had made previously to 

the end of their labours, as detailed in an address by Mr. Robert Stephenson, to the Institution of 

Civil Engineers, on his accession to the chair of that Institute in January, 1856. 

"There are, altogether, 8054 miles of railways opened; taking double and single lines together, the 

total length of railway is 14,146 miles, and add, for sidings, 4000 miles, there is a total of 18,000 

miles of railway in Great Britain and Ireland. In 1854, the amount authorized by Parliament to be 

raised for railway works amounted to £368,000,000; of that amount £286,000,000 has absolutely 

been raised. The quantity of earthwork was calculated at 550,000,000 cubic yards. 80,000,000 of 

miles are annually traversed on our railways. 5000 locomotive engines, number of vehicles, 150,000. 

Capital invested in rolling stock, £25,000,000. Consumption of fuel, 2,000,000 tons of coals annually. 

Number of passengers annually conveyed, 111,260,000. Receipts for passengers, in 1854, 

£9,174,000; and for goods, £11,041,000; making a total of £20,215,000 received annually for 

revenue by the traffic of railways." These results are most astounding, as having been produced in 

the short space of twenty-five years, and would, certainly, if propounded in 1829, have sent the 

prophet to the Hanwell Asylum. 

In the years 1852 and 1853, Mr. Robert Stephenson was consulted as to the practicability of carrying 

the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada across the rapid river St. Lawrence, at Montreal, by a bridge; and 

he visited Canada for the purpose of making the necessary investigations so as to form an opinion 

thereon, the result of which was, that he pronounced a bridge practicable, and undertook to 

produce a design, and to construct it, if he was instructed to do so. 

All the information that had been collected respecting this bridge was handed over to him, and, on 

his return to England, he had the designs, in every detail, made in his own office. 

In the construction of the Victoria St. Lawrence Bridge, he carried out his principle of tubular 

superstructure, similar to the Britannia Bridge over the Menai Straits, excepting that he dispensed 

with the cellular top and bottom, the Victoria Bridge tubes being, however, the largest upon the 

non-cellular principle. Every plate, rivet, and detail of every kind was designed under his own eye, 

and the construction in this country was superintended by him; in fact, so complete and perfect 

were 
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the details that nothing had to be done on the other side of the Atlantic, in the erection of this 

superstructure, but to put the parts together as they were arranged and marked in this country. 

The Victoria Bridge is the longest viaduct in the world; it is two miles long, the length of iron tubing 

alone being one mile and a quarter. This great work was being completed at the time of Mr. Robert 

Stephenson's death, and was opened for traffic after being finally inspected (at his almost dying 

request) on Monday, the 19th December, 1859. The design of this stupendous bridge was rendered 

the more difficult by the vast masses of ice which yearly passes down the rapid current of the St. 

Lawrence; the piers of the bridge were, therefore, made with projecting buttresses to resist the 

pressure of the ice. 



Besides railway engineering, Mr. Robert Stephenson was employed very frequently on 

miscellaneous engineering. He was called upon to report on the London, as well as on the Liverpool, 

system of water works. The sewerage of London occupied a great deal of his time and talents. The 

construction of harbours of refuge, and of other important public works, both in this country and 

abroad, were submitted for his revision and recommendation. 

It is well known, also, that he strongly opposed M. de Lessep's scheme of cutting a canal through the 

Isthmus of Suez, which he considered would be impracticable, and, if persevered in, would likewise 

be productive of ruin to the projectors. In consequence, he was strenuously assailed by the French 

interest, which did not, consequently, avail against the almost unanimous feeling against the scheme 

by English capitalists, induced greatly from the well-merited influence which his opinion always 

sustained. 

The well known liberality of Mr. Robert Stephenson was also a most creditable and remarkable trait 

in his character; besides large sums which he annually disbursed in charities, and in promoting the 

advancement in life of young men in the profession, and of others whom he considered entitled to 

his consideration from early associations, or from struggling merit, or poverty, he paid off, in 1855, a 

debt of £3100 which the Literary and Philosophical Society of Newcastle-upon-Tyne had incurred in 

erecting the building of that institution, which, he said, was "gratitude for the benefits which he 

himself had received in early life, and a hope that other young men might find it equally useful." 

Mr. Robert Stephenson was an F.R.S., and a member of the Institute of Civil Engineers from 1830, 

was a member of the council from 1845 
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to 1847, vice-president from 1848 to 1855, and president during the years 1856 and 1857. He was 

also a member, and one of the vice-presidents, of the Northern Institute of Mining Engineers, from 

1853 to the time of his death. He was also a member of several other learned and useful societies. 

He was elected M.A. by the University of Durham, and a D.C.L. at Oxford in 1857, having sat in 

parliament on the Conservative interest for Whitby from 1847 to his death. 

At length the intensity of his labours, mental and bodily, began to tell upon his constitution, which 

was never very robust. In 1859, his health, which had for some time been not very good, gave way, 

and he complained of indigestion and failing strength. He had always been very fond of the sea, and 

possessed at one time a very beautiful yacht called The Titania, which for sailing qualities was almost 

unrivalled; having entered into a sailing match with the famous American yacht, The America. This 

yacht was accidentally burnt while lying at anchor in Cowes Roads, which, however, he replaced by 

another iron yacht, which he also called The Titania, and which was built for him by Mr. Scott 

Russell. 

Yachting was, indeed, the only recreation which he enjoyed, and which afforded him a relaxation 

from his laborious and almost incessant engagements; indeed, he even combined that indulgence 

with business, as he performed some of his professional journeys to Norway, Egypt, and other places 

on the Continent by sea voyages in his yacht. And in his last journey to Norway he was attacked by 

illness, which ultimately, in a very short time, deprived him of life. It being found that his liver was 

affected while in Norway, on this occasion, he hurried home as quickly as possible, but he was so 



weak, on his arrival at Lowestoft, that he was obliged to be carried from his yacht to the railway, and 

from thence to London in a bed carriage. After his arrival in London, his malady increased rapidly, 

and to such an extent, that he gradually sunk, and expired at his residence, in Gloucester Square, on 

Wednesday, October 12th, 1859. 

His remains were interred in Westminster Abbey, on October 21st, side by side with the remains of 

Telford, the most celebrated engineer of his day. 

The interment of Mr. Robert Stephenson was attended by a vast assemblage of relatives, friends, 

associates in his profession, and by the heads and members of all the learned societies in London, 

and by such a number of spectators as, with the exception of the funeral of the late Duke of 

Wellington, had never been seen within that august edifice. 
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There was, on that solemn occasion, within that vast building, and by the multitude assembled 

therein, such a degree of feeling exhibited as had never before been witnessed by the oldest person 

present; not the mere formalities of grief, but intense emotion. The strong feeling evinced by the 

distinguished and learned persons, and by those who followed the great engineer to his grave, 

showed that their presence was not alone due to the position or eminent talents of him whom it 

was intended to honour, but also to their sympathies and affection for the man. 

The leaden coffin was enclosed in one of polished English oak, which bore upon a brass plate the 

following simple inscription:— 

"ROBERT STEPHENSON, M.P., CIVIL ENGINEER, D.C.L., F.R.S., BORN 6th NOVEMBER, 1803, DIED 12th 

OCTOBER, 1859." 

Such were the last obsequies of the late Mr. Robert Stephenson; and it may not be out of place here 

to record the munificent bequests which he left to the charities and public institutions in various 

parts of the kingdom, and particularly in his native town of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Newcastle Infirmary.................................................  £10,000 

Literary and Philosophical Society, Newcastle  .....       7,000 

Institution of Civil Engineers, London.....................       2,000 

 North of England Institute of Mining Engineers, Newcastle. 2,000 

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, London    2,000  

Society for Providing Additional Curates in Populous Places   2,000 

        ______ 

         £25,000 

 



I must now beg to offer a few remarks to the members of the Institute on the character of those two 

great men, the subjects of this memoir—first, in their capacities and character of engineers and men 

of science ; and next, on their qualifications as members of society. 

It was the lot of the Stephensons, and of men of their time, to be called on to feel their way (as it 

were,) slowly and with difficulty towards the conclusions which they should adopt. Much of that 

which is mere routine to you was to them matter of cautious and patiently pursued experiment. It is 

yours,—my young friends,—to scud with flowing sheet along a course, on the navigation of which 

they could only advance by  
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frequent and wearisome casts of the lead line. They had to grope through the shallows and the 

quicksands of an untried passage, where now they have left a clear and well-defined chart for the 

guidance of those who follow them. 

But they left the best guidance and the most valuable chart in their lives;—of indefatigable industry 

and self-reliance. For, with all your advantages, I must warn you never to allow yourselves to be 

lulled into security by your facilities, or into inaction by the extent of ascertained facts. 

Remembering, that whilst the powers of man are limited, the resources of nature are inexhaustible, I 

cannot but feel the range of discovery to be unlimited. Hence, none of us—not the oldest of us, as 

we are—nor the youngest, when he shall attain mature age—will ever be justified in relaxing his 

own energy, or in reposing on the discoveries of those who have gone before him. The ground which 

our predecessors have gained, nay, every step in advance which we ourselves may be so fortunate 

as to take, should be regarded but as a starting point towards further progress—but as a fulcrum 

from which to bring our force to bear, with yet greater success, upon the difficulties which will ever 

remain to be surmounted. 

It was in this way, and by no other way than this, that the Stephensons, and the men of their time, 

achieved those successes which have rendered the middle of the nineteenth century as memorable 

in English annals for the triumphs of peace, as was the commencement of the century for the 

victories of Nelson and of Wellington. Undismayed by difficulty, undiscouraged by disappointment, 

they were men who held on their course, step by step, till hill and valley were alike rendered 

permeable, till the broadest rivers and the very arms of the sea were bridged, till the land was 

seamed by their roads, and they had given to the country, and to mankind, an engine which has 

revolutionized the locomotion of the world. 

Triumphs such as these it is not for every man, it is not for every age, to accomplish. But, in the 

personal characters of the Stephensons there was that which all may, which all should strive to 

emulate. They were warm-hearted, single-minded men. Firm in their friendships—not forgetful of 

less fortunate associates of their earlier days—and the younger of them careful to repay by a rich 

endowment the Institution by whose library his early studies were advanced; and to provide, by 

augmenting the resources of our Infirmary, a refuge for those casualties which the progress of our 

mechanical agencies has so remarkably multiplied. 
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But passing from the man of science to the man of society, to the friend and parent, we find the 

Stephensons frank, free, and open hearted men, warm in friendships, and receiving each the return 

of hearty friendship from their associates. 

There is one trait which the elder (George) alone had the opportunity of manifesting, for Robert had 

no child, and it had been a characteristic, not of him alone, but of men of eminence in every age, in 

which we all my sympathise, because it is one in which, however they may soar above our own 

standard in other points, we may all imitate and even rival them. I allude to the anxiety shown by 

Stephenson for the education of his son, with such advantages as he had known the want of, and 

which might render him the fit inheritor not only of his wealth, but of his accomplishments as a 

mechanist, of his position in the world of science, in one word, of his name. 

I have said that this is a feeling common to men of eminence; and if we go back to the days of 

Roman grandeur, we find that Tully, the first of the orators of Rome, in her best and most palmy 

days, was an eminent example of this feeling. Perhaps there is no relic of literature which has been 

so uniformaly esteemed as that Treatise on Morals which Cicero, in his anxiety for his welfare, was 

impelled to compose for the behoof of his son Marcus. In our own country, and in our own language, 

we have testimony to this feeling in the celebrated letters addressed by the Earl of Chesterfield to 

his son. Another striking instance is presented in the personal care and diligence which the elder 

Pitt, Earl of Chatham, trained up his second but favourite son; nor need I tell you how amply he 

justified the pains of his father, by the prominence of the position which he took at the earliest age 

in the councils of this country. To descend to a period nearer to our own day, we find the first Robert 

Peel above all things anxious to secure the most accomplished teachers for his son. Nor only so. but 

we are told that, in his very boyhood, the anxious father introduced him to the society of men of 

eminence, nay, that he would make him declaim before them, and thus, accustoming the future 

Minister of England to converse, to enquire, and (as it were) to debate, he laid the foundation of 

that extraordinary ascendancy which he acquired so early, and maintained so long, over the 

Commons House of Parliament. 

Undoubtebly these are instances as remarkable for the position of the parties as for the results to 

which they conduced. But perhaps the studious care exhibited by the elder Stephenson in this 

respect is as deserving 
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not of our commendation only, but of remark, as any of the preceding cases. And there was this 

peculiarity (in his case) that it exhibited itself under, and was not abated by disadvantages and 

difficulties unknown in the instances to which I have referred. Who shall say how many a personal 

gratification, how many a domestic comfort was surrendered by George Stephenson that he might 

enable himself to maintain his son at that village school which alone was within his means. Honor be 

to the father who made the sacrifice, and honor to the son who so fully profited by it. By means thus 

humbly begun, he was trained to an eminence which enabled him to establish, to mature, and to 

develope the discoveries of his father, till time and space alike seem to have yielded to their 

energies. Both have passed away—father and son are gone—but they have left a name which a 

whole nation, nay, which the world unites to honour, and their works remain monuments of skill and 

perseverance which only some mighty convulsion of nature can obliterate. 
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NORTH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE OF MINING ENGINEERS. 

GENERAL MEETING, THURSDAY, APRIL 5, 1860, IN THE ROOMS OF THE INSTITUTE, WESTGATE 

STREET, NEWCASTLE -UPON-TYNE. 

Nicholas Wood, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

 

The Secretary having read the minutes of the Council, Mr. Hutton's offer of the sale of a copy of his 

work on the Fossil Flora of the Coal Measures was taken into consideration, and having been 

recommended by the Council to be adopted, the recommendation was confirmed. 

A letter was also read from the Geological Society of London, proposing to exchange "Transactions." 

The proposal was agreed to, as suggested by the Council. 

The discussion of Mr. Hurst's paper was postponed, that gentleman being unavoidably absent, and 

the plates explanatory of the essay not being in the hands of the members. 

The Secretary was directed to place the resolution of January 21st, 1860, as to the admission of 

persons not members, before the General Committee of the Coal Trade, and to obtain their sanction 

to a circular to make it known to the owners of collieries. 

The following gentlemen were elected members of the Institute:— Mr. Wm. Little, West 

Cramlington; Mr. J. Henry and Mr. S. Stobart, Witton-le-Wear; Mr. John G. Blackburn, Oldham, 

Lancashire; and Mr. Thomas J. Bewick, Allenheads, Haydon Bridge. 

The President then said, he hoped they would, in some way, get before them a description of the 

very frightful accident which had lately occurred at Burradon. It was extremely desirable that the 

Institute should get correct accounts of such fearful accidents; and he fancied 
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that, after the inquest was over, and all the evidence had been given, any discussion on the subject 

before that Institute could only have one effect—that of drawing the attention of the members to 

these accidents with a view to seeing whether anything could be done towards preventing them for 

the future. He thought it was desirable that they should have such a discussion. He would apply to 

Mr. Carr to give them an account of the occurrence, if he was willing; and, if not, they might, in some 

other way, get a discussion before them. There might be some delicacy in discussing these matters, 

but the results were so fearful that it was of very great importance that they should not flinch from a 

free and open discussion as soon as it could have no prejudicial effect on the colliery. At present 

they did not know sufficient. Mr. Forster's evidence was quite clear and intelligible, but what the 

result of the inquest might be they as yet knew nothing; and he only hoped they would have the 

question before them. There was another set of accidents of frequent occurrence here—steam-

boiler accidents. They should get before them a discussion on that also. With a view to bringing it 



before the Institute, he would give an account of the explosion at Seaton Burn. There was nothing in 

it that was new, or different from ordinary accidents of this nature; but still these things often 

appeared in such a mysterious way, that they ought to try, if, out of the collective wisdom of the 

Institute, they could do anything to elucidate the facts; for it was quite clear that for many of these 

accidents there was some cause which they did not at present comprehend. The evidence of the 

engine-wright at Seaton Burn was to the effect that the boiler plates had been red hot. He, the 

President, believed that the boiler was not dry, and, however it could have happened he did not 

know, but a discussion on the subject would direct the attention of the members to the 

circumstances, and bring out such information as could be obtained. 

Mr. Marley suggested that the President might perhaps obtain the result of some experiments which 

had been made at Manchester, within the last twelve months, where, he believed, a boiler had been 

made red-hot without bursting. 

The President promised to do so. 

A paper, by Mr. William Spencer, Jun., "On some methods of Pillar Working in the South Durham and 

Cleveland Districts" was then read, after which the meeting adjourned. 

[Diagram No.1. section part of Woodifield Royalty shewing the thickening of bands in Main Coal 

Seam ] 
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On SOME METHODS OR PILLAR WORKING in the SOUTH DURHAM & CLEVELAND DISTRICTS. 

by Mr. Wm. SPENCER, Jun. 

The plan of working the coal mines in this and many other districts of the kingdom being to drive, in 

the first instance, places of comparatively small dimensions, leaving by far the larger portion of the 

mine standing as pillars to be removed afterwards, the extraction of such pillars in such a way as to 

produce the largest quantity of coal, and that in the best condition, with the least danger and 

expense, is a matter of vital importance. Many questions are involved in the consideration of how 

this may best be done, such as the proper position and time for working as affecting the ventilation 

of the pillars themselves, and that of the mine generally, as also any over or underlying seams that 

may be connected with that in course of working—damages to the surface, or to the mine by letting 

down water—economy in timber and in different kinds of labour. These and many other questions 

of a scientific and practical nature are involved in the consideration of this subject, and if this paper 

be of no other use I hope it may, at least, by calling attention to the matter, be the means of drawing 

forth communications from others who have much more valuable information at their disposal. In 

what follows, is merely given an account of some experiments made in the ordinary course of 

colliery management without any intention of their results being made public. There will not be 

found anything unusual or extraordinary in them, and I may state here the motive that chiefly 

induced me to communicate them to you rather than anything in the facts themselves worthy of 

particular notice. In glancing recently through the "Transactions" my attention was 
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arrested by a remark of the President in his Inaugural Address, in which speaking of the probabilities 

of future success, he says, that to insure this "We must each of us act as if we were individually 

responsible for the success of the Institution." The truth of this, few, if any, will doubt, and as the 

usefulness and prosperity of the society depend chiefly, if not entirely, upon having brought before 

it a constant succession of matter for discussion, it occurred to me to evince my sense of 

responsibility as an individual member by bringing some subject before you, and I selected Pillar 

Working, because hitherto it had scarcely been noticed at all, at least not in detail, as I purpose to 

treat it. The workings of which I shall speak are in the Main or Brockwell seam, at Woodifield 

Colliery, near Crook; the Quarry or Low Main seam, at Shildon Lodge Colliery, near Bishop Auckland; 

and the Cleveland main band of ironstone, at Eston mines. The seams are all near the surface and 

free from inflammable gas, and thus lack many points of interest attached to the deeper and more 

dangerous seams of the district, almost the only element of danger consisting of falls from the roof. 

The Main seam at Woodifield Colliery, as will be seen by the section given afterwards, is seven feet 

thick including bands. It is now worked in the pillars most satisfactorily. It may be thought that there 

could be no difficulty in working this seam the full height, both in whole and broken, in the ordinary 

way, but this would have required timber, expensive from its length, in the bords and headways, the 

roof falling freely; when, by leaving the top coal in the first working, very little timber is required, 

and that only four feet long, to support the fire-clay band, the top coal forming an excellent roof 

which stands many years without support. The difficulty alluded to hereafter in working the top coal 

arose from the thickness of the bands separating it from the bottom part of the seam, which, at the 

time of adopting the plan hereafter described, by which so much top coal was lost, were two feet 

four inches thick, the full height of the places being nine feet two inches. After the bands had 

become thinner, as given in the section, the widening of the bords was still continued and the top 

coal taken down in them, which led to so large a sacrifice of it in the pillars. 

The chief peculiarity of the seam at Shildon Lodge is the soft, bad roof. 

A short account of the working of the pillars in that important deposit of ironstone, the Main band of 

Cleveland, would, I thought be interesting from its novelty, if from nothing else. 

The illustrations, with the exceptions of Nos. I. and V., are isometrical 

[see in original text Diagram No. 2. Sketch of Woodifield Colliery] 
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which will make them more easily understood, especially to persons not conversant with the mode 

of working in this district. 

No. I. being a vertical section will not require any explanation. No. V. is a plan requiring a written 

description, it being difficult to show clearly the operations—gone through in the same place at 

different times in one view. The representations of coal left in the goaf are to be taken merely as 

showing the quantity lost on an average, and its original position. Anything like a correct view of the 

crushed state of the coal left, and general appearance of a goaf, has not been attempted to be given. 



The Main or Brockwell seam at Woodifield Colliery, lies at a depth, where sunk to, of fifteen fathoms 

from the surface, at an inclination of about one in twenty-four, and is a valuable coking coal. The full 

rise is nearly due west. 

In that portion of the royalty in which the workings I shall describe are situate, viz., to the north-west 

of the shaft, the seam is of the following section:— 

Cover, about..........................    20 Fathoms. 

                                 Ft. In.  

Post (strong), of considerable thickness. 

                             Grey metal............................     15    6 

                             Coal (top coal)    .................       2    2 

                             Band (inferior fire-clay)    ...       0    2 

                             Do. (coarse coal).................      0    4 

                             Do. (inferior fire-clay)...........      0    6 

                             Coal (bottom coal)............      4    0 

                             Fire-clay (good)....................     1     6 

                                         ................8    8 

The bands thicken from west to east, as shown in diagram No. I. In the original plan of working, the 

pillars were left thirty yards long, and seven and a half yards thick at the headways*, the bords† 

being turned away four and a half yards wide, increasing to six or seven yards towards the centre, 

and diminishing again to the end of the pillar to the same width at which they commenced. These 

were driven, in the first place, in the bottom coal four feet thick, and the top coal taken down 

afterwards before commencing to remove the pillar. In diagram No. II., B represents the bord with 

the top coal taken down; and A the pillar as standing at the time of commencing to take it out. It will 

be seen, by the diagram, that the top coal was not taken down in the headways. In pillar C a place 

was driven in two yards wide, as shown at a, leaving a stook‡ on each side b. The place was then 

widened 

* Excavation in the direction of the cleavage of the coal driven two yards wide. 

†     Ditto        at right angles to                 ditto                    four to seven yards wide. 

‡ Square of coal left to protect the entrance, afterwards partially removed. 
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out, as shown at C, which represents it as driven a considerable distance up, leaving only a shell of 

coal, D, on each side to keep the fallen stones out. This was driven, as will be seen by the diagram, in 

the bottom coal, and very little top coal was got. The loss was about eight per cent. of the bottom, 



and fifty-eight per cent. of the top coal, the latter being equal to about 1,800 tons per acre. The loss 

of timber was fully equal to half the quantity set. 

To the plan described two objections were, the keeping the place standing so long on the timber, a 

distance equal to nearly fifteen yards, and so much of the putting being to the dip, amounting 

generally to one-half. 

To obviate these an experiment was tried as follows. A place was set away at 'd', pillar D, and driven 

up the inbye side (i.e. next the goaf†), being widened out to the right hand, after going in a yard and 

a half. This place is shown continued at 'e', and was thus driven up to about the centre of the pillar, 

and the remaining half brought back, getting as much top coal as possible, but from the thinness of 

the pillar on which at last the whole weight was thrown the coal was much crushed, and this plan 

was less satisfactory than the former one. 

In the third plan, see pillar B, diagram No. III., (see vol. viii p90) an attempt was made to take both 

bottom and top coal together, after driving in the place marked 'a' in the bottom coal, and leaving 

stooks on each side. The place being widened out and driven up in a similar way to the plan first 

described, except that both bottom and top coal were taken instead of the bottom only, as in the 

former case. When the place got in about ten and-a-half yards the pressure from the roof became so 

great that it could not be kept up, and about two and-a-half yards of both bottom and top coal were 

lost in the middle of the pillar 'c'. By this plan about five per cent. more of coal was got than by the 

old plan; the top coal recovered, more than compensating for the bottom coal lost. 

In a fourth experiment, a narrow place or jenkin 'd' was driven up the middle of pillar C, diagram No. 

III., in the bottom coal, with the intention of bringing the bottom and top coal left on both sides back 

together. Instead of going to the full length of half the pillar before cutting up to bring back, the 

place was cut up when within five yards of that point, widened out, and bottom and top coal taken 

the whole width for the remainder of the distance, see e. The sides, 'f' were then brought back, 

bottom and top together. This plan was more satisfactory, yielding-seventy-five per cent. of top coal. 

†Part from which the coal has been entirely removed. 

[Diagrams 3 and 4. Sketch of Woodifield Colliery] 
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I now come to the last experiment, which is the present mode of working, with most satisfactory 

results. In the foregoing plans the chief difficulty arose from the great width of the bords near the 

middle of the pillar, and the consequent thinness of the latter. In the present case therefore, the 

bords were turned away four yards wide, and continued the same width throughout—the pillar 

being left eight yards thick by thirty yards long. The top coal is not taken in the bords in the first 

instance, as in the former plans, but is worked out in bringing back the pillar in the following way. 

The pillar previously taken out having been brought down to within two yards of the headways, i.e., 

leaving a stook of two yards thick, (see a, diagram No. IV.), the top coal is cut up in the headways, 

and a breadth of two yards on each side of bottom and top coal, 'a', taken across along with it, and 

then the top coal taken down in the bord to about nine yards from the headways, and a place driven 

over headways way of about five yards in breadth, the whole height, viz., seven feet, see 'b', which 



shows one in progress. The whole of the pillar is taken off in the same way. By this plan the coal lost 

is about seven per cent. of the pillar, and about four per cent. of the entire area. The places are 

driven headways way, or in the direction of the cleavage, owing to the backs in the top coal, which, if 

driven at right angles to them, would make the places rather dangerous. If not prevented, the men 

would take out the bottom coal in advance of the top coal, so as to cause the latter to fall freely, but 

this is prohibited unless the top coal is secured with punch props. The places described are 

exceedingly safe and pleasant to work in, and are now much liked by the men although objected to 

by them at first. In addition to its other recommendations it will be observed that by this plan all the 

putting is to the rise, half in the former plans being to the dip. Very little timber is lost or broken, 

amounting to about one-fifth of the quantity set, the stone breaking off close behind so that there is 

very little weight on the timber at any time. There is much less shift work than in any of the former 

plans. I may add that in the majority of the places the height is seven feet, but in some the fire-clay 

in the bottom has been worked in the bords, making a total height of eight feet six inches, but this 

has not up to this time occasioned any difficulty. 

In a part of the Woodifield royalty, sub-let to Messrs. Strakers and Love, the pillars are worked as 

follows. The section is about the same as that before mentioned, viz., seven feet including the top 

coal. In 
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diagram No. V., the lower part of C, coloured black, shows the pillar as standing at the 

commencement of the operation. The first place is set away out of the headways, see pillar A, 

coloured lake. A similar place is then turned away opposite to this and driven down the pillar, 

coloured yellow. A place is then driven across from the bord (pillar A), coloured green. These are all 

driven in the bottom coal. The top coal is then taken down in the place beginning at the high end, as 

shown in pillar B, coloured green. The top coal in the headways, with the bottom and top coal in part 

of the stook, are then taken away together, along the headways, as shown in pillar B, coloured blue. 

The remainder of the stook is then taken up, top and bottom coal together, bordways way, see pillar 

C, coloured blue. The corresponding part on the opposite side of the pillar is then taken in a similar 

way, see part coloured lake, in pillars B and C, and the top coal taken down in the bord, coloured 

red. The part coloured brown in pillar B is then driven in the bottom coal. The same plan is followed 

over the whole pillar. From the particulars given the coal lost appears to be about eight per cent. of 

the pillar, and five per cent. of the entire area. When the pillars are a good deal thinner than the 

above, some being not more than four yards thick, the plan pursued resembles the last described at 

Woodifield. By this it is estimated that the coal lost is nine per cent. of the pillar, and four per cent. 

of the entire area. 

In this part of the royalty the Five-Quarter, or upper, and the Main Coal, or lower seams, have been 

worked under the following circumstances. The distance apart is about thirteen fathoms, the section 

of seams as follows:— 

[see Table in original text] 

The Five-Quarter has been worked in the whole, over pillars in the Main seam. When the pillars in 

the latter were good, no alteration seemed to have taken place in the Five-Quarter; but when the 

pillars in 



[Diagram 5. Bitchburn Colliery and Diagram 6. Shildon Lodge Colliery] 
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the Main Coal were worked, small undulations in the bottom of the Five-Quarter were frequent, and 

the top was not so good The coal, however, was rather better to work. The Five-Quarter in the 

whole has been worked over goaf in the Main Coal. The coal in this case, also, was rather better to 

work, and had the additional advantage of being drained; but the strata were a good deal broken, 

and they were troubled occasionally with "stythe" from the Main Seam goaf. The pillars have been 

worked in the Five-Quarter over goaf in the Main Seam. In this case the Five-Quarter bords fall 

heavily, and the places are bad to keep open; but the coal in this case, also, is somewhat better to 

get. 

Pillars in the Five-Quarter have been worked over pillars in the Main coal without any particular 

effect. 

After experience in the different plans, they decidedly prefer working the Five-Quarter both in the 

whole and pillars before commencing with the Main Seam. The effect of workings in the Main Seam 

will, no doubt, much depend upon the height of the excavation, which, in this case, was frequently 

eight feet six inches, viz., coal, &c, seven feet, and fire clay one foot six inches. 

At Shildon Lodge Colliery, near Bishop Auckland, there was worked, until lately, a seam of coal called 

the "Quarry, or Low Main Seam," lying at a depth, where sunk to, of about twenty-five fathoms, and 

varying from three feet to three feet three inches in thickness; inclination about one in nine—full-

rise being nearly due south. On the top of this seam, at the shaft, there is about one foot of soft 

metal, which thickens to the south-west to twelve or thirteen feet, with a wet parting at the top, 

which made it very bad to keep up. The thickness of cover on the workings which I shall describe was 

about twenty fathoms. In the first working, in the original plan, the walls were left six yards thick, 

and the bords driven four yards wide, the pillars being taken out in the same way as in the first plan 

described at Woodifield. As may be supposed, from the nature of the roof, the bords were closely 

fallen, and the deputy and shift work very expensive. By this method the coal lost was about eleven 

per cent. of the pillar and six per cent. of the entire area, and a great deal of timber, amounting to 

fully one-half of the quantity set. 

In consequence of the heavy cost of timber, deputy and shift work, in the foregoing plan, it was 

determined to try the "Long Wall" system, and places were driven, as per diagram No. VI., the 

gateways being taken through the goaf. These were made five feet wide, with a pack wall on 
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each side, about four feet thick, formed of the grey metal stone from the roof. The chocks were set 

in two rows, the back row being moved forward each night in the usual way. By this plan the whole 

of the coal was got, but the cost of chocks, and other timber in the gateways, and the removing of 

chocks, was heavy, and, from the short nature of the roof, it often broke in between the chocks and 

the face, necessitating the winning of the face afresh. In addition, there was the difficulty of 

overcoming the prejudice of the men, both shifters and hewers, against this mode of working. 



This experiment not having proved satisfactory, another was tried, as follows, see diagram No. VII., 

which shows bords turned away every sixteen yards, and driven two yards wide, with cross holings 

twenty yards apart, thus leaving a solid pillar of coal sixteen by twenty yards. This was taken off in 

eight separate portions, four to each headways, as shown in the diagram. The advantage of this plan 

over the first one was both in the saving of timber, (about one-third being lost by this as compared 

with one-half by the first plan,) and the saving in shift work. These much more than compensated for 

the extra expense in narrow work. By this plan about nine per cent. of the pillar, and seven per cent. 

of the entire area were lost. This method was continued up to the time of discontinuing to work the 

seam which has recently been abandoned. 

As Eston Mines, in Cleveland, the Main bed of ironstone is of the following section: 

Ft.   In,  

Soft alum shale, of considerable thickness. 

Ironstone, (top block).........................................................       0  11 

Parting (regular at outcrop, not so much so afterwards)     2    3 

                                                                                                                              --------- 

Left as roof near outcrop           ........................................        3    2 

Main parting, good at outcrop, but not so afterwards....         0    0 

Ironstone main block .........................................................      12    0 

Ironstone bottom block, varies   ........................................       1  10 

                                                                                                              Total .......17    0 

The full dip of the seam, where now worked, is about one in twelve, nearly due south. The cleavage 

is altogether irregular, and runs in all directions, the blocks of stone varying much in size and form. 

Near the outcrop the walls were left thirty yards by ten, bords five to six, and cross holings four 

yards wide. 

In taking out the pillars, a place five yards wide is driven across, out of the old bord, as per diagram 

No. VIII., marked 'a', which represents the place with the top blocks taken off, so as to allow the 

workings, which are driven underneath, to be seen, similar to the plan last described 

[Diagram No. 7. Shildon Lodge Colliery and Diagram No. 8. Eston Mines] 
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at Woodifield, (see diagram No. IV. ) except that, owing to the height of the seam and the soft 

nature of the alum shale, the fallen stones often extend so far down the bord as to compel the place 

to be set away in the first instance further from the goaf, and afterwards turned in the direction of 

it. By this plan it is estimated that the quantity lost is about fourteen per cent. of the pillar and eight 

per cent. of the entire area. The greatest thickness of cover that has hitherto been worked under in 



the broken is about twenty fathoms, some of the whole workings being under about seventy 

fathoms. The strata break close off as each portion of the pillar is removed, so that there is very little 

pressure at any time, and the timber consumed is much less than might be supposed, about two-

thirds of the quantity set being generally recovered. A winch for drawing out the timber has been 

applied here very successfully. It is placed at a safe distance from the jud to be drawn, and the chain 

is guided, if necessary, to the place required by a sheave fastened to a horizontal balk, which is 

readily fixed. This method of drawing props is decidedly preferable to the usual way, viz., by the 

deputy knocking them out with the hack, more especially when the timber is long and heavy, and 

will, I think, also be found better even where, on the contrary, it is short and comparatively light. It 

enables the deputy, after he has fastened the chain round the foot of the prop, to retire to a safe 

place; while in the other way he is always liable to be injured by stone following a prop when 

knocked out, especially as, owing to the noise made in striking a prop, there is the danger of his not 

being able to hear the warnings that the stone may be giving. The drawing of timber in the broken is 

always attended with considerable danger, and anything that will conduce to the safety of the men, 

and at the same time enable a larger proportion of timber to be recovered than at present, will 

supply a want that is much felt; and this the winch, properly applied, will go far to effect. In 

mentioning this, I may remark, that I am quite aware that there is nothing new in the application of 

the winch to the above purpose, but I believe there are very few places at which it is used, and as 

this probably arises from its not having been tried, I think it well to give the above fact of its utility 

with the view of encouraging its more general adoption. 

The results of the foregoing experiments may be briefly summed up as follows. At Woodifield there 

has been a considerable saving in timber and shift work, the substituting a great deal of rise for dip 

putting, and a great saving of valuable coal. At Shildon Lodge the saving in 
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timber, deputy and shift work, was also very considerable, and in addition the air-courses were 

much more easily kept open, which was very important, owing to the large quantity of carbonic acid 

gas at times produced in this seam. This was effected by driving all the places narrow and shortening 

the pillars, which, although necessitating a much larger outlay for narrow work in the first instance, 

was far more than repaid afterwards. 

At Woodifield the saving in deputy work is trifling, owing to the timber required being so much 

longer, and, consequently, more difficult to handle than under the old plan. 

The working- of pillars at Eston Mines can scarcely be looked upon as more than an experiment yet, 

but so far it has been very satisfactory in every respect. 

In conclusion, I have only to say that I have given the foregoing statement of facts with the hope 

that, if in no other way, they may at least be useful in calling attention to the important subject of 

Pillar Working; besides which, they can scarcely fail to supply some link in the chain of valuable 

information communicated to this Institution; in either of which cases my object in giving them will 

be gained. 
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NORTH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERS. 

GENERAL MEETING, THURSDAY, JUNE 7, I860, IN THE ROOMS OF THE INSTITUTE, WESTGATE STREET, 

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE. 

Nicholas Wood, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

The Secretary having read the minutes of the Council, the President submitted to the meeting a 

request from Mr. Elliot, to be allowed to print 100 copies of his paper, on Under-lying Seams of Coal, 

for gratuitous distribution. 

Some of the members objected that it might interfere with the sale of the Society's publications, and 

would become a precedent. Ultimately, the following resolution was agreed to, viz:—" That 120 

copies of Mr. Elliot's paper be printed by the Institute, and offered for sale to Mr. Elliot at cost price, 

in the same manner as in the case of the late Mr. Wales' paper." 

The discussion on Mr. Hurst's paper "On some Peculiarities in the Tyne Low Main Seam" was then 

proceeded with. 

The President inquired if Mr. Hurst had any further observations to make in reference to his paper. 

Mr. Hurst said he had nothing further to state. 

The President proposed to divide the discussion into two parts— first, with reference to the peculiar 

state of that seam in this district, and then to go into a discussion on Mr Hurst's theory of the mode 

in which such peculiarities had been produced, and in reference to the deposit of beds of coal 

generally. 

Mr. T. J. Taylor said—The Low Main Seam of the district under consideration was liable to great 

irregularities, and varied, in fact, from a few inches to eight feet in thickness; and as this, and other 

facts, had been stated so clearly by Mr. Hurst, he (Mr. T.) would direct his attention 
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more particularly to certain observations of a theoretical character made by the writer. He had long 

been persuaded that colliery plans and sections, especially when several seams were worked in the 

same locality, really contained a sufficient mass of information to answer as exponents of the most 

of modern geological doctrines. The facts set forth by Mr. Hurst were not isolated: they knew that 

such changes took place elsewhere, as well as in the district described by him. He might mention, for 

example, the case of the Heworth Band in the High Main Seam; that of the metal coal and the stone 

coal forming the Five-Quarter Seam on the Wear; and other cases of a similar character were so 

numerous, that it might be said, the only thing certain in coal beds was their uncertainty, where 

attempted to be traced through large, or even, in many cases local, tracts of country. But, again, 

whatever might be the irregularity of those beds, they were, at all events, more uniform and 

continuous than the individual strata which accompanied them; and here a remarkable distinction 

was to be made. No doubt the strata associated with the coal were depositions from water: they 

could not conceive otherwise than that, not only the more recent, but even the primary strata were 



sedimentary in their origin; but it by no means followed that the coal itself was similar in its mode of 

formation, though it might be thought, prima facie, that as the other strata were watery depositions, 

the coal would be of the same drifted character. Here he would quote Mr. Hurst, who says—"A 

slight upheaval at 'a' would so change the order of events, that currents, which formerly brought 

down vegetable matter, would be suspended in their action or diverted in their course, and others 

called into operation. Of these the easternmost, charged with fine mud and plants, deposited its 

sediment against the ridge of coal at 'b b b', and, spreading out indefinitely eastward, became what 

is now the band of shale between the upper and lower beds of coal. The western current, loaded 

with sand instead of mud, would perform a similar function on the opposite side of the ridge, as at 'c 

c c' on plan, thus forming the silicious deposit known as the sandstone band." Here was a distinct 

enunciation of a doctrine which, to his mind, was very questionable. He (Mr. T.) did not believe in 

the doctrine of drifted vegetables forming beds of coal, and he thought many facts and arguments 

might be adduced to show its unsoundness. Again, to quote Mr. Hurst—"These deposits of mud and 

sand, occurred, no doubt, simultaneously, during a period of unbroken repose, of which their 

beautiful wedge-like form affords good evidence," &c, &c. He (Mr. T.) did not wish to go much at 

large into this subject, because the nature 

[see in original text Diagram. Bands and separations of coal beds] 
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and functions of their Society were practical. They assembled there as practical men, and were 

bound to discuss practical matters; but when a theoretical doctrine was promulgated, to which some 

of the members might not be disposed to adhere, they must take up the matter and discuss it at all 

events briefly. What he contended for was, that the formation of coal beds might be explained in 

another and more natural way than the one assigned by Mr. Hurst, by assuming the coal to have 

been the product of vegetables growing on the surface. To understand this— Suppose the growth in 

question to be continuous over a certain, it may be considerable area, and that a depression below 

the water line takes place over one portion of the surface. In this case, the portion depressed ceases 

to add to its growth; it is slowly covered by depositions until it again reaches the water line, when 

the vegetable growth recommences. In this case there is, on the portion which remains land, a 

continuous increase in the growth of vegetable, or thickness of seam; while in the portion below the 

water line, an intervening deposition is formed, which, when the upper bed of vegetable coal comes 

to be laid on, or to resume its growth, constitutes a band; or if the depression be greater, and the 

interposed deposition thicker, then a permanent separation takes place. He produced diagrams to 

illustrate this description.  

Mr. Hall—Would not a thin band, say an inch or two, be a small foundation for a forest? 

Mr. Taylor—We are speaking of coal in the process of formation from marsh plants. Finding, as we 

do, the sigillaria and other coal plants with their roots penetrating through the coal beds, and 

presenting confirmed evidence of being on the site of their original growth, we cannot help arriving 

at the conclusion that these coal beds have been formed on the spot. The main difficulty to be 

encountered is the admitted fact, that the strata associated with the coal have been deposited from 

water, and that we are, therefore, to place coal itself in the same category. Yet this apparently grave 

objection can be reconciled as shown above, with the doctrine of coal being the growth of the spot, 

and that it is in reality entitled to be termed a stratum, only because it has been produced over a 



certain area of land or marsh, liable to many oscillations of level in the course of the formation of 

the coal beds. That such oscillations existed, there is abundant evidence in the faults and other 

interruptions of our coal fields. We must also take into consideration the difference of climate, and 

the far greater activity of vegetation during the period of the formation of coal, and also the absence 

of that remarkable 
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feature in a portion of the geology of the globe which has given rise to the boulder formations. The 

closest existing analogy is, perhaps the growth of peat beds, but many circumstances are wanting to 

constitute a perfect parallel. It will be seen from the explanation that, very probably, plants really 

drifted may be found connected with beds of coal after the submersion of those beds, and in this 

manner the presence of some coniferous and other plants is to be accounted for; but these last are 

to be regarded as accidental, and apart from the general cause of the formation of coal. He might 

say much more on the matter, but the object of the discussion being rather to preclude the meeting 

from a tacit participation in doctrines which must, in the present state of our knowledge, be 

received as, at all events, no more than theoretical, he would conclude by thanking Mr. Hurst for his 

valuable and useful paper, and by expressing a hope that Mr. Hurst himself, or some member of the 

Institute, would take up the subject of alterations in the positions and sections of coal seams in a 

more enlarged way, as one of the most interesting to which attention could be directed. 

Mr. Hurst—In advancing a theory to explain the origin and mode of formation of the Low Main 

Seam, it was not intended that the doctrine promulgated should apply to all other seams of coal, 

either in this or other districts. The theory made choice of is the only one, to my judgment, that 

harmonises with all the facts adduced; but, whilst I claim for the Low Main a detrital origin, I do not 

mean to assert or infer that all the remaining coal beds of the series have been produced by that 

agency; on the contrary, I think that the accompanying strata of at least one of the superior seams, 

known as the High Main, contain sufficient internal evidence of the terrestrial origin of that seam. 

This coal bed presents features totally distinct from those of the Low Main. The most striking one is 

that of the frequent occurrence of erect sigillaria in its superimposed strata, whilst its inferior layer 

of thill, corresponding to the soil on which those marsh-loving plants flourished, bears ample 

testimony to the part it played, by the enormous quantity of stigmaria enclosed within it. As far as 

my observation has extended, instances of erect fossil trees in similar situations are very rare indeed 

in the Low Main Seam; in fact, I cannot, at present, recall a single case, which surely must have been 

otherwise had its formation taken place in the manner suggested by Mr. Taylor. I would also submit, 

that the occasional occurrence of the broken stems of trees occupying positions beneath the coal, in 

which they could not have grown, is another fact by which  

[see in original text Section shewing the position of a “broken stem” below the Low Main at 

Cramlington Colliery] 
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my argument is strengthened. One of these broken trunks was recently met with at West 

Cramlington Colliery, in the position shown by the accompanying drawing. The floor of the seam is a 

coaly shale, succeeded by a hard grey metal stone, neither of which bear any resemblance to what is 

generally termed thill, the latter being usually an unctuous clayey substance, soft in texture, and 



greasy to the touch. Before concluding my remarks on this interesting and important subject, I may 

be permitted to mention what I consider the principal objections to the terrestrial origin of coal. 

1. —The occurrence in many seams  of numerous layers of foreign matter, alternating with the 

layers of bituminous coal.  

2.—Where plants are found imbedded in strata of stone, the general scarcity of roots indicating that 

these were destroyed by the transporting agency.      

3.—The vertical position of broken stems alluded to above.  

4.—The frequent recurrence of basin-shaped depressions, termed swellies, in the bottom of which 

the thickness of coal is invariably greater than on the inclined sides, being precisely the condition 

that would follow a precipitation from water.  

The President—We have, I think, from the paper of Mr. Hurst, and from the opinions of that 

gentleman and Mr. Taylor just advanced, arrived at these conclusions— 

1st.—That the beds of shale and sandstone accompanying the coal beds are sedimentary deposits. 

2nd.—That the beds of coal are far from uniform in their character, and are seldom, if ever, of one 

uniform mass, but having almost always, in some portion or other of their thickness, intermixed 

layers or bands of shale or sandstone. Oftentimes those bands or layers are of uniform thickness for 

several miles, but sometimes, as in the case before us, assuming a wedge like form, swelling out 

from thin layers to strata several feet or yards thickness, and occasionally inclosing within such 

wedge formed strata other beds of coal, distinct from those within which such layer of shale or 

sandstone emanated.  

And 3rd. —That there is a difference of opinion as to the formation of the beds of coal, Mr. Hurst 

attributing their formation to drifted vegetables, whilst Mr. Taylor "does not believe in the doctrine 

of drifted vegetables forming beds of coal." Confining our observations to the limits of the case 

before us, there can 
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be no doubt that all the strata accompanying and forming the regular coal measures of this district 

are beds of deposit; and I have always considered the formation of coal to have been the result of 

the growth of the production of vegetables in the localities in which they are found. In the year 

1830, I had investigated what was not inaptly called a forest of sigillaria, standing erect in a thick bed 

of sandstone in the Burradon colliery, which was underlaid by a bed of shale, from which the roots 

of the sigillaria proceeded, such bed of shale forming the immediate cover of the coal called the High  

Main  Seam. I traced the roots of the sigillaria into the bed of shale, and a drawing of one of those 

plants is given in the first volume of the  Natural History Transactions of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, the 

original being in the Museum of the Society. It was observed that all the stems of the plants which 

were vertical were circular, and filled with the same description of sandstone in which they were 

embedded; while all those which were horizontal were flattened, and could be traced for several 

feet embedded in the shale. These facts led me to the conclusion that those plants had not been 

drifted, but had grown in what is now shale, undisturbed, and that the sandstone had been finally 



deposited around them, while they were still hollow, perfect in shape, and the fossil remains being 

perfectly round; and as the sand had filled the hollow stems of the plants, this could only take place 

in perfect repose. As might be expected, some of those plants would die and fall down, and thus be 

deposited horizontally; but the unbroken impressions of so fragile a plant show that no drifting could 

have taken place. The water and deposit must, therefore, have been perfectly still, and not running 

water; and it is a curious fact, and well deserving investigation, how or in what manner the hollow 

stem was filled with the sand. It must have been surrounded with water to retain its form, whilst the 

deposit of the sand was going on, otherwise the rotundity of shape could not have been preserved, 

and no current could have taken place, even during the entire process of filling up a depth of 

upwards of ten feet in height. There are similar beds of shale, both above and below the bed of coal, 

at Burradon, which was nearly six feet in thickness, and an uniform mass, and was immediately 

underneath the shale. In some parts of the mine the shale was entirely wanting, the sandstone 

forming the immediate cover of the coal. This bed of coal is about 120 yards above the Low Main 

Seam, the subject of this paper. I, therefore, concur with Mr. Taylor that the formation of coal 

having been accomplished by drifted vegetables is quite untenable. 
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I think it is clear, whatever may have been the description of vegetables by which coal was 

constituted, or what manipulation such vegetable matter may have undergone, we must conclude 

that the process was that which occurred on the spot where those beds are now found, and during 

periods not subject to violent agitation. I cannot, therefore, arrive at the conclusion come to by Mr. 

Hurst, that erect sigillaria not being found immediately above the Low Main Seam is a proof of that 

bed of coal being of detrital origin. Horizontal impressions of sigillaria are as frequent in the locality 

of the Low Main as in the locality of the High Main coal, indeed more so; and I may remark here, that 

it is a curious fact that the lower beds of the coal measures are much more abundant in vegetable 

impressions than the upper series. It would require a bed of mud, peculiar to the growth of such 

vegetables, immediately underneath the sandstone in which sigillaria were embedded, and also that 

the sandstone should be deposited without agitation, otherwise erect sigillaria could not become 

filled with the sandstone, and so form fossil erect sigillaria. But we know that erect sigillaria is found 

in the lower beds of the coal series, and even in the limestone series below the coal beds. I shall now 

consider the propositions as to the formation of bands or layers of shale or sandstone embedded in 

and accompanying beds of coal, and particularly those presented to us in this paper. We have had 

time to study Mr. Hurst's very valuable and clear illustration of sections of the strata within which 

the variation of thickness of the bed of coal, and of the band of stone associated therewith, occurs, 

and likewise his explanations of the mode in which he conceives those phenomena to have been 

produced; and we have just had Mr. Taylor's exposition and explanatory diagrams of what, in his 

opinion, has been the process of formation of the wedge-shaped bands. Both gentlemen have 

agreed that the formation of the bands of shale or sandstone, whether uniform in thickness or of a 

wedge or basin shape, has been the result of the deposit of the materials under a variety of 

circumstances, and operated upon by the upheaval or depression of the strata while in the course of 

deposition. These elements are quite sufficient, in my mind, to account for all the variety of 

thickness, both of the shale and sandstone bands, any amount of depression or elevation, however 

small, would vary the thickness or uniformity of a deposit, and when such depressions or elevations 

were considerable a greater effect would be produced ; and when we consider that those elevations 



or depressions may be supposed to be infinite almost in their amount or variety, it is not to be 

wondered at that there is a great 
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variety of the thickness of strata and of casual deposits, as shown in the sections. It is more difficult 

to account for very thin beds of shale occurring for miles, interposed in a bed of coal; we, however, 

consider those thin beds or bands of shale to be deposits of mud, or clay, and to have been the 

result of the deposition of those substances. If we suppose a certain depth of water, holding in 

solution a definite quantity of mud or clay, and that such substances are quietly deposited over a 

bed of coal, it would form a bed or band, of an uniform thickness, over the whole extent of coal 

covered by such water, and so account for the great extent and uniform thickness of the shale or 

band. And, if such band is composed of sandstone, or admixture of sandstone and shale, which is 

very common, then we have only to suppose that the matter held in solution, or suspended by the 

water, has been composed of sandstone, or such admixture. We know the astonishing instances of 

the uniformity of layers of different materials in the beds of different strata—the flints in the chalk 

formation for instance—and a variety of thin beds interposed for great distances in strata of a 

different description; such seems to have been the case with the bands of the coal formation, varied 

in thickness occasionally probably by the degree of pressure to which they have been subjected by 

the superincumbent strata while in a state of upheaval or depression, and while the strata was not 

perfectly consolidated. 

I have been often struck with the phenomena exhibited in the case of slip dykes, and in the variation 

of the angle with the horizon, at which the beds of coal now repose, compared with the horizontal 

position in which they were, no doubt, originally formed; as bearing upon the consolidation of the 

beds, and the interposition of wedge-formed strata, as shown by the sections, and as are known to 

exist in almost every coal mine. Take the case of the great slip dyke called the ninety-fathom dyke, in 

the coal-field of this district. The Killingworth pits, near the village, are 180 yards deep; at Long 

Benton village the depth of the coal from the surface (which is nearly level), is about the same; but 

we have the strata thrown down, in passing between the two places, about 300 or 400 yards, by the 

slip dyke. At some distance north of Killingworth, and south of Long Benton, the bed of coal is nearly 

level, but, proceeding from Killingworth south towards the dyke, the inclination of the beds become 

more and more inclined, and ultimately, near the dyke, reach an angle of 1 in 3. I have traced the 

variation of dip throughout the whole of the distance, and could not find any break in the strata, it 

exhibits a perfect bending of the beds, as if they had been quite plastic 
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and unconsolidated ; and the bed of coal which, at Killingworth, is about six feet in thickness, and in 

one portion only four feet, is increased in thickness to upwards of ten feet in the vicinity of the dyke. 

If we consider these facts as showing an imperfect consolidation of the beds at the time when this 

slip took place, (which is clearly one of depression the beds on the rise side of the dyke being 

undisturbed), it opens out a wide field of enquiry, for this dyke passes through in a vertical direction 

the whole of the beds of the coal series, the millstone grit, and upper beds of the mountain 

limestone; and extends, in a horizontal direction from the sea, on the coast of Northumberland, to 

Tindale Fell, in Cumberland, a distance of nearly sixty miles. 



Mr. Dunn—Mr. Taylor's diagrams imply that the band was deposited at a certain era, and after a 

partial depression of the strata; every fault shows that depressions have taken place, but there are 

fewer faults generally in the lower beds of coal than in the upper beds; and it is difficult to conceive 

in what manner the same fault, operating on an upper bed of coal, and producing a certain effect, 

operated at the same time on a lower bed at an apparently very different era, and in a presumed 

different state of consolidation, and produced a similar effect on such lower bed. After the 

depression, it is then supposed that shale was deposited, out of which the vegetables forming the 

coal began to grow again. 

The President—Suppose what constitutes the lower portion of the coal of the separated bed of coal 

formed, and partially consolidated, then a certain amount of consolidation, or compression of the 

strata, on which the coal rests, is supposed to take place, by which the coal is depressed; a thin layer 

of shale is then deposited, and the formation of the coal proceeds in the same manner as previous 

to such depression. 

Mr. T. J. Taylor—The difficulty is that we are obliged to assume that the strata associated with the 

coal have been drifted by water. We cannot deny that, because it is not only true of the sedimentary 

deposits, but it is true of the primary. But with respect to coal, you reconcile the doctrine of coal not 

being drifted with the other strata, and this does away with a great many difficulties; you cannot 

conceive that those vegetables could have been drifted, their delicate fibres would have been 

destroyed. As shown in the diagram, you have, first of all, the coal, two or three feet thick, there is, 

then, a depression, suppose of any amount, one, two, or three feet; before any further vegetable 

growth takes place, it is necessary that a deposition of mud takes place, to raise it up to the water 

level, then there is a second growth of vegetables, producing the upper  
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part of the coal; and instead of one uniform bed of coal you have two or more thinner beds. 

Mr. Berkley—It is difficult to account for the fact that two seams, in many cases, are greater in 

thickness of coal than the one seam; it might be supposed, whilst the thickness was less in one bed it 

would increase in the other. 

Mr. T. J. Taylor—It would depend on particular circumstances. The palm and sigillaria were 

particularly fond of moisture, and in moist situations they might grow more rapidly, and thus 

account for a variation of thickness. 

Mr. Daglish—It is not always the case that the two beds jointly are thicker than the single bed; the 

reverse is the case in some of the seams on the Wear. 

On the subject of the rapid growth of vegetables forming coal, Mr. Hall remarked that the Indian 

corn in America grew ten feet in height in six weeks; and Mr. Taylor said, that in India the growth of 

the rice plant was extremely rapid,—the Ganges sometimes rose four or five feet in a couple of days, 

and the rice plant kept up with it. 



The President remarked, that besides the variation of thickness shown in Mr. Hurst's sections, there 

was a very important diminution in the thickness of the High Main Seam of coal, which lies about 

sixty fathoms above the Low Main Seam, in a line, passing a little to the north of the Burradon Pit, or 

about a mile to the south of the Seaton Delaval Pit, which runs in an east and west direction 

generally, but not in a straight line, tending more to the south west, westward from those localities. 

The High Main Seam south of this line, for miles, is generally six feet in thickness, whilst to the north 

and north west of such line the thickness is sometimes below, but generally about four feet in 

thickness—the diminution taking place within a few yards. Mr. Hurst limits the number of eras to 

five; there does not appear any limit to the different cases of deposit of the beds of coal, shale, 

sandstone, and the various admixtures of the two latter in the coal measures, and associated strata.  

Mr. Hall—If you suppose that coal was formed where it now exists, why is it not the same thickness 

in the elevations as in the "swallies" or depressions? 

Mr. T. J. Taylor—The only explanation is, that vegetation was more abundant in one place than in 

another. The closest analogy to the formation of coal is the deposition of peat beds.  

The President—The most extraordinary deposit of coal is that of 
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Belgium and Prussia. In that coal-field there are upwards of one hundred different beds of coal, and 

the beds are contorted in the most extraordinary degree. 

Mr. Hurst—The contortion is owing to lateral pressure. 

Mr. Reid—You see the beds of coal in Belgium zigzag, like flashes of lightning. The form of the coal 

basin here has no analogy with the coal basin of Belgium. The strata above and below the coal beds 

are different. I do not think our carboniferous series is the same, it has not been formed at the same 

period, we cannot identify them. You have not the same fossils—you find very few sigillaria. The 

strata between the beds of coal are also different from the strata between our beds of coal. There is 

not in Belgium a similar great formation of limestone as underneath our coal beds: the debris above 

is also different. You have one hundred and twenty beds of coal in Belgium. Where do you find that 

number here? I do not think the same era produced our coal which produced the Belgian coal. 

The President—In my opinion the Belgian coal and the Northumberland coal beds are parallel 

formations; it is true that the Belgian and Prussian beds of coal in some cases rest upon an older 

formation, and are covered in some parts, likewise, by a more recent formation than our beds of 

coal. But it is only in cases where the mountain limestone stratum, on which our coal rests, is 

wanting, and where the magnesian and other strata which cover our coal are also wanting; where 

the mountain or carboniferous limestone exist in Belgium, like ours, the coal beds rest upon such 

beds, and the same with the more recent limestones. And I believe that the Belgian fossils are 

identical with ours, both those associated with the coal beds, and with the limestone formation of 

the same era. 

Mr. Dunn—There is one point Mr. Hurst has not noticed; the different qualities of the Low Main in 

Northumberland and in the county of Durham. 



Mr. Hurst—My paper merely refers to the locality of Seaton Delaval in the county of 

Northumberland. 

The President—Though, as Mr. Taylor remarks, we are essentially a practical Institute, this does not 

exclude us from aspiring to the discussion of theoretical matters; in some respects such discussions 

are useful as eliciting facts, and, therefore, he would propose that the discussion should not be 

deemed to have terminated, but to be adjourned, as he apprehended there were a great many facts 

yet lying dormant, which, by a renewed discussion, might be brought to light, and which might be 

useful even in a practical point of view. 

The meeting then adjourned. 

[Plate I. Plan of coke ovens near Newcastle- upon-Tyne, AD 1765] 
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ON THE MANUFACTURE OF COKE in the NEWCASTLE AND DURHAM DISTRICTS. 

By Mr. A. L. STEAVENSON. 

The importance of coke to the iron and coal trades is too obvious to require any great proof at my 

hands, and I will, therefore, only summarily dwell upon it. 

Iron Trade during 1858.*—The produce of the iron-works supplied with coke from the Great 

Northern Coal-field was— 

                                                                              Pig Metal Tons. 

                          Northumberland.......................... 45,312 

                         Durham   ....................................... 265,184 

                         Yorkshire (North Riding)..............  189,320 

                                                        Total................  499,816 

Taking, therefore, one ton of metal as requiring 1.75 tons of coke, equals for the iron manufacture 

874,678 tons of coke. And from the same coal-field (during that year, which was one of considerable 

depression) there was— 

                                                                                                                     Tons. 

Sent Coastwise..........................................................   17,819 

Exported Foreign .....................................................   207,103 

Sent by Rail south of Leeds.......................................   168,745 

For use on Railways, Local Consumption, Land-sale, and Locomotives     641,611 

Distributed by the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway ......       2,039 



                                                                                      Total................  1,911,995 

We thus see that, during a year in which the trade was below an 

* Hunt's Mining Record (1858), pp. 83-4. 
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average, very little short of 2,000,000 tons of coke were made from the Northern Coal-field alone, 

the principal consumption being in the manufacture of iron. 

During 1859, Mr. Hoyle* takes the average number of blast furnaces in full work in Northumberland, 

Durham, and Cleveland, at sixty-eight, yielding a total of 620,000 tons of metal. Then 620,000 tons x 

1.75 tons = 1,085,000 tons of coke; showing an increase of 25 per cent., on 1858. 

I approximate the number of furnaces in Great Britain, in which coke is used, to be 411, the annual 

requirements of each being at 14,000 tons = total   .................................  5,574,000 

Foundries use a large quantity every ton of metal "brought down," requiring about 200 lbs. of coke†, 

giving a total of about ....           293,526 

 Total annual quantity in the production of iron in Great Britain...............6,047,526. .........  

It seems more than probable that, if coke had not been available, this large quantity of metal would 

not have been produced, and thus the great demand for raw coal in the refineries and rolling mills 

would have been, at all events, very much less. 

Raw coal, to the extent of about one ton, is required in the manufacture of a ton of iron, in addition 

to the coke already considered. In the hot blast furnaces of some districts, coal is used; but certainly 

much of the "small" of soft, bituminous coal seams would be unavailable if not prepared to stand 

the weight of material and the blast by previous coking. Seams have thereby become valuable which 

would otherwise have been untouched for many years. 

To produce coke nearly twice the quantity of raw material is required, which has a stimulating and 

beneficial effect, whilst it creates a branch of manufacture for the advantageous investment of 

capital, and a considerable field for the employment of skilled labour. The effect of the use of coke 

upon other trades has (by re-action) been generally beneficial, and the railway and shipping traffic 

much influenced. 

From the consideration of the foregoing facts, it is apparent that the slightest improvement in the 

mode of manufacture, either in quantity or quality, is a matter of considerable interest to the 

community at large, as well as those more immediately concerned in the production and I 

* See Mr. R. Hoyle's Annual Statement on the Iron Trade for 1859. 

† Dr. Ure's "Dictionary of Arts," &c. 
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have thus felt encouraged in bringing before the members of the Institution this paper, which has 

been drawn up with a view to assist others who, like myself, have the management of ovens,* 



without any recognised data to work by, so that improvement or deficiency may be estimated, and 

that by the discussion of points of practice, bad habits, sanctioned by custom may be seen and 

avoided when brought into prominence. And that by ascertaining causes, and rightly understanding 

the elements of success we may make good our progress and be enabled to form definite 

expectations of future achievements. 

The introduction or invention of coke was not the actual motor in the rapid and immense 

development of the iron trade, however necessary it may have been to its existence as a commercial 

manufacture. The iron trade was ready to burst into action as soon as the necessary fuel was 

forthcoming; railways contemporaneously sprang up, demanding something more durable than 

wood, or wood charcoal, and capable of yielding a brighter and more concentrated heat (free from 

the volatile fuliginous products) than was afforded by raw coal. This want the manufacture of coke 

supplied, so that the demand has during late years been rapidly increasing, particularly in these 

districts. 

In 1619, Dud Dudley attempted to use raw coal in Worcestershire (for the iron manufacture), but 

failed, owing to the opposition of other ironmasters; this, I dare say, is well known, and I merely 

mention the fact of his having taken out a patent for the process for thirty-one years, to show that at 

that date coke for iron manufacture was not then in use. By 1686 coke was known as a fuel, Dr. Plot† 

says, "It is fit for most other uses, but for smelting, fining, and refining of iron, it cannot be brought 

to do, though attempted by the most curious and skilful artists." In 1734 Swedenborg‡, a very able 

mineralogist, speaking on this subject, says, it had not been brought to perfection in his day. 1765 is 

the earliest period at which I can find coke ovens on record. M. Jars ₸ says, "There are nine kilns at 

Newcastle, upon the edge of the river, to destroy the sulphur contained in the coal, and to reduce it 

to what is called 'cinders and coaks.' The principal use of the cinders is to heat 

* The only printed form or specification (which I have heard of,) for the guidance of coke burners or workmen, 

being one prepared by Mr. J. Marley, at Woodifield, in 1847. 

† Dr. Plot's "History of Staffordshire, 1686." 

‡ See Regnum Subterraneum, by Swedenborg, Mineralogist to Charles XII. of Spain, 1734. 

₸ Voyages Metallurgiques, ou Recherches et Observations sur les Mines et Forges de Fer, &c, en Allemagne, 

Suede, Norvege, Angleterre, and Ecosse, par feu M. Jars, de l' Academie Royale des Sciences, Paris, 1774. See 

plate I.  
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the malting kilns; it is also used by a silversmith. I have seen a manuscript upon 'The art of Working 

Coal Mines,' in which the first attempts in this manufacture were given as of very ancient date, being 

made in England." 

1788.—At this period several attempts had been made to reduce iron ore with "coaked coal."* 

1800, or about the early part of this century, a few ovens were to be seen on Cockfield Fell, on the 

outcrop of the Brockwell Seam, about half a mile north of Harperly Hall, and in various other country 

places, mostly in the hands of the owners of small landsale pits, who had no market for the small 

coal, and coked it from necessity. The late Lord Dundonald had some ovens near Newcastle for 



making mineral tar, but not being able to get quit of the ammonia his patent was not successful, the 

residue of this process being coke. 

1827.—The Birtley Iron Works, established about this period, and the Lemington, which are the 

oldest smelting works of modern times, were supplied with the Pontop Colliery Hutton Seam coke. 

About 1845 or 1846 the coke trade of the North of England may be said to have first obtained a 

standing, coke up to this period having been chiefly produced on the river Tyne, viz., the Garesfield 

and Wylam coke, made from the Busty Bank or Harvey and Brockwell Seams. 

The Coking District of the North of England has already been described by Mr. T. Y. Hall.† He says, 

"This district, from the Etherley Seams on the south, to about half a mile north of the Tyne at 

Wylam, is nearly twenty-three miles in extent. It is irregular in form, and averages about nine miles 

in width. It may be taken as averaging 20 miles by 8 = 160 square miles." The Brockwell and Harvey 

or Busty Bank Seams of coal being soft, bituminous, and unusually free from impurities, are well 

adapted for making first-class coke. 

The manufacture of coke, which is the subject of my paper, requires great consideration. Its 

importance has been recognised since the first attempts by "heap burning;" and so long as the 

requirements of the blast furnace, locomotive, and foundry continue unsatisfied with raw coal, the 

practical and economical production of coke will afford occasion of improvement, as the foregoing 

statements render evident. 

* See Dr. Ure's “Arts and Manufactures."  

† See his Paper on "The Extent and Probable Duration of the Northern Coal Field" to which a map, showing the 

coking coal field is attached.—Vol. II., "Transactions" of this Institute. 
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The raw material with which we have to deal is shown, by various analyses, to be composed, on an 

average, of 

           Carbon.    Hydrogen.    Nitrogen.     Sulphur.       Oxygen.          Ash.             Total 

             84.92   +     4.53      +    0.96      +    0.65      +     6.66      +      2.28     =    100.00  

The object we have to attain is to drive off, by heat, every constituent except the carbon: the ash 

will, of course, remain. The process of burning in mounds originated in the old charcoal meilers and 

mounds. Where still practised, the coal is placed upon a flat surface, prepared of puddled clay; the 

larger pieces are arranged regularly, inclining to each other, placed on the sharpest angle, so that as 

small a surface as possible touches the ground. By this means spaces are preserved for the 

admission of air, and for the swelling of the heated coals. In building a pile, a number of holes are 

made, extending along the hearth, and terminating in vertical shafts in the centre. The heap is 

ignited by putting burning fuel into these vents, which are then stopped by pieces of coal, to prevent 

the fire ascending, and cause it to extend along the bottom, where the draught is freest. The 

combustion gradually rises, and bursts forth on all sides. Soon after the smoke has ceased, the fire is 

covered up with the dust and ashes of former burnings, beginning at the base, and gradually heaping 

it up to the top. From 40 to 100 tons are generally coked in this way. The percentage of coke yielded 

by this process is not large; 31.25 I have seen given as the produce, by good authority. Wales and 



Shropshire have been the principal districts where this system has been carried on. In Wales it is still 

to some extent practised. 

The patent, coke kilns*, have a sound concrete bottom, about eighteen inches thick, to guard 

against the access of air. In these—the external walls being built of stone, slag, or common brick, 

lined with fire-brick— by an arrangement of flues in the side walls, and of large coals at the bottom 

when loaded, a powerful draught is created in the vertical flues, so that the atmospheric air is drawn 

down through the top of the kiln to the seat of combustion beneath. A fifty-ton kiln is filled to a 

depth of four feet six inches, and covered with a layer of dead ashes two or three inches thick. The 

fire is applied at the horizontal bottom flues, and the process gradually ascends. No smoke rises 

from the top surface of the kiln, which is cool during the whole process. Such are now in use at some 

of the largest works in South Wales, and, I have 

* Patented by Messrs. Rogers & Mackworth, 1856; F. Morton, C.E. , manager under the patent, Liverpool. 
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reason to believe,  give satisfaction, more particularly for purposes of iron manufacture. 

The common round oven came gradually into use; at first the coke was drawn in a heated state, and 

afterwards cooled by water, thrown on by buckets; but this has been long discontinued—an 

improved method of cooling with water, thrown on by pipes and hose, obtaining preference; the 

only drawback from the latter method of cooling being the contact of water with the hot bricks. 

Supposing we have, then, a good circular oven loaded (see plates attached, II., III., and IV.) (carefully 

levelled three or four times during loading), that is, up to within a few inches of the top of the door, 

and the door plastered with "daub," so as only to admit sufficient air through vent holes left at the 

top, the heat of the walls and dome from the previous charge is sufficient to renew or continue the 

process.* The coals soon begin to emit aqueous and sulphurous vapours, then follows a thick black 

smoke and reddish flame all round the sides. This sudden combustion is termed "striking," and the 

damper, previously closed, must be opened. At this stage of the process the gases are particularly 

offensive; a low red heat gradually prevails, the admission of air being increased; this induces 

increased heat, and in a few hours openings extend downwards, enabling the volatile matters below 

the surface to pass off, and, by their ignition, to generate additional heat for carrying on the process. 

In about twelve hours, a clear bright flame prevails over the entire surface, which increases almost 

to a white heat. Coking, which is the volatilization and combustion of the gaseous constituents, goes 

on, basaltiform columns being formed, which allow the gases to rise as the heat descends, and it is 

now that stones and dirt are particularly hurtful, acting as mechanical obstructions. 

Latterly, as the process ceases, we have a clear bright flame, which dies off gradually, lingering 

longest over the centre of the oven, owing to the smallest coal lodging there; i.e., when loaded from 

the top, in cases where it has not been properly levelled, and at the side farthest from the door, 

owing to the previous want of atmospheric oxygen. From the time the combustion begins to slacken, 

the admission of air should be reduced so as to save the coke. The late Mr. Mackworth† estimated 

that forty cubic feet of air were required for every pound coal coked. 



* New ovens require to be fired until they attain the requisite heat, and are not in proper working order until 

after three or four loads. 

† See his Lecture on Coke to the Bristol Mining School. 

[Plates II.,III. and IV. Ground plan, front view and cross section of oven]  
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When all flame has ceased, the sooner the oven is drawn the better, for it will continue to draw air 

in spite of every precaution: the red hot coke wastes, loses heat, and becomes inferior as a fuel. So 

long as any hydrogen remains, the atmospheric oxygen, by natural preference, combines with the 

gas; but after exhaustion of the hydrogen, it seizes the hot carbon and a pale blue flame of carbonic 

oxide (C O), may be seen issuing from the oven top, if not closed. 

To save the coke, especially near the inlet at the door, and in ovens where proximity to a stack or 

chimney causes a sharp draught, I have covered the coals as soon as loaded with the small refuse 

coke; this answers extremely well. Mons. Ebelman collected the gases at three different periods, 

their analyses affording the following results:— 

                                           After 2 hours.              7 hours.              14 hours.                Mean. 

"*C O2......     10.13    ..........        9.60     ......... 13.06     ..........   10.93 

    C O........       4.17     ..........       3.91     ...........2.19     .........       3.42 

 C4H4  ..       1.44    ..........        1.66     .......... 0.40     .........       1.17 

  H...........       6.28     ..........        3.67     .........  1.10     .........       3.68 

 N...........     77.98     .. .......    81.16     ........83.25     .........     80.80 

                                          100.00    ............  100.00    ........100.00     .........   100.00 

Oxygen to 100vols of nitrogen  15.70    ..........     14.20    ........... 17.00     .........     15.60 

 

 The relation, then, between the coal and escaping gases is as follows:— 

                                                                         Coal.                Coke left.                Gas. 

                                   Carbon   ..................   89.27     ..........   67.00    ..........    23.68 

                                   Hydrogen.................     4.85     .........     ........      .........      4.85 

                                   Oxygen and nitrogen.  4.47     .........     ........      .........      4.47 

                                   Ashes    ......................  1.41     .........     .......       .........      ....... 

                                                                      100.00        =        67.00         +       33.00  



The relation of the carbon to the hydrogen is as 23.68: 4.85 or 1 to 0.205 by weight, while the 

relation in the gas, according to the mean of the above analyses, is 1 to .064 by weight, from which 

we may infer two-thirds of the hydrogen of the coal are consumed during the carbonization. There is 

a very small quantity of tar produced in consequence of the high temperature of the ovens, which 

also accounts for the small quantity of carburetted hydrogen found among the permanent gases. 

The mean quantity of oxygen, 15.63, for 100 of nitrogen, shows that 10.63 must have combined with 

hydrogen and passed off as aqueous vapour, as 26.26 parts must have been introduced for every 

100 of nitrogen. 

* Ronalds and Richardson's "Chemical Technology," presented to the Library of this Institute by Dr. Richardson. 
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These data farther prove that two-thirds of the whole heat which is lost is sensible, and, of course, 

necessitates that it should be rendered available on the spot, as it cannot be conveyed to any great 

distance, and more especially as the gases do not contain much combustible matter. 

The heat necessary for coking is also evidently partly produced by the combustion of the products of 

distillation, and partly by a portion of the residual coke." 

The hydrogen (which the previous analyses of coal show is in proportion of about four and a half per 

cent.) is the principal element by the combustion of which the process is carried on, but it cannot be 

separated or volatilized without taking in combination a considerable portion of carbon, yielding the 

two hydro-carbon gases, carburretted and bi-carburretted hydrogen, the proportion of the latter 

being generally estimated at about ten per cent. Having a due admixture of air the products should 

be aqueous vapour and carbonic acid, with, of course, the uncombined nitrogen. If, in practice, we 

allow, through the insufficiency of air supplied, a portion of the oxygen of the C O2 to be abstracted, 

we shall get, with additional loss of carbon, two volumes of carbonic oxide, which necessarily pass 

off only half consumed in a gaseous though invisible state. 

It is hardly necessary for me to follow this part of the subject farther than to advert to the mischief 

arising from the application of side flues, by which the air is intended to be heated. Rarefied air does 

not contain the same weight of oxygen as cold air, but is, in fact, vitiated, and instead of the oven 

casting off incombustible and useless matter, it permits a large quantity of combustible, which has 

only performed half its duty, to escape. 

I have heard it asserted that, by certain experiments, not more than one or two per cent. of the 

original carbon was lost. This, however, I believe to be practically impossible, consistent with the 

production of good coke. 

Mr. Cox* says—"It is a peculiarity, also, of the organic union of hydrogen and carbon, that, though it 

is dissolved by heat, the severance is never direct, immediate, or complete." 

Having completed the operation of burning, and arrived at the period when it is desirable that the 

coke should be drawn, the door is taken down, and a supply of water immediately thrown on. The 

result of experiments which I have made is, that from 9.5 to 10 cwts. of water are 

*Mr. Cox "On the Manufacture and Use of Coke," Vol. I., No. 3, of the "Proceedings" of the South Wales 

Institute of Engineers. 
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sufficient to cool a ton of coke, and as much as the oven will receive and retain heat sufficient for 

reheating and resuming the process with the next load. Mr. Cox estimates two tons of water can be 

poured into every oven, per ton of coke worked, at a very high heat. I am, however, led to differ 

from this, although his paper is very valuable, and well worthy of reference, particularly as it treats 

of the "Use of Coke." 

When by the application of water, all redness has disappeared, the coke is drawn by long rakes (see 

gear, plate V., fig. 1), and very much depends on the capabilities of the drawer. Some men will break, 

waste, and spoil its appearance much more than others. Each drawer has a set of ovens and gear: for 

the latter he is, of course, responsible. 

The general adoption, commercially, of the old-fashioned circular oven, does not preclude much 

difference of opinion as to the best form. 

1st.—Round and oblong are the chief varieties which prevail. The advantage of the round form is, in 

having the least possible side wall in contact with the coal, and a concentration of heat, the dome is 

better able to withstand the frequent expansion and contraction incident to its duties. A diameter of 

ten feet six inches has been found to give the most satisfaction. The oblong are, perhaps, best 

adapted to flues of all descriptions, and are less costly, on account of building material requiring less 

rubble or backing stone. "From this figure (i.e., round), I believe" Mr. Thompson* says, "I was the 

first to depart, by the adoption of the parallelogram form, being thereto induced by economical 

views solely." So far as I have tried it, they do not stand so long, and the angles of the oven waste 

coal and spoil the coke. 

2nd.—Ovens without and with flues and chimneys for carrying away the gases and smoke. The 

disagreeable effects of open burning ovens are well known. The injury done to crops and trees is a 

source of continual expense; and when situated at the colliery, the smoke passes down the pit, 

where it may be felt for a considerable distance inbye. Where flues are adopted, these evils are 

almost entirely avoided, and the workmen enjoy a pleasanter atmosphere; and, as I will 

subsequently show†, there is a considerable commercial advantage. Having a stack and flues 

adapted in area to the number of ovens attached, affords a constant controllable power, which the 

burner can regulate so as to burn at any heat, and with a certainty unaffected by the art or force of 

the 

* "Inventions, Improvements, and Practice" of Mr. Benj. Thompson (published 1847). 

† See Appendix. 
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wind. On the other hand, the open oven is very much at its mercy and sometimes the coke is 

wasted, and at others completely smothered the smoke backing out through the door. I believe a 

little extra first cost has deterred the adoption of flues, so that open burning has become a settled 

practice, to the detriment of the proprietors, as well as of all who reside in the vicinity. To 



enumerate the different plans, sizes, &c, of ovens which have been tried, patented and not 

patented, is quite impossible. 

Many manufacturers prefer loading at the door, on account of the better opportunity of having the 

coals more uniformly levelled, but in ovens loaded from the top, by the eye, the coals should be 

levelled after every second tub, and made to assume the form of an inverted cone, which prevents 

the large coals rolling out to the sides, and the burning will go on quite as uniformly as if loaded from 

the door. The first heat afforded by the side walls, and the subsequent concentration of the heat, by 

reflection from the dome, contribute to render the operation uniform.  

The system of admission of air is of great importance.  

" When the atmospheric air enters through the holes near the top of the door, it rapidly expands and 

comes in contact with the partially carbonized coal, whereby the oxygen and carbon unite and 

consume each other. It is, likewise, found from experience, that the atmospheric air is consumed 

before it can traverse the gases that arise from the whole surface of the incandescent coal, and 

hence the calorific effect of a large portion of the carburetted hydrogen is lost."* 

It is desirable that a sufficient supply of oxygen should reach the far side of the oven, but, I believe, a 

careful regulation of the inlets at the door allows this, in flued ovens, where the draught is sharp and 

direct to the outlet, and, as I have already stated, I believe it is not necessary for the air to be 

heated. At 568° the air is double of its volume at 60°, and if heated by flues which pass round the 

body of the oven, heat is abstracted from those parts where it is required. Chemically no change is 

effected, but mechanically we have an increased volume, which necessitates a greater draught. 

Mr. D. Mushet says "The value of dense air in promoting combustion is so undeniably established 

that we should do better to attempt to solidify it in contact with combustible matter rather than to 

volatilize it." The operation of the hot blast in the blast furnace is a different case altogether. 

* Extract from a Specification of Messrs. J. R. Breckon and R. Dixon, of Patent for Improvements in Coke Ovens; dated 29th 

March, 1858. 
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The necessity for utilization of the spare gases has been recognised by numerous patentees, as well 

as by almost all manufacturers—some having in view the improvement and economy of coke 

burning, and others their application to different branches of manufactures in which heat is 

required. 

Of the former class, Mr. Mackworth's* may be taken as a type:—" To prevent too great waste, the 

heated gases are made to pass round and heat three or even four sides of the oven before escaping, 

and the operation of coking is conducted at a lower temperature;" by means of which it is stated 

that "double the depth, and four times the usual charge of coal, can be operated upon." There may, 

no doubt, be economy of heat, and therefore a benefit, but, I think, hardly to this extent. 

To effect a similar purpose, there is an invention† "which consists in so constructing coke ovens that 

they shall be in pairs, communicating the waste gases and heat, from each oven being made to 

surround its fellow by means of flues, before passing into a chimney or the open air," by which "the 

operation is carried on with greater expedition and economy." 



Of the latter class may be mentioned some improvements invented by Messrs. Lea and Hunt‡, in 

November, 1852, "which consisted in applying the carburetted hydrogen gas, obtained from the 

making of coke, to heat the furnaces used in the manufacture of iron." "The iron is placed in the 

puddling furnace in the usual way, but in place of an ordinary fire grate being used, its place is 

occupied by a chamber, in which the gas, contained in an independent gasometer, is burnt—the 

supply of air being regulated at pleasure." 

The application of these gases to the heating of the steam boilers has for some years been employed 

at Woodifield and West Auckland Collieries. The flues of the ovens are connected with the furnaces, 

by means of which the gases are perfectly consumed, and much less raw-coal suffices. 

"The separation of the iron from the ore in the blast furnace§, and its decarbonization in the boiling 

furnace, is best performed by one of the two constituents into which coal is resolvable, taken singly, 

viz., the revival of the iron by the solid carbon or coke, and the operation of puddling by the gaseous 

carburetted hydrogen." 

*Specification—Mackworth's Patent Railway Coke Oven. 

† Abstract of Specification (J. M. Pearson, London) for "Improvements in the Manufacture of Coke."—Dated 

Oct. 24, 1857. 

‡ Mining Journal, June 25th, 1859. 

§ See T. S. Prideaux on "Fuel, particularly with reference to Reverberatory Furnaces." 
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Besides losing by our present system much that is combustible an immense quantity of ammonia is 

thrown into the atmosphere. "In the coking of 100 tons of coal,* about six tons of sulphate of 

ammonia may be produced, the price of which, N H3, H O, S O3 is from £12 to £13 per ton." Mr. F. 

Jossa, Witton-le-Wear, holds a patent for extracting salts of ammonia from the smoke and gases 

evolved during the manufacture of coke and other combustion of refuse or small coal." 

Ovens have been constructed, so that the entire charge might be drawn at once, and cooled 

outside†. An iron anchor, fitted to the floor of the oven, was pulled out like a slide, by means of 

either a horse or winch, a wire rope or chain being attached to the eye of the anchor, and passed 

round a sheave placed at some distance from, and in front of, the oven. The objection to this is, the 

rapid destruction of the iron, for a very short time suffices to destroy it. 

Leaving, however, these somewhat impracticable distinctions, I will now consider, more intimately, 

what has been stated relative to the general commercial type of the coke oven. 

Taking 11 tons per fortnight as the average yield of a 10½ feet oven, the number to be erected will, 

of course, have to be regulated so as to afford the maximum quantity of coke which it is purposed to 

make. 

The relative position of the pit or screens and the oven being of much importance, having also a 

regard to the present or proposed railway branches, they should be as near the pit as conveniently 

possible, and with a slight inclination of level to assist the movement of the full tubs; whilst the 

probability of having to keep a large heap of coals in stock, and of having to load the ovens from the 



heap occasionally, must not be overlooked. Double rows are almost indispensable, on account of 

keeping the heat better, and economy of first cost. 

The inside lining should be fire-brick and set with fire-clay, but for the outside work lime is 

preferable. 

The actual establishment required beyond the oven is slight‡, and as the "apparatus" for hoisting or 

elevating the coals is more a part of the colliery plant than an appurtenance to the coke yard, I have 

excluded it. The tubs or wagonets (cost of which I have given§) generally called "small tubs" and only 

used where the ovens are loaded from the top, 

* Thomlinson's " Cyclopaedia of Useful Arts."—Art. Fuel. 

† This was tried at Byer's Green Colliery, but failed, about 14 years ago, 

‡ See Appendix. 

§ See Appendix. See Plate, figs. 1 and 2. 
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the gangways,* with the pond, pipes, and cooling requisites† being the only other necessaries. 

The doors generally used are common quarles, 1ft. sq. x 3in., built up and plastered with clay or 

"daub." An objection to these is the continual breakage of one or more, which occurs almost every 

time they are taken down. In place of these, doors of bricks, built into an iron framework‡ have been 

used several years in these districts; they were previously applied in Shropshire; but with flues and 

chimneys it is more difficult to keep the sides air-tight. 

The yield of coke must at all times have strict attention, and experiments by weighing the coals into, 

and the coke out of, the ovens, be a regular weekly point of practice. As a check to this, keeping an 

account of the number of ovens drawn, and the quantity vended, upon which the average yield must 

be calculated, is highly necessary. When the per centage of coke yielded by any particular coal has 

been once practically and very carefully obtained, the produce being in as satisfactory a condition as 

possible, attempts to increase the percentage are almost certain to reduce the quality. 

The usual length of time occupied in the operation is ninety-six hours and seventy-two hours, which 

enables the persons in charge to draw the ovens twice a week. 

As quality rather than quantity is the proper aim, I will briefly instance some of the most successful 

modes of obviating impurities. 

Stones and dirt, as previously alluded to (when describing the burning process), are mechanically 

injurious, prevent the attainment of a proper heat by the obstruction afforded to the gases, and the 

result is a small dull looking coke, with black coaly bottoms or ends, which break on being lifted 

wherever stones are present. 

Referring to the analyses of coal already given, we see hydrogen, nitrogen, sulphur, and oxygen, all 

of which are, as perfectly as possible, to be expelled. The sulphur 0.65, the most pernicious element, 



is generally found, in combination with iron, as a bi-sulphuret, Fe S2, and has been the source of 

many inventions calculated to remove it. 

The mixture of salt patented by Professor Grace Calvert is among the best. The rationale of this 

process being, the "bi-sulphuret of iron is by the heat converted into sulphur and proto-sulphuret of 

iron, the latter, when salt is added, coming in contact with the vapours of salt, is 

* See Appendix. 

† See Appendix. 

‡ See Appendix, and sketch, Plate VI. 
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converted into proto-chloride of iron, sulphuret of sodium being formed simultaneously. The proto-

chloride is then said to be decomposed into sub-perchloride with the evolution of chlorine, which, 

acting on the sulphuret of sodium, reproduces chloride of sodium and chloride of sulphur, which 

latter is disengaged, leaving much less sulphur in the residue, and that being in a harmless form of 

sulphuret of sodium."* 

Ordinarily the iron pyrites, when brought to a red-heat, out of contact with the air, loses an atom of 

its sulphur, which passes off in the gaseous state, probably as sulphide of hydrogen, leaving the 

proto-sulphide of iron remaining, which is not decomposible by heat alone. When heated in the air it 

loses its sulphur, but it is evident that the circumstances in which it exists in a coke oven prevent any 

such action, for air approaching the mass of the coke, would, in such a case, be consumed, hence the 

Fe S2 remains in the coke. Messrs. Claridge and Roper have patented a process for the purpose of 

desulphurising coke by the use of steam†, their patent also includes the application of the waste 

gases of the blast furnace or other unutilized combustible gases for the purpose of coking or 

carbonization of coal in ovens. 

The coke oven is furnished with a false perforated bottom. When the conversion of coal into coke is 

effected, and while the coke is still at its greatest heat, the supply of inflammable gases is cut off, 

and a current of steam admitted under the false perforated bottom, all the outlets being as much as 

possible closed, so that the coke may be thoroughly permeated by the steam, which being 

decomposed by the sulphide of iron, or other sulphide present, the hydrogen combines with the 

sulphur of the sulphide, carrying it off in the gaseous state as sulphuretted hydrogen. 

Mr. Roper's pamphlet on the subject is deserving of attention where the coals of manufacturers 

contain more than one percent. of sulphur. Messrs. Austen and Armstrong, Wellington, Salop, have 

also a patent for causing a current of steam to pass through the coke oven or coke heap while in a 

state of strong ignition. 

Dr. Hermann Bleibtreu, a Prussian, has also patented a mode of preparing coke so as to prevent the 

sulphur, silica, alumina, phosphorus, &c, from exercising an injurious influence upon the products of 

metallurgical processes. By his method small or crushed coal is mixed with 



* " Chemical Technology," by Drs. Ronalds and Richardson. 

† They estimate the entire cost of the process not to exceed 3d. per ton. 

‡ "Colliery Guardian," January 16, 1858, p. 43. 
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powdered limestone, chalk, burnt lime, or other calcareous substance, in proportions depending 

upon the nature and quantity of injurious ingredients in the coal; when well mixed the coal is 

converted into coke in the usual way. Conditions are secured for converting the injurious substances 

of the coal into innoxious slags previous to their coming in contact with the ores or the metal. The 

lime or other alkaline earth combining with the bisulphide of iron as the double sulphide of iron and 

calcium. The silica (Si.O3) forming a silicate, uniting with the double base of alumina and lime; Si. ⅗, 

Al. ½, Ca. ⅕,* being the most fusible proportions. To this system, however, I should think the 

injurious mechanical effects of foreign matter would prove an obstacle (in the manner previously 

alluded to) to the proper action of the oven. 

The ash of coke which, in the best samples, varies from one to five per cent., consists, on an average, 

of something like the following:— 

Silica    ................................  85.10 

               Alumina.............................     7.10 

               Peroxide iron..........................    0.70 

               Carbonate lime   ........................3.50 

               Carbonate magnesia   ................3.10 

               Sulphuret iron..........................    0.50 

                                                                         100.00  

The sulphur, as per analysis, being 0.65 per cent. 

Mr. Cox, on this subject, says, "Believing the difference in the fusibility of the ash to be the real 

cause of the extra quantity of silica found in coke iron," he deemed a remedy would be found in 

increasing the combustibility of the coke, and thereby effecting the fusion of the ash. "In passing 

through the zone of fusion, if the heat be not sufficient to have fluxed the components of the ash 

into a glass before the iron comes into contact with it, it is but fair to conclude that an union 

between the iron and the silica, &c, would be the result, but if instantly converted into the form of 

glass, all experience would lead to the conclusion that no such union would take place." Such a 

combustibility is insured, he considers, as will cause it to flux its own ashes, by the separation of the 

oxygen, and, "that if the oxygen be expelled, the silica in it can be rendered innoxious. To effect both 

these objects it is only requisite that the process of carbonization be conducted at an intense heat." 

It is clear that the oxygen in the coal cannot be a heat-creating 

* According to Dr. Ure. 
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substance, as it already exists in union with the carbon, as is proved by the fact of its passing off as 

carbonic oxide, and of its requiring the application of a most intense temperature to cause it to do 

so." But that silicon really is an injurious constituent, appears very doubtful. 

The iron of the "Arcadian Charcoal Iron Company"* was the subject of dispute and arbitration with 

the Government, solely on the ground of its containing a portion of silicon, and it was decided by the 

umpire to be a just ground of objection; but very eminent opinions are given in proof that silicon 

does not injure, practically, the strength of cast iron, and experiment fully maintains these opinions. 

Mr. R. Mushet, one of the highest authorities in this country, after reading the reports and opinions 

of the case in question, considers that common sense and a convincing fact were sacrificed to 

chemical dogmas, and that silicon not only does not weaken nor deteriorate cast iron, but that it has 

a softening and toughening effect. 

Mr. Henry Bessemer† has patented a process for removing impurities from the coal, shale, lime, 

silica, and pyrites, or other earthy or mineral substances, and from coal impregnated therewith, by 

causing the purer portions of the coal to float on the surface of fluid of greater specific gravity than 

pure coal, and less than the less pure coal and the substances to be separated therefrom, and for 

the restoration of the fluid so as to fit it to be again employed in the purification of coal. Mr. 

Mackworth's system of washing the coal has been very largely and satisfactorily applied, he having 

invented a machine by which the impurities are washed out by water. 

Mr. Morrison has manufactured into coke large quantities of coals otherwise considered useless, the 

impurities being washed out. When, however, the composition and state of the coal is such as to 

require special chemical or mechanical agency to remove or counteract the impurities, at the best it 

is a bad case, and unflagging vigilance is necessary to check the workmen from carelessly hurrying 

and inefficiently perfecting the cleansing operations. 

The efficiency of coke as a fuel, in comparison with coal, is more a question to be considered by the 

consumer than the producer; but the question of relative utility is so intimately associated, that they 

cannot well be separated. The heating power of coke is evidently that of the 

* "Mining Journal," June, 1859, p. 455.  

† "Mining Journal," September, 1859, p. 633. 
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original coal, minus the power of the expelled combustible constituents. I have heard it said, and 

have read assertions, that coke was possessed of a heating power as great as the original coal from 

which it was produced; but when it is considered that nearly one-seventh, by weight, of valuable gas 

has been taken from it, it must be acknowledged that, if the powers of coal have not been found 

greater than the residuary coke, the deficiency has been owing to faulty experiment. 

Messrs. Armstrong, Longridge, and Richardson* showed that the economic effect of one pound of 

coal is greater when no smoke is made, to the extent of from seventeen to twenty-two per cent. 

(i.e., when all the gaseous and carbonaceous products are properly consumed.) 



One great advantage which coke has is, that it is chemically purer than coal, the sulphur being much 

reduced. The following may be taken as a sample of coke of an average quality:— 

                                   Carbon..................................  89.00 

                                   Silicious matter  ..................     7.50 

                                   Fe. O. Oxide of iron  ............    3.30 

                                   Sulphur..................................    0.20 

                                                                                   100.00 

Its superiority to coal consists in its capacity for a complete and centralised heat, at once combining 

with the oxygen necessary for its combustion, and not, as with coal, liable to loss of heat from the 

absorption incident to the expulsion of the volatile constituents (excepting, perhaps, the fixed 

oxygen to which I have already alluded). 

In a paper read before the Society of Arts** it is stated that the result of experiments made with 

great care was as follows :—With two engines, one burning Welsh coal, and fitted with Mr. Beattie's 

apparatus; the other burning coke, made from Ramsay's coking coal (Newcastle), the average of two 

days' work was— 

                                                                             lbs. per mile. 

                      Consumption of coal   ....................  20.36 

                                  „          „      coke.................... 24.37 

                             The loads being practically equal.  

Mr. Fothergill reduces the coal to a coke value of 13.57 lbs., which shows a saving of 10.80 lbs. per 

mile, and he considers the durability of tubes and fire boxes to be settled in favour of coal. 

* See their "Report on the Use of the Steam Coals of the Hartley District."  

† By Mr. B. Fothergill, "On the Relative Value of Coke and Coal in Locomotive Engines." 
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In experiments made by the same gentleman,* on behalf of the East Lancashire, and Lancashire and 

Yorkshire Companies, between Manchester and Blackpool, 39 cwts. of Wigan coal performed an 

amount of duty usually requiring 36 cwts. of coke. And in another case, under circumstances equally 

favourable to each, 39 cwts. of coal equalled 40 cwts. of coke. 

In these experiments, the Wigan coal was costing 5s. 3d. per ton, and the coke used from 11s. to 

11s. 6d., the saving to the above companies being estimated at £30,000 per annum. The above 

results are now very much disputed. 

Dr. Ure gives the heating power of 1 lb. of coke to 1 lb. of coal as 65 to 60. 



The special feature in the smelting capacity of coke is the immediate intense heat which it 

generates. It is a hard, porous material, like charcoal, offering a very large surface to the action of 

the oxygen, the only difference being in point of purity. Great care, and the judicious application of 

purifying agents, will afford the ironmaster a fuel (in coke) second only to charcoal†, "for the 

gaseous portion of the coals used in the blast furnace exercises a deteriorating effect on the quality 

of the iron produced." It has been estimated that one cubic inch of beechwood charcoal presents a 

surface of one hundred square feet. The advantages of coke are of a similar nature: the closer the 

pores the harder the coke, and the stronger the blast can be applied, giving a better effect. 

At present coke-made iron will not sell for more than half the price of charcoal iron. In this we see an 

ample field for improvement. 

The Lorn and Ulverstone Furnace Company have‡, for forty years, been the only manufacturers of 

charcoal iron, producing not more than 1500 tons per annum, and selling at £8 10s. to £9 per ton. 

To avoid the necessity for coke in the blast furnace, the use of the hot blast was invented by Neilson, 

in 1827. This affects a considerable saving in fuel, but the quality of the iron is not generally so good. 

Charred coal, as a substitute for charcoal, used in the fineries, is described by Mr. E Rogers§. The 

structure is analagous to charcoal— free from sulphur, and adapted to the manufacture of tin plates. 

The material in question "is made on the floor of an ordinary coke oven, while red hot, after the 

drawing the charge of coke." Small coal, to 

* Extract from the "Times," Sept. 10, and "Colliery Guardian," Sept. 18, 1858. 

† T. S. Prideaux, "On the Economy of Fuel." 

‡ For this and other information I am indebted to Mr. Roper, of the Lorn Furnaces. 

§ See the "Proceedings" of the South Wales Institute, Vol. I., No. 1 
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the depth of four inches, is spread over the bottom, and drawn after about an hour and a half. 

The consequent commercial value of coke is, that it supplies a necessity, for in it we have a good, 

clean, and powerful fuel, which, at the present day, the exhaustion of the old charcoal sources, and 

the impurities of the raw coal, render of immense importance, and which must increase until 

chemical or mechanical experience enables us to use coal. Viewed as an article of commerce, there 

is to be considered:— 

Cost of production, which includes Capital—this I have estimated on the basis of a plant of 200 

ovens, the cost per oven* being as follows:— 

                                                                                                                                   £   s.    d. 

Building and materials, 10½ feet oven ......       23 19     7 

With flues and chimneys................          4    0     7 



               Laying on necessary water supply   ........         1    8  11 

               Gangways and turn-tables ...............          1    3  10 

Working gear............................          0    5     4 

                  Total outlay per oven-----      30 18    3 

In these calculations the cost of fire-brick goods I have taken low, being generally manufactured on 

the colliery. 

For the cost of working charges, current expenses, and upholding of the plant, see Appendix. 

The market value of coke varies with the state of the iron trade, at least it generally does so. Many 

thousand acres of bituminous coal have been increased in present value at least one-half, and this is 

mainly attributable to the rapid development of the manufacture of iron in these districts. The 

smelting fuel being almost all coke. The following facts will illustrate this. 

In 1769† the English smelted iron by the "coaks."  

In 1796 the wood charcoal process was almost entirely given up, fifty-three blast furnaces were in 

activity, fired with coke, which furnished 48,000 tons of pig metal, and there was made by charcoal 

13,000 tons, making a total of 61,000 tons of pig metal.                                         Tons. 

                                                                 1806, made solely by coke   .............       170,000 

                                                                  1820,              ditto                ..............       400,000 

                                                                  1826,              ditto                ..............       600,000 

                                                                  1845,              ditto                 ..............    1,250,000 

                                                                  1851,              ditto                ..............    2,500,000 

                                                                  1858,              ditto                ..............    3,456,064 

 

* See Appendix.  

† "Voyages Metallurgiques," par M. Jars. 
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Since the introduction of the hot blast in 1827 a considerable proportion of raw coal has been used 

in the furnaces, but the addition of the consumption of locomotives has maintained an equal if not 

increased demand for coke. 

There are not any special statistics of the coke trade, which compels me to estimate as near as 

possible. 

                                                                  Coke used in the iron trade ..............    4,032,070 

                                                                                    Exported............................       227,552 

                                                                               Railways, &c...........................       641,611 

                                                                                                                                     -------------- 



                                                                                                                                      4,901,233 

Say 5,000,000 tons produced annually in Great Britain, which, at 300 tons per oven per annum 

equals 16,666 ovens. The number of hands employed in the coke trade of the kingdom being about 

4,000. 

During 1858, in Durham and Northumberland alone, there were manufactured about 2,000,000, and 

1,600 hands engaged; the capital embarked in the coke trade of Great Britain being about £500,000, 

which yields something like ten per cent. annually. 

After a statement of such vast interests involved in this manufacture, any change in the use of coke 

will at once appear a serious question. But the fact seems to be, that our present chemical 

knowledge enables us to do what would have proved futile if attempted by our immediate 

predecessors, although there is still a wide field for improvement. We have seen the rise of an 

important branch of manufacture, as much from the requirements of the arts as from the possession 

of a commercial drug, leading apparently to an immense waste, amounting to nearly one-half of 

what has been justly called our strength, viz., our coal. And we see now a traffic in its full vigour 

(however temporarily depressed), which further chemical knowledge may hereafter supersede, 

making coal applicable to the purposes for which coke is now used, without its requiring to be first 

submitted to the coking process. 
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APPENDIX. 

Open Burning v. Flued Ovens.—Yield in actual experiment. 

                                                                                                           Tons    Cwts     Qrs. 

A   The load of open ovens was                                                          4         19       1.30 

B             ,,       flued       „                                                                       5           1       0.00 

 

The per centage of coke yielded. 

A Being by the open ovens  ................................................................................    58.07 

B              ,,        flued      ,,       ................................................................................    59.81    

 

                                  tons. cwts. qrs.                                           tons. cwts. Qrs. 

Then 1 oven open   4    19    1.30  X  104 loads per annum = 516      9      3.20 

        1 oven flued   5      1    0.00  X           „           ,,               = 525      4      0.00  

    Coke  

Percent.      Coal Tons           Tons   Cwts.   Qrs. 



A   If 100 : 58.07  ::  516.490    :    299       18       2.37 

B   If 100 : 59.81  ::  525.200    :    314         2       1.76 

                                   8.710              14         3       3.39 

 

B   Gains in power, 100:  59.81  ::      8,710    :         5         4       0.72 

Coke saved per oven per annum .................           8        19      2.67 

Then 200 ovens at say 9 tons = 1800 tons at 8s. value =  £720. 

In the experiments referred to the ovens were loaded twice a week, 72 and 96 hours alternately, the 

average of the two loads of coal and coke being taken. 

These are upon a basis of 107 experiments with A or open ovens, and 21 with B or flued ovens, each 

being carefully weighed in and out. The flued oven, having a better heat, can burn the heaviest load, 

as shown, and is particularly adapted for slow or heavy burning coals, but require more particular 

attention, to avoid waste. 

Cost of flue and chimney, as shown, say £4 10s. x 200 ovens......£900   0   0 
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[see in original text Table of Cost of laying on Water, and finding all necessary Pipes, Bends, Taps, &., 

&., for 200 Ovens.] 

Estimated cost of necessary Gangways, Tramways, and Turn-tables, including Two Brick Pillars at 

each Turn-table, and Nine Brick Pillars to a set of 200 Ovens. 

£    s.   d. 

Seventeen pairs of legs, with crown trees, contain 136 feet, at 1s. 10d......................................12   9  4 

Seventeen sole trees, 12 feet each, 11 x 3 planks, 204 feet at 6d............................................... 5   2    0 

Seventeen pairs of stays, battens 6½ x 2½, 340 feet at 3d ....................................................... 4    5    0 

Seventeen pairs of legs, making, at 2s. per pair..........................................................................1  14    0 

Five strings, full length of gangway, 6 x 4½, red pine, 226 feet at 1s. 10d. ............................... 20  14  4 

Seven sets of bearers for turn-tables, 74 feet red pine at 1s. 10d., three pieces for each, 9 feet 

feet 9 inches x 5 inches, and 2 pieces 6 feet 5 inches x 5 inches............................              6 15  8 

1,226 feet battens, 6.5 x 2½ at 3d .             15   6    6 

                     2,025 feet, 1 inch deals, 20s. per hundred feet........................ 

........................................................   20   5    0 



Seven turn-tables, complete, 5 feet 3 inches diameter, at £9 each..............................................63  0  0 

Ditto,       setting, at 7s, each..................................................................................................      2   9    0 

275 yards bridge rails, (single way), at 18 lbs. = 2 tons 4 cwts. 22 lbs., at 8s.6d....................... 18  15  8 

Plate nails, 4 per yard, 22 per lb., = 50 lbs., at 3d....................................................................... 0  12   6 

Seventy-two feet Norway fir for stays, at 1s. 4d......................................................................... 4  16  0 

1,500 feet sawing, per hundred feet, at 3s..................................................................................2    5   0 

Making gangway, 38 days at 3s. 6d.............................................................................................. 6  13  0 

                                                                                                                      Carried Forward ...........£185   3    0 

[Figs 1 and 2. Sketches of oven] 
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 Brought forward ..................          £185   3    0 

Mason Work.—Seven turn-tables, each having 2 pillars, 2 bricks thick, containing 101 yards 7 feet, 

at 7s. 9d , and 2 yards 2 feet, 1.5 inches, at 5s. 10d. .............................................................40   1  7 

Nine pillars for gangway to 20 ovens, containing 45 yards 7 feet, at 5s. 10d.   13    7    0 

............£238  11    7   

                                                                    Equals £1   3s. 10.29d. per oven. 

[see in original text Table of Small Coal Tub.—Cost, &.] 

Estimated Cost of building an Oven, 10 feet 6 inches diameter, including one Pillar and Quay, taken 

as one of a Double Row. 

Thous. 

Materials—  

Square bricks   .......................  2000 

Bull heads................................ .2500 

End wedges ...........................     600 

Long Narrows...........................   100 

Bevilled bricks........................     100 

Square   ..................................     500 

“      ..................................     420 



Side wedges...........................         6                       

Total..............6226          25s.  6d.   =     £7  18s.  9d. 

Carried Forward ........ £7  18s.  9d. 

1 pillar = 400 + proportion of two end pillars, 20                              
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Brought forward   ..................   £7 18   9 

[see in original text Complete table of estimated cost of building an oven] 

Cost of a Stack or Chimney for 42 Ovens. 

                                                                                                                                                   Ft.    Ins. 

Area inside—Bottom.................................................................................................7..... 9 square. 

                              Top   ...............................................................................................6......0     „ 

No. 1. Height from bottom to base course..........................................................   16     6 

No. 2. Base course .............................................................................................      0     6 

No. 3. Height from base course to collaring   .....................................................  57    0 

No. 4. Collaring ...................................................................................................      1     6 

No. 5. Top   ..........................................................................................................      1     6 

                                                                                                                                 Total  ......................77    0 

[Plate 8. Sketch of principal sizes of bricks used in the erection of a 10½ circular oven] 
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[see in original text Table detailing cost of a Stack or Chimney for 42 Ovens.] 

[see in original text Table of Estimated Cost of building Main and Side Flues to a Set of 43 Ovens— 

inside area, 4 feet 5 inches by 1 foot 6 inches—including 42 Buttress Pillars.] 
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[Table – continued] 

Cost of Manufacture per ton of Coke, on a Basis of 32,079 tons 17 cwts. 

                                                                                                                    £     s.      d.  

Loading ovens, 10 feet 6 inches diameter.........................    0     0      1.29 



Levelling .................................................................................   0     0      0.87 

Plastering oven doors............................................ .               0     0      0.23 

Drawing (including cooling by hose)..................................     0     0     5.12 

Filling into wagons.............................................. ..................   0     0     2.67 

Filling ballast  ........................................................................   0     0     0.08 

Filling coals out of heap (when necessary)   ......................   0    0     0.16 

Labourage (general)..................,..........................................   0     0     0.35 

Burning (by contractor or overlooker).................................   0     0     0.42 

Hose and delivery pipes (upholding)..................................   0     0     0.17 

Blacksmith's labour (this with frame doors)........................  0     0     0.23 

Plate laying and ditto   ..........................................................   0     0     0.29 

Joiner's ditto....................................................                         0     0     0.05 

Inspection......................................................                           0     0     0.13 

Wagon haulage, (by horses).................................                 0     0     1.20 

                                                                                                      £0     1     1.26 

                                                     A   Upholding ovens (labour)..........    0     0     0.75 

                                                     B   Materials, stores, &c..................    0     0     2.08 

Total cost of manufacture, exclusive of taxes, agency, and redemption of capital....£0     1     4.09 

A   Upholding 200 open-burning 10-feet ovens during the manufacture of 147,648 tons. 

Labour—                                                                                  s.      d. 

216 new bottomed............................................... 0       0.050 

221 pulled down.................................................... 0       0.103 

Rebuilt..................................................................   0       0.501 

190 Frame doors ditto........................................   0       0.033 

216 casting materials........................................  0       0.044 

60 new pillars   ..................................................  0       0.019 

29eyes  ..............................................................  0       0.006 



                                                                                               --------------------0    0    0.756 

B   Materials on 147,648 tons—                                                                

Small bricks........................................................... 0       1.29 

Large goods.......................................................... 0       0.35 

Fire-clay................................................................. 0       0.14 

Lime......................................................................  0       0.10 

General stores,..................................................... 0       0.20 

                                                                                              -------------------- 0    0    2.00 

[Plate 7. Sketch of oven door] 
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Working Gear required for 200 Ovens, loaded from the top. 

                                                                                                 £     s.    d. 

20 drawing rakes, at 10s. 9d.........................................   10   15    0 

10 picking rakes, at 7s. 6d.............................................     3   15    0 

20 pulleys complete (see sketch), at 6s. 7d................     6    11    8 

20 prickers, for drawers, at 9d......................................    0    15    0 

20 cooling bars (rests for hose pipe), at 1s. 3d............     1     5    0 

5 levelling rakes, at 2s. 9d...........................................     0    13    9 

4 "small runners" rakes, at 1s.......................................     0      4    0 

6               „           crooks, at 6d....................................     0      3    0 

6               „           sprags, at 7d....................................,    0      3    6 

35 long gripes, at 6s. 6d................................................   11     7     6 

 35 small gripes, at 6s....................................................   10   10    0 

18 shovels, at 3s. 6d................................................... 3     3    0 

6 daubing trowels, at 2s. 4d.........................................     0   14    0 

10 pails (iron), at 2s. 6d..................................................    1     5    0 



1 fire lamp, at 18s......................................................... 0   18    0 

80 feet loose planks, 9 inches by 3 inches, at 4d........    1     6    8 

Grease can, besoms, hammer, nail box.......................     0     5    0 

                                                                     Total ............... £53  15    1  

                           £53 15s. 1d. / 200 = 5s. 4.50d. per oven. 

 

Cost of Oven Door, Iron Frame, Bricks, & etc.. (See sketch). 

                                                                             Cwts.Qrs.lbs.          @   s.   d.       £     s.   d. 

Iron frame (including smith's labour).............. 0     3     1......... 23   4.....    0   17    8 

2 metal sheaves.............................................. 0     2     4 .......  10    0 ....    0    5    4 

2 axles for ditto.................................................0     0   24 ........ 23   4 ....    0    5     0 

2 crooks and bar  ............................................ 0     0   24 ......  18    8 ....    0    4     0 

2 chains, each 6 feet long, 9/16 iron   ........... 0     1     8..........26   0.....    0    8     6 

2 balance weights............................................ 0     4     1........    4   6 ....    0   19    1 

58 small bricks................................................                        ...25     0        0    1   3  

                                                                      ....................................        £3   0  10 
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NORTH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE of MINING ENGINEERS. 

SUPPLEMENTAL MEETING, THURSDAY, JULY 5, 1860, IN THE ROOMS OF THE INSTITUTE, WESTGATE 

STREET, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE. 

Nicholas Wood, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

A supplemental general meeting of the Institute was held this day. 

Mr. Matthias Dunn read a paper on "The Coal Mines and New Red Sandstone of Cumberland," after 

which, 



Mr. T. J. Taylor submitted to the meeting a paper he had prepared relative to the Burradon 

Explosion. He said his object was to give the facts and circumstances of the explosion, without 

offering any opinion. He had quoted and referred to the evidence, leaving it to the Society to deal 

with the question as they thought fit. The plan was on a scale of two chains to the inch; but four 

chains to the inch would be sufficient. He would undertake to see that this was done, and that the 

paper was printed. 

The President said, they had heard Mr. Taylor's paper read relative to this unfortunate accident, and 

as communications had been made to him on the discussion of such paper, he would observe that it 

was not the practice of the Institute to have any discussion on a paper until after it was printed, and 

had been placed in the hands of the members. Mr. Taylor would undertake the superintendence of 

the printing of it, and would have the map engraved, so that the details of so lamentable an accident 

would be complete, and in due time they would be placed in their hands. It did not appear, however, 

that they would have any discussion upon it in this year's volume. It would hardly be ready before 

August, when the year's proceedings would be closed. The paper would require the serious 

consideration of all the members, and he 
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hoped, when the discussion took place, there would be a full attendance. He had received a letter 

from Mr. Watson, the secretary of the delegates of the pitmen. It contained a request that he might 

be allowed to be present, supposing that the discussion would take place to-day; also requesting 

that a reporter might be allowed to attend on behalf of the workmen, and that Mr. Mather and 

other persons might also be present. He had simply given for answer, that there would be no 

discussion to-day on the subject, and that there would be another meeting of the Institute before 

any discussion took place. There would be the annual meeting in August, when there would be a 

larger attendance of members than were present to-day, and he would then bring before them the 

application contained in Mr. Watson's letter. He need not state to the meeting that it was contrary 

to the principles of the Institute to allow the presence of any person except members and 

gentlemen introduced by members; and any one introduced by a member was not allowed to take 

part in the discussion. The request these gentlemen made was, therefore, contrary to the rules of 

the Institute, unless at the annual meeting some alteration took place. The meeting, however, would 

have the opportunity of making any change in the rules, to enable those gentlemen to be present, if 

they thought proper to do so. 

Mr. Berkley—No alteration can be made in the rules without a month's notice. If there was any 

intention to alter the rules, notice must be given to-day. 

The President said, he gave no notice about it. 

Mr. Berkley merely mentioned that it would be necessary to give notice at this meeting. 

Mr. Dunn—In any discussion that takes place, you would not be confined to the evidence given at 

the inquest, because a great many facts have come out since then. 



The President—In the discussion, any person may offer such opinions as he thinks proper, which 

would, of course, be his individual opinion only, and he thought they might safely leave it to Mr. 

Taylor to give the substance of the evidence in his paper. 

Mr. Dunn —This paper will go forth to the public after you print it, and you may expect observations 

upon it. 

The President—We are not obliged to take notice of any remarks by the public. The Institute, as a 

body, cannot enter into any controversy with any person whatever. 

Mr. Berkley said, there was one thing to which he wished to draw 
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attention. Reports had appeared in the public papers of two or three of the last meetings. This was 

contrary to rule, and he would like to know by whose authority it was done? 

The President said, he had not given any kind of information to the public. He did not know how far 

it was competent for any member to do so. He did not say it was wrong, if it was correctly done. 

Mr. Dunn—There was a speech of yours reported.  

The President—This arose from a reporter being present. He saw a gentleman taking minutes, whom 

he supposed was their own reporter, but it appeared he was connected with a daily paper. He had 

the report with him, which, though generally correct, was not strictly so. He thought it might be for 

the benefit of the Society that short reports should be given to publications, but it was contrary to 

rule to allow reporters to be present. 

Mr. Berkley—Short reports might be of no consequence in themselves, but they might be drawn into 

a precedent. A reporter might become a member for the mere purpose of reporting, and it might 

damage their meetings. 

The President—You need not elect him.  

The meeting then broke up. 
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[Map of Cumberland – part of the Manor of Bolton with the colliery] 
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On the COAL-FIELDS OF CUMBERLAND, and 

THE PROBABILITY OF COAL BEING FOUND UNDER THE NEW RED SANDSTONE WHICH SURROUNDS 

THE CITY OF CARLISLE. 

By Mr. MATTHIAS DUNN, Government Mine Inspector. 



In the years 1857-8, a boring was made, adjoining the river Liddle, in the lands of Sir James Graham, 

Bart., under the management of Mr. Gard, from Cornwall, by means of his patent instrument, 

worked by a steam engine, the result of which was unsatisfactory in many respects, both as to the 

depth bored and the imperfect manner of accounting for the strata passed through. There is also 

reason to believe that he was in very troubled ground. A copy is hereto annexed of the boring, which 

was given up at the depth of fifty-six fathoms, the contractor being quite dispirited. 

                          Section of Borings at the Inch, Netherby property, up to 6th Sept., 1858. 

                                                                                                       Fath. Ft.  In. 

Open cutting .....................................      2    3    0 

Sandstone and clay..............................      1    5    6 

Hard shaly rock   ...............................      0    1    9 

 Sandstone......................................      0    0    6 

Clay ..........................................      0    0    6 

Softstone  ......................................      0    2    0 

Hard clay and sandstone..........................     1    1    0 

Clay ..........................................      1    0    0 

Layers of clay and sandstone......................     4    4  10 

Hard sandstone..................................      2    3    8  

Soft sandstone.................................      3    2    9 

Sandstone......................................      0    4   0 

Soft clay   ......................................      4    3    6   

Running sand ..................................      0     4    0   

Ironstone......................................      0     0    1           large stream of water 

White clay....................................      0     3    0 

                                                      ......... Carried forward...  24     4    1 
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                                                                                                        Fath.  Ft.  In, 

                                                                Brought forward.... 24     4    1 

Grey sandstone..................................       0     1    6 



Purple sandstone................................       0    2    0 

Ditto,         soft..............................     0    4    0 

Hard sandstone..................................        0    3    0 

Blue clay   .....................................       1    2    0 

Ditto,    lighter colour..........................       0    1    8 

Grey sandstone..................................       1    0    0 

 Clay, slate......................................       0    3    0 

Ditto,   blue...................................       0    1    0 

Shaly rock....................................       0    5    0 

Ditto         ....................................       0    4    0 

Hard grey freestone..............................    10    4    0 

Bed limestone  .......................   ..........      0    0    8 

Grey freestone..................................       3    0    0 

Soft shaly rock..................................       3    1    0 

Mottled clay ...................................       4    0    0 

Brown freestone................................       3    4    0 

Limestone......................................       0    1    6 

 Mottled freestone................................      0    2    6 

Fathoms .......56    2   11 

 

The reason why this position was selected, was its contiguity to the colliery of His Grace the Duke of 

Buccleuch, at Canobie, in Dumfriesshire, which possesses the following workable seams of coal, 

viz.:— 

                                                                                                              Thickness. 

                                Fathoms.                                                                   Ft.  In. 

At 23   Three-quarter coal   ................................     3   6 

               „ 40    Main coal .................................................     6   0 

               „ 54    Nine feet seam........................................     9    0 



                                    „ 55½ Three feet seam (sunk to in Engine Pit).   3    0 

                                    „ 65½ Five and a half feet..................................   5    6 

                                    „ 76½ Five feet   ...............................................    5    0 

                                    „ 79    Seven feet................................................    7    0 

                                    „ 82   Three feet..................................................    3   0 

The ancient workings of the colliery were at Byer Burn, to the north eastward of the present colliery, 

upon a lower series of coal there cropping out, viz., a seam of six feet, another of three feet eight 

inches, and a third of two feet four inches—all of which seams undoubtedly underlie those of the 

present colliery. 

At present, preparations are making to sink down the Engine Pit from the three feet coal, at 55½ 

fathoms, to the seams below. 

The main dip of these seams is in a southerly direction, at the rate of one in eight. 

At about 190 yards south-east of the Engine Pit this coal-field is interrupted by a downcast brow of 

red sandstone; and on the east side the coal terminates at the mountain limestone. 

From the Engine Pit of Canobie, to the position of the first borehole, the distance is about 1200 

yards, with a surface descent of about 100 feet, or sixteen fathoms. 

[Map of Cumberland Coal Field in connection with New Red Sandstone & Mountain Limestone] 
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Since that period, in February, 1860, a new boring has been commenced with the ordinary 

apparatus, which hole is about 400 yards further west, where the appearance of the rocks in the 

river Liddle denote a steady and flat state of the strata. The particulars of this boring I am not aware 

of. It has now arrived at the depth of 112 fathoms, but has not as yet distinctly proved the similarity 

of the two sections of this and Canobie. It has been resolved to carry it on to 120 fathoms, and it is 

now assumed to be for a considerable distance in ordinary coal strata. 

It is important to observe the great distinction that exists between the extreme redness of the upper 

portion of the sandstone as contrasted with the light colour of the lower part, which gradually 

approximates to the ordinary coal sandstone in colour and other particulars. In the case of Canobie, 

a quarry of the extreme red is worked in Sir James Graham's property, within two or three miles of 

the present boring, at its eastern outcrop, a specimen of which exactly corresponds with that of the 

quarries about Maryport, and also in the neighbourhood of Milton Station, on the Newcastle and 

Carlisle Railway, and on the Gelt river. The lower part is seen up the bed of the Liddle, very flat and 

light coloured, and is believed to be a portion of the coal strata; but a portion of the upper red is 

worked within a very short distance of Canobie pit. 



The bed of the Esk, at Longtown, also exhibits the upper red lying in a regular stratified manner, 

which is assumed to form a continuous line through Sir J. Graham's property to the quarry before-

mentioned. 

These facts leave no room to doubt that the Canobie coal-field is continuous with the property of Sir 

J. Graham, and under very diminished acclivity; at the same time, its depth may be affected by the 

interference of downthrow dykes, for the bed of Rowanburn exhibits a variety of troubles and 

dislocations. 

These trials have, I acknowledge, accorded greatly with my opinion, after being intimately 

acquainted with the position of the Canobie coal-field, and the general circumstances of the coal-

fields of Cumberland, and after perusing the various theories that have been propounded regarding 

the strata of this county and that of Dumfries adjoining, the leading feature of which is the new red 

sandstone, the grand question at issue being the probability of a coal formation underneath it. 

In this research I have been greatly aided by Mr. Brooksbank, of Carlisle, with whom I have visited 

many of the bearing points of the case, and have derived much information from his local and 

geological knowledge. 
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In my "History of the Coal Trade," published in 1844, in adverting to the Cumberland coal-field, at 

page 132, there occurs the following passage. 

"The new red sandstone which overlies the coal strata makes its southern appearance at St. Bees' 

Head, and was, until lately, (like our magnesian limestone), the subject of much controversy as to 

whether any good coal was to be found underneath it, but these doubts have long since been 

dispelled, and it is now beyond question that the coal is totally uninfluenced by the said sandstone " 

and magnesian limestone. 

Both before and since that period I have been constantly familiar with the operations of the 

Cumberland collieries, and have, within the last five years, reiterated the opinion, that coal seams 

exist more or less underneath the immense area of country in England and Scotland overlaid by the 

new red sandstone. 

I will now give some practical facts, upon which my opinion is based, much of which is illustrated in 

the chief sections appended hereto, together with extracts from various investigations made by 

others. The formation of the new red sandstone is comprised in two distinct characteristics, viz., the 

upper and lower, of indefinite thickness, but very frequently divided by a formation of magnesian 

limestone. The upper division is remarkable for its redness, whereas the lower part is pale, and 

closely approximating in colour to the ordinary sandstones of the acknowledged coal formation. See 

annexed diagram of Chalk quarry, near the Curthwaite Station, Maryport Railway, where the 

magnesian limestone and lower part of the sandstone have been extensively quarried. 

The shaft of the Croft Pit, St. Bees (Lord Lonsdale's), has passed through a portion of the upper 

division, as well as the layer of magnesian limestone. This portion is known to crop out to the north-

eastward, but the lower part is found to overlie the extensive coal fields of Whitehaven, Harrington, 

Crossby, &c. 



The upper range is again seen in the harbour of Maryport, its southern margin undulating along the 

line of the Carlisle Railway by the villages of Birkby, Crossby, Aspatria, Ireby, and past Bolton, in a 

line towards Penrith, as shown by the accompanying map. 

The new colliery at Crossby is sunk through the lower portion of the same sandstone, the particulars 

of which are shown in the following section, communicated by Mr. W. Mulcaster, and the plan of the 

workings of the old Bolton Colliery shows a continuation of the coal-field, and that it is there 

interrupted and cut off by the brow of the red 

[Map of Cumberland with the southern edge of New Red Sandstone and Mountain Limestone] 
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sandstone running in a direction N.W. and  S.E., to the northward of which coal has never been 

found, the whole country being constituted of new red sandstone, whilst to the south the coal-field 

is terminated by the ridge of mountain limestone. 

Account of Strata sunk through at Crossby Colliery, No. 1 Pit, near Bullgill Station, Maryport and 

Carlisle Railway.—Sept., 1856. 

The figures marked thus * are twelve beds of red stone. 

                             No.                                                           Yds.  Ft. In.     Yds. Ft. In. 

1. Soil..................................                              0    1    0  

2. Soil and sand........................................       1     1    6 

3. Red clay.................................................       5     1    9 

4.  Dark brown freestone  .........................       2    0    3 

 5. Dark brown freestone...........................       1    0    0 

6. Dark brown soft metal...........................       2    0    0 

7. Dark brown metal, but stronger.......... ..      7     1    0 

8. Parting..............................                             0    0    3 

9. Dark brown metal, mixed with freestone  1    1    3 

10. Dark brown, mixed with blue metal.......       3    1    0 

11. Grey freestone......................................       1     1    6 

Parting  ..................................................       0    0    0¼  

12. Grey freestone.......................................       0    1  11¾  

Parting of clay........................................      0    0    2 

*13. Red freestone.........................                     1     1    8 



Parting  ..................................................       0    0    0¼ 

14. Light red freestone   ............................     0    1    6 

15. Metal parting   .................................   0    0    8 

16. Dark grey freestone..............................       0    1  10 

Parting  ..........................................   0    0    0¼  

17. Dark grey freestone..............................       4    0    6½ 

*18. Dark red stone metal.............................       7    2    1 

19. Light red metal.....................................       2    2    0 

20. Strong brown freestone   ....................       1    1    0 

*21. Redstone  .............................................       4    1    7¾  

*22. Do.....................................................       0    2    6 

*23. Red metal...................................                   0     1  10 

24. Brown metal...........................................      0     0    9 

25. Brown stone...........................................     0     0    5 

Parting  ..................................................      0     0    1 

26. Brown stone.........................................       0     1    4 

27. Brown metal..........................................       2    0    4 

*28. Red metal...............................................       0    0    6 

29. Ironstone bed   .......................................     0    0    2 

*30. Red metal.............................................       1     1    2 

31. Brown stone.........................................        0    0    7 

32. Light grey freestone.............................       0    0    5 

*33. Red metal..............................................       0    1    1 

34. Light grey freestone..............................       0    1  10 

*35. Red                do....................................       0    1    3 

36. Brown             do.....................................      0    0   9 

37. Grey               do...................................      0    2    7 



38. Brown            do.     ..............................       0    1    1 

39. Grey              do....................................       1     1    1 

40. Light grey      do....................................       0    2    1 

*41. Red metal...............................................       0    2    5 

42. Brown freestone   ................................       0    0    2 

43. Grey        do..........................................       1    0    9 

  Carried forward..............      63    1    9½  
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                    No.                                                                       Yds. Ft. In.            Yds  Ft.  In. 

Brought forward............     63    1    9½  

Parting  ..................................................      0    0     2 

44. Grey freestone.......................................      0    1   11 

Parting  ..................................................      0    0     2 

45. Brown metal............................................      0    2     0 

46. Brown, mixed with blue metal................      2    1     8 

Parting  ...................................................      0    0     2 

47. Light brown metal...................................      0    2     6 

*48. Red metal................................................      3    1     7 

49. Light red metal........................................      0    2     4 

*50. Red metal..............................................       0    2   10 

51. Red stone.................................................     0    0     2 

52. Brown metal.............................................     0    2     6 

53. Red metal (bottom of red ground)..........     0    1    3 

                                                                                                                  ---------   75    0   0½                               

Parting of clay..........................................     0    0    5 

54. Light blue metal  .....................................      0    2    7 

55. Dark metal...............................................      1    0    1 



56. Blue metal...............................................    14    1    6 

57. Black shale (called slaty band)..........           1    0    5 

58. Brown ironstone   ....................................      0   0  10 

59. Grey beds...............................................       1    0    0 

60. Light blue metal   ....................................      2    2    2 

61. Black metal   ...........................................      0    1    2 

62. Coal    ...............................                        Hamilton 0    1    2 

63. Dark brown metal, with coal pipes             band 1    0  10 

64.  Coal   ...................... ...............     .       0    0    6 

                                                                                                            --------------  23    2    8 

65. Thill   .........................................................      1    2    6 

66. Blue metal.................................................     2    0    0 

67. Dark metal, with coal pipes......................      0    2    0 

68. Thill............................................................      0    1    1 

69. Coal    ....................... .....        0    0  11 

White metal......................................    white metal band, 0    0    2 

Coal..............................      102 yards 0    0    0¼  

                                                                                                             ---------------  5    0   8½  

70. Thill   ..........................................................      0    1 10 

71. Light blue metal   ......................................      3    0    6 

Parting  .....................................................      0    0    0½  

72. Grey beds..................................................      1    0    9 

73. Stone (called main band stone)   .............      0    2    0 

74. Grey beds..................................................      1     0    3 

75. Blue metal..................................................     4     2    0 

76. Grey beds..................................................      0     1    6 

77. White freestone.........................................      0     0    7 



78. Comb metal  ..............................................      0    0    8 

79. Parting.........................................................     0    0    1½  

80. White freestone..........................................      2    1    3 

81. Parting  .......................................................     0    0    0½  

82. White freestone..........................................      7    0    6 

83. Blue metal, mixed with ironstone   ............      2    0    9 

84. Coal (ten-quarter)    ....................................     2    1    6 

                                                                                                             ---------------  26    2    3½   

Thill   ............................................................      3    0    0 

Dark comb metal.........................................      1    0  10 

Light blue metal   ........................................      1    1    0 

                                                                                                               --------------- 5    1   10 

                                                                 Total depth ......................................   136    1    6½  

No important faults have yet been met with in these workings, but it is suspected, from observations 

taken at the surface, and also from what 

[Diagram. Section from River Tyne to River Gelt] 
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has been proved in the Gilcruix Colliery, which is adjoining, that an important dyke crosses about 

300 yards to the east side of the shaft, running about S. 50 E., and dipping E., which is likely to throw 

the coal down very deep in that direction, but it can only be for a short distance, as the yard seam at 

Oughterside Moor, belonging to Messrs, Fletcher and Co., is very near the surface, proving that 

there must be a similar rise eastward before it reaches there. 

Up to the present time, and so long as plenty of coal remained in the established coal-field, there 

was no inducement to embark in a speculation to discover coal where the natural circumstances of 

the case foreboded deep sinkings, as the preconceived opinions of many geologists and practical 

viewers entertained doubts as to its existence. 

Two important eastern terminations, however, of this sandstone, are now reduced to a certainty, 

the first of which is at the rivers Gelt and Talkin, near the Milton Station of the Carlisle Railway, a 

short distance from Brampton, and the other at Canobie, in Dumfriesshire, already noticed. 

The Talkin Colliery, Tindale Fell, has been won by levels from the rivulet, close adjoining the brow of 

the red sandstone, the escarpment of which appears at Croghlin and Irthing. The junction of the 



limestones and red sandstone cannot be seen in the brook, but at thirty two fathoms in the pit, a 

seam, with limestone strata, is worked, three feet three inches thick.  

An ideal section for 200 fathoms below this coal shows a great variety of limestones, with thin layers 

of coal, but no other workable seam than the above is discovered. 

The Tindale Fell coal-field appears to be an independent basin, its outcrop being abrupt and in 

different directions. 

Further east, at Midgeholm Colliery, is the continuation of the Newcastle Coal-field, viz.:— 

Fath.                                                                         Ft.  In.    Ft.  In. 

At 50 Craignook seam-----Top coal...................4    0 

                                              Band........................3    0 

                                              Coal   .......................4    0 

                                                                                    --------11    0 

" 70 Wallsyke seam  ...................................................4    6 

" 82 Midgeholm seam   .............................................4    6 

Whilst at Lambley, two miles north, the Holme seam exists at forty fathoms. These coal-fields, being 

at a short distance, terminate to the south by the chain of limestone hills. 
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The relative positions of the two coal-fields of Midgeholm and Tindal Fell are not well understood, 

except that they are intersected by a grand downthrow dyke to the east, thereby severing the two 

fields. 

Strata sunk through at Blackside Pit, Talkin Colliery. 

Fth.  Ft.  In. 

Soil, clay, &c...............................  2    0    0 

Plate and shale....................................   3    0    0 

Strong freestone   ............................     2    4    0 

Plate and shale.................................      1    0    0 

Strong freestone  ............................      8    2    4 

Plate and shale.................................      3    3    7 

Limestone.........................................      3    5    0 

Plate and strong shale.....................      1    4    0 



Freestone  .......................................      3    0    0 

 Strong grey plate...............................     2    3    0 

Coal, now working  ..........................      0    3    2 

32    1    2 

Limestone........................................      7    0    0 

Sandstone........................................     3    0    0 

Plate.................................................      3    3    0 

Yellow limestone  ...........................      5    0    0 

Coarse gritty sandstone   ..............      2    0      0 

Plate  ...............................................      1    3    0 

Coal worked at Croghlin  .................     0    1     3 

Coarse red sandstone...................      3    0     0 

Plate...................................................   2    3     0 

Black limestone..............................      0    5     0 

Sandstone.......................................      5    0    0 

Plate and limestone........................      3    3    0 

Whin or basalt.................................      3    0    0 

Black limestone..............................      6    4    0 

Freestone ..................................... 1    3    0 

Limestone...................    48    1    3 

 

Before quitting Midgeholm, it is important to mention that at the distance of forty yards south of the 

engine pit the coal-field is interrupted by the well known ninety fathom, dyke, continuous from 

hence, through the country, by Hedley, Blaydon, &c. It is here taken to be an upcast south of 200 

fathoms, leaving very little room between it and the limestone range before named, beyond which 

no more coal is found. 

It is also material to mention a fact which may operate very importantly upon the searching for coal 

throughout the expanse of the red sandstone, viz., that an immense basaltic dyke, seen in the 

county of Dumfries, in the neighbourhood of Caerlaverock, is traceable across the Solway, and 

through the county of Cumberland, by the villages of Kirkbride, Dalston, Barrock, Armithwaite Bay, 



Thukhouse, &c, towards Alston. At the village of Aikton, contiguous to the line of this dyke, there is a 

formation of mountain limestone, with innumerable shells, the 
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exact species of which has been a matter of controversy; and at a short distance from the line of the 

dyke are seen specimens or formations of coal shale, as at Thornby Beck, thus raising the question as 

to whether the red sandstone is not here so intersected that the coal formation (if existing) may be 

divided into two separate fields. 

In a recent letter from Mr. Brooksbank, he states "that Knipe's theory of its throwing up the strata at 

Aikton cannot be correct, as I have satisfied myself that the shales and limestone found there do not 

belong to the coal formation, but to the lias. This, of course, is above the new red sandstone, and, 

also, far above the coal formation." 

Chalk Shank Quarry.—July, 1857. 

                                                                                                                              Ft. Thick. 

 Red sandstone, with magnesian limestone in the centre, near Curthwaite Station    20 to 30 

Upper red sandstone....................................          60 to 80 

Then magnesian limestone 

Then main body of light coloured sandstone, of various hues. 

With respect to the thickness of the red sandstone, no certain data can be laid down. Several borings 

have been made towards the centre of the basin, but nothing decisive has been proved. The last 

attempt was recently made by Mr. Cockburn, papermaker, in the neighbourhood of How Mill, who 

bored 100 feet, in red sandstone, in search of water for his paper-mill, but without success, which 

corresponds with its general characteristic where quarried, and leads to the conclusion that it would 

be an exceedingly favourable strata either to bore or sink through. 

I will now give a summary of the workable coal seams at some of the collieries in Cumberland, which 

may hereafter form matter for a section exhibiting some of the important dykes which are known to 

traverse the district. 

One leading feature of the Cumberland Coal-field is the Main Band Seam, which is found in great 

perfection at Whitehaven Colliery, in a great portion of Workington, and in the Greysouthern and 

Broughton Moor districts, its regular thickness being ten feet. 

Whitehaven Wellington Pit. 

Fath.                                                  section.                                         Ft.  In. 

At 80    Bannock band. 

Rattler   ...............................................................................     0    6 

Coal  ..................................................................................      2    0 

Grey metal..........................................................................     0    9 

                             Laying on coal...................................................................      1    4 



                             Benk band.........................................................................      1    2 

                              Quarter coal.......................................................................     1    2 

                              Metal..................................................................................      0    2 

                              Benk coal...........................................................................      1    4 

                                                                                       8    5 
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Fath.                                                  section.                                          Ft.  In. 

At 98   Main band. 

Little top coal   ....................................................................      0    6 

Cash   .................................................................................      1     0 

   Bearing top   ....................................................................      1     8 

                             Metal..................................................................................... 0     2 

                             Felling top............................................................................     2     0 

                             Laying on coal.....................................................................      1     4 

                             Metal.................................................................................... 0    2 

                             Benk coal.............................................................................      3    9 

......................................      10    7   

At 138  Six Quarter coal   .................................................................      7    7 

The mountain limestone is supposed to be sixty fathoms farther. 

Harrington Colliery, west of Workington. 

At   3    Three feet coal (yard band)....................................................      2    6 

,, 30    Four feet (supposed Hamilton band)  ...................................      4    0 

„ 60   Udale seam   ...........................................................................      3    8 

The John Pit workings in the Udale Seam extend to within 180 yards of the downcast, west of eighty 

fathoms. It was these drifts on the Main Band that let in the sea in 1827. 

Micklam Pit. 

Fath.                                                                                                       Ft. In. 

At   3    Three feet (yard band)............................................................     2    6 

                      " 30    Four feet (supposed Hamilton seam)...................................     4    0 

                      " 60    Udale seam   ..........................................................................     3     8 

Near the Isabella Pit, at Workington, this seam becomes divided, the upper portion being called the 

Metal Band, and the under portion the Kennel Band—the band which divides them gradually 

thickening to the eastward; and thus they form two and sometimes three distinct seams, some 

fathoms apart, as shown by the following extracts of strata to the eastward of Workington Colliery:  

Camerton (the Fifty-fathom Dyke intervening between the Main Band and Lower Seams). 



Fath.                                                                                                          Ft.  In. 

Outcrop of main band (Workington)......................................     11     0 

  At 20     Yard band................................................................................       2    3 

                      " 43     Seam......................................................................................     2    2 

Level through the fifty-fathom dyke, from bottom of shaft to ten-quarter 5    0* 

* Twenty fathoms above sea level. 

                                                               Ewenrigg or Ellenborough. 

At   20    Senhouse high band..............................................................       3    6 

                    "  100    Ten-quarter seam..................................................................     7    0† 

                    "  123    Metal band   ...........................................................................     3    6 

                    "  129   Kennel band............................................................................     4    0 

† Eight fathoms above sea level. 

                        

Broughton Moor. 

At 20    Ten-quarter  ..............................................................................    6     8‡ 

"  45    Kennel and metal band (Great Seam)    .................................    9     0    

‡ Twenty Five fathoms above sea level. 
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                                                                     Grey Southern. 

                    Fath.                                                                                                           Ft.  In. 

                  At 10    Ten-quarter (same as Ellenborough)...................................4    4§ 

                    " 30    Kennel and metal band   .....................................................6    0 

                    " 40    Two feet coal (little two feet at Dearham).........................  2    0 

                    " 70    Lick Bank seam..................................................................... 4    0 

§ Thirty fathoms above sea level. 

 

Dovenby Hall. 

At   8    Outcrop of kennel band   .......................................................       4    9 



                    " 20    Yard coal (two feet elsewhere)   .............................................     2    4 

                    " 40    Little main band........................................................................    1  10 

                    " 49    Low bottom................................................................................. 2   4 

. 

Dearham. 

At 00   Ten-quarter (outcrop)................................................................       6   0 

                    "   8    Brickband  ................................................................................     2    3 

                    " 00    Crow band   ..............................................................................    2    6 

                    " 14½  Metal and kennel, with two-feet band between.......... 

                    " 28½  Small seam    ...........................................................................     2    6 

                    " 46½  Supposed Dovenby seam......................................................        1  10 

                    " 50½ Seam.........................................................................................     1    2 

                    " 54½ Lick Bank..................................................................................     1  10 

Brayton. 

At 45    Ten-quarter...............................................................................       6    0 

                   "  51    Rattler band ........................................ 

                   "  61.5 Crowband.................................................................................    2    8 

                   "  79    Kennel and metal bands (thirty inches)..................................      2    9* 

                   "  91    Yard band..................................................................................   2  10* 

* A rise dyke of twenty-two fathoms enables these two seams to be worked at the same level. Main dip, N. 20 

E. 

The Great Seam is here split to pieces, the Thirty-inch Seam being about four and a half fathoms 

above, and the Yard Seam seventeen and a half fathoms below the trace, the Great Seam being in 

many layers. 

Aspatria.—Westray and Fletcher worked these seams, but here a separate and circular basin of coal 

is formed, part dipping west and part dipping east. 

The Crossby Ten-quarter is 70 fathoms deep, and a good deal of red sandstone has been sunk 

through. (See accompanying section.) 

Dearham ( Walker's). 



Fath.                                                                                                          Ft.  In. 

                  At 31    Ten quarter .............................................................................     7    3 

                    " 37    Rattler band............................................................................      3    2 

                    " 39    Brick band   ............................................................................       2    0 

                    " 54    Metal band   ............................................   Great Seam            3    4 

                    " 56 ½  Kennel band............................................                                  4    3 

                    " 68½  Little two feet .........................................................................     2    0 

Gilcruix. 

At 45   Ten-quarter ..............................................................................      6    6 

" 62    Metalband................................................................................      3    0 

" 65   Kennel band ......................................................................      3    1 
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Crossby. (See section.) 

Priest Croft. 

Fath.                                                                                                          Ft. In. 

                  At 37    Crow band (not worked).........................................................     2    8 

                    " 40    Kennel and metal, with three bands  .....................................     6    6 

                    " 60    Thirty-inch seam (yard coal)....................................................    2    6 

                    " 84    Low bottom (Harris Brayton)........................                                 5  10 

At 140 yards N.E. from the shaft there is a downcast dyke, upwards of forty fathoms, running S.E.: 

beyond that dyke no coal found. In Addison's new pit, adjoining, it is thirty-three fathoms to the 

coal, the seam of which is six feet. It is the same seam as the Low Bottom. 

Aspatria. 

                     Fath.                                                                                                    Ft. In. 

At 10   Ten-quarter (not workable).............................................. .........     7    0 

" 39   Thirty-inch seam—Top coal..........................................      0   5 

                                              Band................................................      0   0½ 

                                               Coal   ..............................................      3   0 

---------- 3    5½ 

At 60½ Yard band (clean coal)...........................................................      2    9 

 



Crummock Old Colliery, near Bolton.—May, 1856. 

                     Fath.                                                                                                        Ft.  In. 

At   5    Crow band................................................................................      2    6 

 " 21    Master band (ten-quarter) .....................................................       5    2 

   "         Main band.................................................................................      6   0 

                          

Drury's Parson's Close. 

Fath.                                                                                                            Ft. In. 

At 17    White metal band.....................................................................      1    5 

" 41     Crowband  ...............................................................................      2    0 

" 46    Master band, (ten-quarter)  .....................................................      8   0 

" 51    Rattler band...............................................................................     2    0 

" 62    30 inch coal ..............................................................................      2  10 

" 73    Metal band.................................................................................       0    6 

" 78    Kenne lband...............................................................................       1    0 

" 94    Low seam, now working ..........................................................      6    6 

 

Addison's new pit, now working, is supposed to be the ten-quarter. 

 

Bolton Old Colliery. 

Fath.                                                                                                            Ft.  In. 

At 54     Crowband seam  ....................................   2    6 

" 70    Master band, ten-quarter—Coal...............................    1    6 

                                                              Band  .............................   0    3 

                                                              Coal   ..............................  1    6 

                                                             Band   .............................    0    4 

                                                               Coal.................................  1    7 

                                                                                                              ---------- 5    2 

" —   Main band.........................Coal.................................    1    0 

                                                          Coal.................................    1    8 

                                                          Band................................    0    4 

                                                          Coal.................................    2    2 

                                                          Band................................    0    1 

                                                           Coal.................................    0    9 

                                                                                                            -----------  6    0 

Course of dyke, which brings in the red sandstone, N.W. and S.E. 
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Cleator Moor, Whinny Hill Pit. 



Fath.                                                                                                             Ft. In. 

At 30    Four feet coal   .........................................................................       4    5    

" 40    Five feet coal.............................................................................       6    0 

" 58    Bannock band......................................................................   8 to  10    0 

"68    Main band...........................................................................   10 to  14    0 

" 76    Yard band..................................................................................       3    6 

" 96    Low bottom   ............................................................................        3    0 

 

                                                                  ANOTHER SECTION. 

At  49    Six-feet seam...........................................................................       6    0 

"    78    Four-feet seam .......................................................................       4    5            

"    88    Five-feet coal   ........................................................................       6    0 

"    95    Bannock band   .................................................................   8 to 10    0 

"  114    Main band.........................................................................   10 to  14    0 

"  126    Yard band.................................................................................       3     6 

"  148    Low bottom...   .........................................................................      3    0 

 

In the compilation of this paper I much regret the want of a good map of Dumfriesshire and 

Cumberland, upon a sufficiently large scale, because many places are mentioned in the appended 

extracts which cannot be referred to in the accompanying map. I have also to regret the want of 

sundry cross sections amongst the collieries, whereby the effect of the principal dykes, the changed 

nature of the seams, &c. would be made much more instructive, but, perhaps, this paper may have 

the effect of inducing the Institute to be instrumental in supplying these wants, for, if the theory 

which I have propounded be borne out by facts, the district is of incalculable interest to the 

proprietary, to the country at large, and especially to the rising harbour of Silloth, which, there is 

reason to believe, is situated towards the very bottom of the basin, where the mines, if any, would, 

in all probability, be lying exceedingly flat. 

An important branch of the subject is the Cleator Moor coal-field and neighbouring hematite iron 

mines, which I propose at a future time to bring under notice. The coal-field is identical with that of 

Whitehaven, although separated therefrom by a ridge of mountain limestone, and immediately in 

connection with the red sandstone formation. The iron ore mines are chiefly found embedded in the 

former, the roof being sometimes limestone and sometimes millstone grit; but the variety of 

circumstances are so great that it would require many details to make the subject either interesting 

or comprehensible. In the meantime borings in search of iron ore are being made in the 

neighbourhood of Lamplugh, and also in the neighbourhood of the Curthwaite Station, where the 

red sandstone formation is close up to the surface, and report states that red ore had been found in 

that quarter some years ago. 
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Since the foregoing was in type, I have to acknowledge the receipt of a letter from Mr. Cockburn, 

Allenwood Paper Mill, near Carlisle, in which he says, "I suspended boring operations in September, 

1857, but mean to prosecute the bore by steam power. At the depth of forty-five feet from the 

surface, having passed through a stiff clay, we reached the new red sandstone, in which we bored 

550 feet, the total depth being 600 feet. We found the rock hard and tight throughout. I am not 

aware that we passed any fissure or opening. We have obtained a little spring water, but so little as, 

for my purpose, to be scarcely appreciable. My hope is, that I shall reach the limestone or water at a 

further depth of 100 or 150 feet. There did not seem to be any change in the strata, either as to 

colour or the nature of the rock, from the commencement to the close of our operations." 

The Messrs. Thompson, from the neighbourhood of Kirk House, have been also very communicative 

as to the strata at their collieries. 

[Profile of the coast and longitudinal section of the coal strata near Whitehaven ] 
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EXTRACTS REGARDING THE RED SANDSTONE, &c. 

From Mr. James Stuart Monteith's Agricultural Survey of Dumfriesshire in 1844. 

Basin of Closeburn.—The red sandstone of Cumberland seems continuous to here. At Crichope Linn 

the finest section of new red sandstone, being 100 feet thick, is exhibited. It is there seen covering 

the other strata of the basin, which may be observed rising from underneath it. The red sandstone is 

marked occasionally with the feet marks of the same reptile as are found at Craig's quarry and 

Cornock red freestone quarries. 

The white and grey sandstones, which underlie the new red sandstone, are not found in any 

considerable quantity, but King's quarry, near Carron Bridge, shows it well; it is also seen at 

Drumlanrig Bridge, on the east bank of the Nith. 

I think there is no coal formation in the valley of Closeburn,—too thin a deposit of secondary rocks—

the sandstone and carboniferous limestone, which, perhaps, altogether may not exceed 250 feet, 

covering the grauwacke. 

At Craig's quarry, across the Nith below Dumfries, the new red sandstone is covered with 

conglomerate, both ending in gneiss and granite at the Criffle mountain. 

At Canobie, the coal-field, consisting of seven or eight seams, is under the new red sandstone 

formation, the whole resting upon mountain limestone, and terminating to the south. A ridge of 

grauwacke separates the basin from that of Dumfries. 

Dumfries.—The interior of this basin is filled entirely with the new red sandstone, no traces of white 

or grey having been discovered. On the west side of the Nith in Galloway the granite formation 

occurs and occupies a large tract of country. To the south of Criffle, and between it and the sea, as at 

Arbigland, county of Kirkcudbright, the coal formation shows itself, but the strata are so much on 

edge, so irregular in their inclination, and so trifling in their thickness, that there is no workable bed 

of coal. The carboniferous limestone, full of shells and other organic remains, underlies this coal 

formation. It is not improbable, from the appearance of the coal stratification at Arbigland, that the 
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Solway Frith is a great coal basin, similar to that of Workington and Whitehaven, where the coal is 

worked for a considerable distance under the sea.  

Annan.—The central part of the upper basin is nearly filled with red sandstone. Fossil animal 

impressions occur in all parts of this new red sandstone; no white or grey sandstone have been seen 

in the upper basin, neither ores nor limestone. 

Lower Basin.—Commencing at the south of the Manse of St. Mungo, new red sandstone also 

prevails, overlying all the other strata, and light yellow coloured sandstone bursts up from 

underneath the new red sandstone, as at Springkell, so that there is the best prospect for finding 

coal. At Linbridge Ford, on the Kirtle, in 1795, a boring was made, 140 feet deep, and a four inch 

seam was found, but the prospect of finding workable beds is very doubtful. Beds of clay ironstone, 

imbedded in reddish brown slate clay, are found near Ecclefechan, three to twelve inches thick; 

carboniferous limestone is also found here.  

Section at Linnbridge Foot. 

1. Soil, alluvial matters. 

2. New red sandstone. 

                                                                                    3.    Yellowish ditto. 

                                                                                    4.    Coal metals, as above. 

                                                                                    5.    Carboniferous limestone. 

6. Grauwacke rocks. 

In the Kirtle, which flows into the Solway, strong indications of coal are seen. 

The Lower basin of the Esh, below Langholm, contains, uppermost, new red sandstone, underneath 

it several seams of the coal formation, and then carboniferous limestone, with clay ironstone 

underneath.  

The carboniferous limestone is found only at the south end of the basin of Closeburn, and on both 

sides of the Nith, as at Closeburn and Bargarg. Organic remains only occur in the limestone at 

Closeburn. Not far from Gately Bridge new red sandstone quarry, on the banks of the Cample, basalt 

occurs in pentagonal columns. 

Though repeated attempts have been made to discover coal, by boring in this basin, they have 

proved unsuccessful. I think, from the absence of all bituminous shales, and of the ochrey and 

yellowish sandstone, that there exists no coal formation in the valley of Closeburn. 
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From " Rhynd's Geology of Scotland" 



Basin of Dumfries.—Grauwacke hills partly surround it, separating it from those of New Cumnock, 

Sanquhar, and Closeburn. In the new red sandstone at Craigs, about two miles east of Dumfries, 

impressions of land tortoise are observed. 

At Craigs, and in the direction of Caerlaverock Castle, the new red sandstone is overlaid by a thick 

bed of conglomerate rock, in which are masses of basalt and of other rock, some exceeding the size 

of a man's head. 

No carboniferous limestone has been discovered in the basin of Dumfries; neither have any ores. 

Above the new red sandstone at Craigs quarry, unconformable to its strata, rests a mass of 

conglomerate, consisting of a base of new red sandstone, with masses of trap rocks, sienite, 

grauwacke, slate, &c. 

   

It is curious that, in situations so similar as the basins of New Cumnock, Sanquhar, and Closeburn, we 

find coal and lime in abundance in one, coal only in another, and lime alone in a third. 

Annan.— Upper basin surrounded by grauwacke hills. On the west the Annan is joined by the 

streams of the Evan Ae and Kinnel; on the east by those of Moffat, Wampray, Dryfe, and Milke; all 

proving, by their number, their great elevation. 

Little red sandstone is seen on the eastern bank of the Annan. The red sandstone from the parish of 

Moffat extends from Corhead to Bellcraig. At Corncockle Moor the new red sandstone, lying 

between the Annan and the Kinnel, have the impressions of the land tortoise upon different beds of 

the rock. It lies in the direction of the greatest part of the new red sandstone, viz., N.N.W. to S.S.E., 

with its dip southerly, inclining at an angle of 38°. These fossil impressions are peculiar to the new 

red sandstone. 

Neither white nor grey sandstone, limestone, nor ores of any kind, are found in the upper basin of 

the Annan. 

Five miles from Moffat is Hartfall Spa, a strong chalybeate, arising from alum shale. 

Lower Basin.—At the Cove Quarry, on the banks of the Kirtle, the light ochrey, yellow coloured 

sandstone bursts up from underneath the new red sandstone. 

Carboniferous limestone abounds, and at Kellhead, where it is thirty feet thick, it is burned very 

extensively; also at Brown Muir, Blackrig, Cauldron Linns, and High Muir, on the eastern bank of the 

Annan. 
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The Kellhead limestone contains all the shells which are found in the limestone of Closeburn. 

All these limestones are of a reddish colour, arising, probably, from the new red sandstone, which 

seems to have once covered all the limestones in the district. 



It is believed that coal may be discovered between Kellhead lime quarry and the sea; but owing to 

the small space in strata from the new red sandstone to the limestone, we think the hope 

questionable. 

In several places of the Kirtle, coal, shale, &c, may be seen, demanding trials for coal. 

Eskdale.—The lower basin is interwoven with the Annan. The upper basin contains neither coal, 

lime, nor sandstone, the prevailing rock being grauwacke. In the hills around the Manse of Eskdale 

Muir, the volcanic or igneous rocks abound, and pitchstone and porphyry are also seen. The 

grauwacke rocks produce lead and other metallic ores. 

Lower Basin.—At Byerburn coal was formerly worked. The seams were two in number, viz., one five 

feet ten inches, of good quality, having a small band of shale in the middle; the other two feet seven 

inches, consisting of coal and bituminous shale, fit only for lime-burning. South-east of Byerburn is 

the colliery of Canobie. 

From Mr. Gibson, the Duke of Buccleuch's Mining Agent. 

The colliery at Canobie is not of great breadth, and has not been worked to the dip or south below 

the new red sandstone formation. It is still undetermined whether it is the outcrop of the 

Cumberland coal, or a distinct coal basin. The greyish black beds of slate clay which alternate with 

the coal seams contain globular masses of clay ironstone. 

From Langholm, in the direction of Ecclefechan and Brow Muir, carboniferous limestone is found in 

all that range, in which the same fossil remains are found as before noticed—the limestone lying 

upon grauwacke. 

Section at Canobie Colliery. 

                                                                                                                                                      Yds.  Ft.  In. 

                                                                                       Cover of strata....................................   10    1    8 

                                                                                       Shale.....................................................    1    0    0 

                                                                                       Coal, foul...............................................    0    0 10 

                                                                                       Sandstone............................................    0    1    3 

                                                                                       Slate clay..............................................    5    0  11 

                                                                                       Coal, foul...............................................    0    0  10 

                                                                                       Shale.....................................................    2    1    0 

                                                                                       Sandstone, blue and red....................   17    2    8 

                                                                                       Coal.......................................................    0    0    2 

                                                                                                          Carried forward   ............... 38   0    4 
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                                                                                                                                                       Yds. Ft.  In. 

                                                                                                           Brought forward................ 38    0    4 

                                                                                       Shale....................................................    0    2     4 

                                                                                       Sandstone, blue and white.................    5    2    8 

                                                                                       Slate clay................................................  0    0  10     

                                                                                       Coal, foul ...............................................  1     0   4 

                                                                                       Slate clay..............................................    8    1    6 

                                                                                       Sandstone............................................    3    1  11 

                                                                                           Ditto,    dark....................................      3    1    8 

                                                                                       Slate clay..............................................    2    2    4 

                                                                                       Sandstone bands................................. 12    1    3 

                                                                                       Coal   ....................................................    0    1    0 

                                                                                       Slate clay..............................................    0    2    6 

                                                                                       Coal  ........................................... ..........   2    0    0 

                                                                                       Slate clay........................................ ......   4    0    0 

Sandstone............................................      2    0    1 

Slate clay..............................................    20    2    7 

                                                                                       Coal, splint  ..........................................    3    0    0 

                                                                                       Slate clay..............................................    4    0    1 

                                                                                       Coal, resting on sandstone..............    1    0    0 

                                                                                                              Total...............................116    0    5 

 

Strata dips south nearly one in four. 

In the valley of the Dee, in Kirkcudbright, there are neither coal, lime, nor sandstone. 

 

Extract from the Agricultural Survey of Dumfries in 1812. 

Bogs of Canobie. 



Black metal and other accompanying strata 

Coal, 9 inches..................................... 

White stone, mixed with whin............     in all 34 feet 

Blue and brown metal stone 

Redstone mixed with white  .............. 

Hard redstone, 11 fathoms ............... 

 

All the rest are ordinary coal metals up to 151 feet, including a seam 5 feet 3 inches thick, bearing a 

strong resemblance to the strata in Cumberland, which dip also to the sea. The second strata would 

appear to have been deposited at the same time. In the lower part of both counties they form a 

great valley, the lowest part of which is now occupied by the Solway Firth. 

It is, therefore, probable that seams of coal form equally part of the strata on both sides of the Firth, 

and, although, at Canobie, Sanquhar, and Cumberland, the coal metals occur in the vicinity of the 

red sandstone, yet, as no workable seams have been found between the beds of stone, further trials 

may be made, with every probability of success, where the brown, the white, and the yellow 

sandstone come to the surface. 

At Closeburn, above Dumfries, where there is limestone, containing shells, alternating with 

sandstone, a boring was made to twenty fathoms, proving shale and eight inches of coal. 
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Near Moffatt, on Mr. T. Wilson's property, 100 feet was bored, without success; reddish brown 

sandstone, in very thick beds, was the prevailing mineral found. The red colour disheartened the 

party. 

The coal metals are said, in many places, to approach very near to the barren reddish brown 

sandstone. Professor Jameson says, that the red sandstone of this country is not to be confounded 

with the old red sandstone, but that it belongs to the independent coal formation, and therefore we 

are warranted in making trials for coal in any part of it. 

In Dumfriesshire the trials have not been of proper depth. 

The following instructions were given to Messrs. Busby, Mineral Surveyors, in 1800, by the Highland 

Society, who were to report concerning the probability of finding coal:—"Below Dumfries, near the 

sea, especially on the west side of the Nith, at Arbigland, there are appearances of coal, supposed to 

be the outcrop of the Cumberland coal; it approaches there very near the granite at Criffle, dipping 

rapidly towards the sea. Search from the east side of the Nith to Annan, from Canobie westward to 

Spring Kell, Kellhead Colliery, towards Dumfries, &c." 

North of Mill, at Westlin Bridge, borings were made under the direction of Mr. Johnson, of Byker, 

but he was unsuccessful, in no one instance did he reach coal:— 



                                       1st.  Very little redstone, bored 55 fathoms. 

                                       2nd. Farm of Comerhess, bored 23 fathoms.  

                                       3rd. 120 yards N.W. of Mill, bored 24 fathoms. 

                                       4th. 200 yards, still northwards, bored 39 fathoms. 

A little above Annan the red sandstone dips regularly 1 in 9. 

A boring was made at Kirtle Water Foot; neither red sandstone nor limestone were found; bored 45 

fathoms, but no coal. 

At Springfield, Glasgow Water Foot, sandstone and schist prevail on the sides of the Esk. Within 200 

yards of the Canobie water engine the red sandstone dips west 1 in 3, and the coal metals crop out 

from beneath the red sandstone, which approaches to within 200 yards of the engine pit, 

overlapping the coal metals. A redstone quarry is worked very near the colliery, but no red 

sandstone was found in sinking it. 

The strata of the County of Cumberland appears to us to stretch through the Solway towards the 

shores of Galloway and Dumfries, as seen at Arbigland, burying themselves under the red sandstone 

on the shores of Nithsdale and Annandale, and crop off at Knock Hill, Ecclefechan, West Longride 

Ford, Kirtle Town, and Canobie. 

We think there is good prospect of finding coal in the lower parts of Dumfriesshire. 

 [Plan of Ventilation of Low Main Seam Burradon Colliery 1860] 
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THE BURRADON COLLIERY EXPLOSION. 

In the following account of the Explosion at Burradon Colliery, at 2 o'clock p.m., on the 2nd of March 

last, by which seventy-six lives were lost, it is not intended either to adopt any of the various 

opinions which have been advanced as to the immediate cause of the explosion, or to bring forward 

new views upon the subject, the object being to place on the records of the Institute a statement of 

the facts and circumstances ; and in doing so, it is thought best to quote the evidence of the several 

witnesses in nearly their own words. A plan is attached for the purpose of illustration. 

The downcast and upcast shafts of this colliery are nearly close together, being only thirty feet apart. 

They are each ten feet diameter, with one twelve inch set of pumps in the upcast shaft. The depth is 

140 fathoms to the Low Main Seam, in which the explosion took place; and the workings have been 

extended partly in a level direction, but principally to the rise. The elevation of the workings at the 

extreme rise, where the explosion occurred, is about thirty fathoms above the shaft bottom, and the 

distance very nearly a mile from the pits. 

The entire extent of rise workings is from eighty to ninety acres, including two goaves—one of 

which, the north goaf, is twenty-two acres; another, the middle east goaf, four and a half acres. 



There is a third goaf in the north-west district, about the same extent as the latter, which, being to 

the dip of the water level, is now filled with water. 

The Low Main Seam, which is worked here, as well as very extensively in other parts of the same 

district, for the supply of the Hartley steam coals, has not been noted hitherto for very large issues 

of firedamp, though partial, and occasionally fatal, explosions have occurred in it. 
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Mr. Charles Carr, the viewer of the colliery, states that the total quantity of air going down the pit 

and into the workings, on the previous 21st February, was 40,000 cubic feet per minute; and that it 

travels in one current from the bottom of the downcast or A Pit along the main waggonway to the 

foot of the first east inclined plane, a distance of 572 yards, on a level horse road. Here the air is 

split, part of the current proceeding into the north way, and the other part going up the inclined 

plane into the workings where the accident occurred. This incline rises to the east three and a half 

inches to the yard, but with a less inclination towards the top; and at a distance of 528 yards the air 

is again split. The air before splitting here is 32,000 cubic feet per minute, of which 3000 cubic feet 

traverse direct east a distance of 616 yards, to the face of the east narrow boards, the remainder, 

29,000 cubic feet per minute, passing along the south cross-cut for a distance of 233 yards, to the 

middle east rolleyway. A portion of air at that point, above 2000 cubic feet per minute, is allowed to 

scale along the rolleyway to the south, the larger portion proceeding up the middle-way, a distance 

of 350 yards; and a portion, 4000 cubic feet per minute, is then detached to ventilate the east 

middle broken; thus 23,000 cubic feet per minute passes 150 yards farther, to the face of the middle 

east rolleyway, where it is split. One portion, amounting to 10,000 cubic feet per minute, traverses 

the north whole workings a distance of 272 yards, and joining the air which comes direct from the 

top of the east incline (3000 cubic feet per minute), thus making a total of 13,000 cubic feet per 

minute in the district of the explosion, which returns to the furnace shaft by the north return, 

travelling alongside of the north pillar workings; thence to a crossing at the foot of the east incline 

plane; and thence to the furnace shaft. There remains a current of 13,000 cubic feet per minute 

traversing the workings in the whole coal, towards the face of the south cross-cut, a distance of 851 

yards, and returning to the furnace shaft by the second south return—the portion of 4000 cubic feet 

per minute allowed to traverse the middle broken returning by a separate return. 

The eastern extremity of the north goaf is within 160 yards of the face of Maddox's bord, where the 

explosion occurred. The area of the middle goaf is four and a half acres. 

The whole bords are worked with candles, gunpowder being also used in them. Gunpowder is not 

allowed in the pillar workings, and in these workings safety-lamps are exclusively employed. 
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There were two distinct explosions, at computed intervals of at least twenty minutes. Believes the 

effect produced by the first explosion upon the stoppings on the south side of the east narrow bord 

disturbed the ventilation, and caused gas to come out of the middle broken, and there it came in 

contact with the lights of the men who were coming out of the south whole bords. The men in the 

south whole boards would feel the shock of the first explosion, and, becoming alarmed, were 



making out by the middle rolleyway towards the shaft, where they met the gas, which fired at their 

candles. 

William Kirkley, overman in the district where the explosion took place, states that the doors and 

stoppings were all right when examined by him on the morning of the 2nd of March. 

On the 23rd of January he found gas in the north goaf, in the corner of the goaf next to Maddox's 

bord, but not nearer than five pillars to Maddox's bord. 

William Williams, pitman, states that the air was much slacker for the last fortnight, and that it 

would have been better if the brattice had been kept up. Witness had stopped at home a day or two 

after the 23rd of January, from having a "dread on him." 

Walter Nicholson, deputy overman, was at Williams' bord on the 2nd of March, before Williams 

went down. Saw him also in his place at half-past four in the morning, after he started. The air was 

pretty good, in his opinion, and he heard no complaints about it. He was in the back return, and 

there was a strong current going. 

William Dryden lives at West Moor. Had worked at Burradon Colliery four or five years, but left on 

the 20th of January, from an apprehension of danger. 

William Johnson, under-viewer of the colliery, said the Government Inspector was down Burradon 

Pit in December, 1858. The pitmen had sent a note requesting him to attend. Mr. Dunn inspected 

part of the broken and the whole, and the district where the accident happened. He was three or 

four hours down the pit. He did not suggest any alterations. 

Had about 40,800 cubic feet of air per minute previous to the accident, but had not that much when 

Mr. Dunn was there. Had that quantity on the 11th of February, and there was not less on the 

morning of the accident. Had frequently measured the air by powder smoke. A month or two 

previous to the accident had, on an average, 32,000 or 33,000 cubic feet of air per minute in the pit. 
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 John Fryer, viewer at Seghill, went down the Burradon Pit on the night of the accident. In his opinion 

the explosion was caused by a fall in the north return, impeding the current of air. 

James Maddox was working in the pit in the first bord from the far narrow bord, where the explosion 

took place. Had worked six weeks in that place. During that time thought there was not so much air 

as there was before. For the last fortnight the air did not seem very pure in the far narrow bord; the 

air got better after that. A week before the accident the air seemed to get worse: thought the 

accident was caused by the first east door being open. The air was worse before the accident, and he 

asked the deputy to get some brattice in. 

John Maddox, worked in the fore shift, noticed the air on the morning of the accident, put his "low" 

on the plate, and the air scarcely turned it; went to his nephew, the last witness, and said, "Jemmie, 

there surely is very little air here this morning." There was a bit of paper hanging to a bit of thread, 

and it hung straight down. 



John Thompson had been two years in the pit: worked in the first east bank. Went in at four o'clock 

of the morning of the accident; thought he had seen the air worse; noticed it got worse about an 

hour afterwards. 

Ellis Jowett thinks that the explosion was caused by the first east door being open. 

John Stobbs was one of the men deputed to go with Mr. Dunn when he inspected the colliery in 

1858. Did not go with Mr. Dunn, but examined the colliery before he went down. By appearance Mr. 

Dunn was satisfied. The ventilation has been improved since then. 

Thomas Weatherly, deputy-overman, was in Maddox's bord on the morning of explosion. Saw no gas 

there, nor any in the east workings. 

Mr. Thos. E. Forster, viewer. The first time he examined the pit was on the 9th of March, a week 

after the explosion, and several times since. Came to the conclusion the last time he was down (21st 

March), how the explosion occurred. His view of the matter was, that the first explosion occurred in 

Maddox's bord, and was not a very serious one. It occurred from the gas that had accumulated from 

the middle east rolleyway, and from Maddox's bord. The cause of that accumulation was a fall 

immediately behind Maddox's bord, in the single part of the return. Up to a certain time there had 

been sufficient ventilation to keep all this side, from the middle of the east rolleyway to Maddox's 

bord, perfectly clear. At the time when there was the slight explosion at Williams 
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candle, the fall had then partially taken place. Between that time and shortly before the explosion 

occurred, the fall of stones had so greatly increased that it had almost or nearly stopped the air in 

the return. Hence the explosion; the accumulation of gas being from the middle east way and 

Maddox's bord. The reason he thought the first explosion was not a serious one was this, he found 

that at the top of the incline bank there were twenty-four people lying, who were killed there, and 

was of opinion these twenty-four people had arrived at that point, after the first, and before the 

second explosion took place. 

These twenty-four men were killed by the second explosion drawing the timber, and the roof fell 

down upon them. With regard to the second explosion, was of opinion that the first explosion took a 

south-westerly course from Maddox's bord, blowing out the stoppings on both sides of the straight 

upcast rolleyway, and the bord and stoppings between the little goaf, separating the broken and 

whole workings. The first explosion disturbed the gas in the middle broken, which had been driven 

to the middle east rolleyway; then some of the men from the district south of the middle east 

rolleyway had come in contact with this gas with their candles, thence the second explosion. And the 

men in this far south had come out after this second explosion and had got within nine yards of the 

air crossing, between the top of the first incline and the middle east rolleyway; all were killed by the 

afterdamp. Had they got nine yards farther they would have been saved. This explosion, which 

occurred about ten pillars up the middle east rolleyway, there divided itself, a portion coming down 

the middle east, and the other taking a northerly direction, coming into the straight up east 

rolleyway, and going down there to the bank head, where the twenty-four men were found. Had 

arrived at this conclusion from the fact that the stoppings on the south and north side of the middle 

east rolleyway were driven, the north side ones into the north, and the south side ones into the 



south. The same thing occurred with reference to the stoppings in the first east rolleyway, except 

about six stoppings about half-way up the straight east flat, those between not being disturbed at 

all. Had found a large quantity of stones, &c, behind Maddox's board —the remains of the fall—

which had been partially removed on the 21st. Was certain that the fall had taken place previous to 

the explosion, because on the outbye side of it there was a great deal of black dust on the stones, 

which must have been thrown there by the explosion. Was very anxious to get into the face of 

Maddox's bord, but met the gas in approaching it. The ventilation was completely destroyed. There 

was no air passing. 
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On the 20th, Kirkley, the overman, crept through the wall at the back of Maddox's bord, where he 

found the fall. He pulled some of the stones down from the top of it, when a little air got through, 

and took the gas all away. Next day (the 21st) he examined Maddox's bord, and there was no gas 

whatever. Examined the return, and found there sufficient area in the middle east broken way. The 

area at the smallest part might be sixteen or eighteen feet. In the first south, thinks the smallest area 

would be thirty to thirty-five feet. Examined the current at the bottom of the slope drift: the area 

there was thirty-five feet. The current in the return at this point was, on the 21st, 42,000 cubic feet 

per minute. The area where he met the current was from twenty-seven to fifty feet. Considers 1000 

cubic feet of good air at Maddox's bord would be safe for candles; but should think there were 5000 

or 6000 cubic feet at Maddox's bord, and all the others were perfectly safe. 

Mr. James Mather and Mr. H. Lee Pattinson also gave evidence. 

Mr. Matthias Dunn had been viewer and inspector for fifty years— inspector since 1850. Explained 

the connection between Burradon and Seghill, sought to be done away with, lest an explosion in the 

one colliery should extend to the other, as might have happened upon the late occasion. At the time 

of the separation, improvements had been forced upon Burradon, after which considered the 

colliery in a satisfactory state. This was in 1858. Described the courses and subdivision of the air in 

1858, being in four splits, and consisting of about 24,000 cubic feet per minute. A very limited 

quantity of goaf then existed, and little or no pillar working—none where the four and a half acre 

middle goaf is. Increased powers were instituted for a greater quantity. Described changes of the 

ventilation, occasioned by the working of pillars causing additional doors, crossings, &c.—increasing 

the quantity of splits from four to nine—without any aggregate increase of ventilation. Particularised 

the impropriety of Blackwell's doors being then single, although both a separation door and a 

working door, with coals coming through, the opening and shutting of which was most likely to 

affect the constitution of the air currents throughout the districts. It might influence the current of 

air even at the eastern side of Maddox's bord, causing the unsteadiness spoken of by some of the 

miners. [Mr. Dunn stated, that as soon as the pit was sufficiently restored to enable a comparison to 

be made between the amount of air in the chief passages previous to the explosion, as alleged by 

Johnson during his examination, and that at present existing, he would make a series of experiments 

in the principal air-courses.] 
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Mr. Dunn propounded the following scheme of ventilation:-— 



That the air from the downcast pit passing along the main north rolleyway should be divided before 

the narrowest part of that passage is arrived at. By this means the construction in the main airway is 

not allowed to limit the amount of ventilation it now does. 

The first split from the main airway is, under the proposed system, to pass directly up the first bank 

or incline, which is now used as a return (and is guarded by Blackwell's doors), to the far south 

headways. 

Part of this to be carried round by the face of the whole coal workings, and so towards the extreme 

eastern point (Maddox's bord). 

In its course it will receive other currents from the incline and middle east rolleyway; and, lastly, 

from the straight up east—suppose 10,000 feet per minute to be passed up through Blackwell's 

doors from the main airway; 14,000 to the top of the incline and to the middle east mothergate, and 

so on to south headways to join first split. It is assumed that the whole is 30,000 feet, so that, 

beyond the first split, there will be disposable 20,000 feet; of this, 10,000 to go to the northwest, as 

at present, and 10,000 up the main incline. 

At the top this current to be divided, viz.:—2000 to be passed up the straight up flat, through a 

regulating door, towards Maddox's bord, whilst the remainder would be turned along the south 

cross-cuts, and up the middle east mothergate, part going up to the whole coal workings, and there 

joining the south airway—these two divisions passing north towards Maddox's bord and the north 

return; 4000 being turned through the middle broken goaves. 

The doors straight up to be abolished by stoppings, to enlarge the air crossing over the south cross-

cut. 

By this arrangement, there would be double airways in and double returns out, the leakages being 

all natural and safe, but the workings in the middle goaf would be stopped. There would be few 

splits, however, compared with the present system, and a larger quantity of air would reach the far 

workings and the most dangerous parts of the pit. 

William Morgan did not consider the gas in the face of the middle east workings dangerous, if the air 

had been working regularly. When he went twenty yards down the north return, considered the air 

was sufficient to drive the gas away. 

Mr. George Elliot, viewer, was down Burradon Pit on the 21st of March. Examined the furnace, and 

the returns passing over it. There was an excellent furnace, and a strong current of air passing over 

it. 
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There was no evidence of any foulness in the returns. Next measured the quantity of air that was 

returning from the workings on to the furnace, and from calculation found it was 42,000 cubic feet 

per minute. Then measured the fresh air on the inbye side of Blackwell's doors, and the quantity was 

32,000 cubic feet per minute. Examined the fall in the north return, but did not discover the least 

presence of gas. The fall seems to have broken itself over the props. The fall was quite calculated to 

almost entirely close the return up. Then went down to the middle east mothergate, and through 



the door or regulator to examine the middle broken. There was evidence of great violence, and 

indications of fire, on the middle east waggonway on the south side. Concluded there was an 

explosion of limited extent in or near Maddox's board. The concussion had emptied the gas from the 

middle goaf, or four and a half acre goaf. That gas came in contact with naked lights, about ten 

pillars up the high end of the east rolleyway. Attributed the first explosion either to a sudden escape 

of gas from the coal, or, what is more reasonable, from the fall of stone in the back return 

contracting the air-course, so that it prevented the gas from being carried off. Was of opinion that 

4000 cubic feet were sufficient to keep the faces clean. Noticed the fall behind Maddox's bord was 

"scammed" or sooty, which satisfied him that it took place before the first explosion. Agreed with 

Mr. Forster, and looked upon that fall as the cause of the explosion. Considered Burradon Colliery 

below the average for producing gas. 

Joseph Dodds, deputy-overman in the far broken, was employed there on the 2nd of March. That 

part at times was troubled with gas: sometimes gas and sometimes stythe. It was very fair on the 

morning of the explosion. 

Richard Bradley, rolleyman, William Friar, rolleyman, and John Hetherington, pitman, were also 

examined. 

Mr. J. J. Atkinson, Government Inspector: The furnace is nine feet wide, the temperature of the 

return air being 66 degrees. Measured the return airway at the top of the staple, and found it five 

feet ten inches by seven feet, or 40 
10

12
ths square feet in sectional area. Measured the diameter of 

the staple, which is also a single return for the entire ventilation, and found it to be six feet nine and 

a half inches, which gives an area of 36.228 square feet. The barometer stood at 30.39 inches of 

mercury at the bottom of the downcast shaft. The temperature there was 54 degrees. Measured the 

air in the main intake. By one set of trials the quantity was 20,428 cubic feet per minute by 

gunpowder 
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smoke passing 100 feet; by another set of trials, at a distance of fifty feet, it was 24,187 cubic feet 

per minute. By the anemometer, in the same airway, the first trial showed 20,818 cubic feet per 

minute; second trial, 21,403; third trial, 22,313 cubic feet per minute; the average being 21,511. 

Measured the air going to the north workings at a point beyond the stables, by means of gunpowder 

smoke, the average quantity of air indicated being 9,014 cubic feet per minute; in addition, a small 

quantity of air passed through the stables, which was taken at 1601 cubic feet per minute; making a 

total of 10,615 cubic feet per minute going to the north district. In the same airway the anemometer 

indicated 10,157 cubic feet per minute, which, added to 1601 cubic feet going through the stables, 

makes a total of 11,758 cubic feet per minute.  

William Kirkley gave him the dimensions of the regulating doors in the pit, viz.:—(A) Opening in the 

regulating door in the straight east rolleyway, above the top of the incline, seven inches by thirty-six 

inches, equal to 252 inches area. The same opening, since the restoration of the door after the 

explosion had blown it down, thirteen inches by sixteen inches, equal to 208 inches area. (B) The 

opening in the regulator in the north return, near the twenty-two feet dyke, twelve inches by nine 

inches, equal 108 inches area. This regulator had not been renewed after the explosion. (C) Opening 

in the regulator for the middle broken way air, near crossing of south cross-cuts, about fifteen inches 



by sixteen inches, equal to 240 inches area. (D) Opening in regulator in return from south cross-cuts, 

twenty-eight inches by twenty-five inches, equal to 700 square inches. (E) Opening at the high end of 

the middle broken, seventeen inches by eighteen inches, equal to 306 square inches. 

On Wednesday, the 28th of March, again went down, in company with Mr. Dunn and others. 

Learned that the regulator near the twenty-two feet dyke in the north return had not been restored; 

but Kirkley had it restored without further loss of time. Returned to the lamp cabin, and measured 

the air in the main intake at the archway on the inbye side of the lamp cabin. The first three trials 

indicated 22,409 cubic feet per minute; the next two trials indicated 26,610 cubic feet per minute; 

the average being 24,509½ cubic feet per minute. These measurements, made by the anemometer, 

gave an average of 26,587 cubic feet per minute. After this, the air going into the northern district 

workings was measured in the same place as on the 22nd of March; got an average of 10,446 cubic 

feet per minute; then went up the first east incline, to the regulating door in the first east way, and 

found the  
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opening for the scale of air to be equal to 228 inches, and the anemometer indicated 1089 cubic feet 

per minute passing through it. 

While the party were near one of the middle broken doors, two persons were despatched to open 

the outer door in the rolleyway leading to the far bank broken, at a fixed time, and to allow it to 

remain open for half an hour, when "Mr. Sinclair and myself returned to the anemometer in the 

north return, near Maddox's board, to witness the effect produced by the opening of the door. We 

reached the instrument just in time for opening the door, and I do not think the anemometer made 

one revolution after we reached it, so quickly had the opening of the door operated to produce that 

effect. About 800 cubic feet per minute of air should, I calculated, have kept the instrument in 

motion. On blowing my breath at the place, and observing the direction taken by the condensed 

vapour, I found a slow current established in the contrary direction to the ordinary current, and the 

north return was thus converted into an intake airway, on which I remarked to Mr. Sinclair, that any 

gas at the top of the north goaf would probably soon come up to where we were, near Maddox's 

board. On passing through the wall of the edge of Maddox's bord (twenty-five minutes after opening 

the door), I tried my lamp, and the gas, which had reached the place, exploded in my lamp. I again 

exploded the gas in my lamp. Mr. Morgan also exploded his twice or thrice at the same place." 

John Thompson had been two years in the pit. Worked in the first east bank. Went in at four in the 

morning of accident, and thought he had seen the air worse. Noticed it get worse about an hour 

afterwards. 

   

Such is an abstract of the principal facts and circumstances connected with this explosion. It will be 

observed that various opinions of its immediate cause are assigned. 

1. It is ascribed to a fall in the return which obstructed or entirely stopped the ventilation. 



2. To the first east door being open. 

3. To a slackness in the ventilation, attributed to Thirlwell’s door being open. 

4. To the contiguity of foul goaves, and, at the same time, a slackness in the ventilation. 

5. To a sudden and unmanageable issue of gas. 

This statement having been drawn officially for the Institute, by one of its officers, it will be for the 

Society itself to deal with the subject as may be decided upon. 
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NORTH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE of MINING ENGINEERS. 

ANNUAL MEETING, THURSDAY, AUGUST 2, 1860, IN THE ROOMS OF THE INSTITUTE, WESTGATE 

STREET, EWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE. 

 

Nicholas Wood, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

Mr. F. J. Jackson, Seaton Delaval, and Mr. J. W. Harden, Exhall Colliery, Coventry, Warwickshire, were 

elected members. 

The Secretary having read the Report of the Council, and Mr. Berkley the Financial Statement, 

The President said, the first proceeding was with reference to a question raised by the Finance 

Committee as to the purchase of the Geological Survey of Great Britain. This appeared to have been 

a recommendation of last year. The General Committee had not come to a resolution upon it, and 

nothing had been done. It was desirable that the Institute should have copies of the geological maps, 

which were extremely valuable, and not easily obtainable by individual members. The meeting 

would say whether the Book Committee should be empowered to purchase copies of the maps as 

far as they were published. They would cost £60 or £70. 

Mr. Atkinson said, if application were made to the proper quarter, he thought they might be 

obtained as a gift, through Sir Roderick Murchison. 

The President— That is by the Jermyn Street Institution. We give them copies of our proceedings 

and they give us copies of theirs. 

Mr. Sopwith said—He apprehended the giving away of these maps was scarcely within the 

arrangements of that Institution. He begged to propose that application be made to Sir Roderick 

Murchison, with  
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reference to the purchase of these maps and sections. He was quite sure of this, that if it were in the 

power of that Institution to present copies of their maps to this body, they would have great 



pleasure in doing so. He knew there was every disposition to do so; but, when they considered that 

there were many scientific and other institutions in the kingdom where these maps would be of very 

great value, it was quite evident that if they once began to give away maps of the value of £60 or 

£70, and which were always increasing in value, they would scarcely know where to stop. He would 

simply propose that application be made with a view to the purchase of these maps. He was quite 

sure that the information which these maps already contained must be of great value to the 

members of the Institute, and when they were further extended, they must be invaluable, more 

particularly when they were published in those extended scales which were to apply to maps of the 

North of England. 

Mr. Hall seconded the motion, which, on being put from the chair, was carried unanimously. 

The President—The next question was as to the arrangement of the specimens, models, and 

instruments of the Society. The Society had purchased Hutton's specimens of minerals, which 

formed the basis of his and Lindley's Fossil Flora, and they were at present in drawers, and were, 

consequently, of very little use in their present loose state. There ought to be a proper place 

provided to put them into, and what was likewise of some importance, they ought to have a suitable 

person to classify them. Then again, there was a question—what should be done with them when 

they were arranged? There ought to be some one to show them to strangers. That, however, would 

be a separate question; the question at present was as to their arrangement and classification. 

Mr. Reid said, when they obtained the large sum bequeathed by Mr. Stephenson they would be in a 

better position to take steps both in this matter and also in regard to the library. 

The President said, he had received a letter from the Solicitor to the Executors of Mr. Stephenson, 

stating that they were now prepared to pay the legacy of £2,000. 

It was suggested that the matter should be referred to the Library Committee, and Mr. Reid 

proposed that Mr. T. Y. Hall be added to such Committee. 
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Mr. Sopwith then moved the following resolution, which was passed nem. con., viz.:— 

"That a proper place be provided for the reception of the models, maps, specimens, and books of 

the Society; that the same be arranged and classed by the Library Committee, and that Mr. Hall be 

added to such Committee." 

The President having stated that the Executors of Mr. Stephenson wished to be informed to whom 

they should pay the money, it was agreed that the President and the Treasurer were the proper 

parties to receive it, and that the Executors be written to, to that effect. 

The President said, there was another subject which he wished to bring before them. Some notice 

had been taken of the meetings of the Institute in some of the newspapers with reference to the 

publication of their proceedings. At present the Institute employed a private reporter, and notice 

was communicated irregularly by individual members to some of the magazines or papers, of what 

was brought before the meeting, but there was no regular system of publication by which the public 

were made acquainted with the proceedings of the Institute. He thought it was desirable that some 



short notice of each meeting should be communicated to some of the papers, such as the 

"Athenæum," and "Mining Journal," and other magazines or publications which took notice of 

similar proceedings of other institutions. Probably it would be beneficial to the Institute if a short 

abstract of the proceedings were communicated to some of these publications. It would direct the 

attention of scientific persons to what was going on, which would be better than any unconnected 

or partial account communicated by individual members, as at present. The proposition which he 

would make would be, that the Secretary, with the assistance of the short-hand writer, should draw 

up a short abstract, and submit it to the President, so that it might be forwarded to the various 

publications. 

Mr. Dunn said that was a very proper step. There was great anxiety felt amongst the public to know 

what was going on. Many persons might in this way be induced to join the Society. 

The President said, whatever was communicated should be done officially and properly, and should 

be of such a nature as not to interfere with the publications of the Society. It was done by most 

institutions, as, for instance, the Geological Society, and the Institute of Civil Engineers, and other 

similar societies. 
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Mr. Sopwith said, this subject was one which occupied a great deal of attention at one time with the 

Institution of Civil Engineers. They found great inconvenience arising from incorrect reports 

appearing, and they were obliged to take measures to insure accurate reports. That would be 

effectually done in the way proposed, and such abstracts might either be lithographed or printed, 

and sent to the papers, not only in the district but in London. Indeed, it might become a question 

whether such a notice might not be sent to each member. £10 or £12 a-year would cover the cost; 

or those who might wish to have these abstracts might send envelopes, properly stamped and 

addressed. This was done at the Institution of Engineers. It prevented a needless waste of money in 

sending them to members who did not want them. He, therefore, begged to propose,— 

"That an abstract of the proceedings at each meeting be prepared, as proposed, and sent to the 

principal local and scientific journals, and that such members as desire to receive the same may have 

it on sending to this Institute envelopes properly stamped and directed." 

Mr. Hall seconded the motion, which, on being put, was carried by a show of hands. 

The meeting then proceeded to the election of officers. The question of the ineligibility of some of 

the Vice-Presidents, the consideration of which had been postponed to this meeting, was agreed to 

be further postponed. 

The President said, they would have to elect a new Vice-President in the room of the late Mr. R. 

Stephenson. He had been asked whether it might not be desirable to appoint as Vice-President a 

gentleman who was a member of Parliament, and who was associated with the late Mr. Stephenson, 

and who was also an eminent member of the profession, and a coalowner likewise,—that was Mr. 

Joseph Locke. When the subject of a Mining College was brought under the consideration of the 

Government, they had great assistance from Mr. Locke. The subject had been brought again under 

the notice of the Government and of the House during the present session of Parliament; but lately 

the House had had its attention, with regard to coal mining, fully taken up with the Inspection of 



Mines Bill, and there was some reason to hope it would thereafter be more disposed to resume the 

subject of a Mining College—the practical managers of mines being better educated being a 

prominent feature in the security of life. It had been suggested that 
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Mr. Locke, who was likely to be very serviceable to the cause in the House of Commons, might be 

appointed one of the Vice-Presidents. With these observations he left the matter entirely in the 

hands of the meeting. The election of Officers was then proceeded with. 

The President—We have two papers for discussion to-day and since the circular announcing the 

business before the meeting had been circulated, there had been two other short papers presented 

to be read. 

Mr. Greenwell said he had not seen Mr. Steavenson's paper on Coking yet. He had been from home, 

and the papers were not distributed till within a day, or a couple of days, of the discussion coming 

on. 

The President said it was not important that the discussion on Mr. Steavenson's paper should go on 

to-day; but as to the two new papers, they were connected with the discussion of former papers, 

and it was desirable that they should appear in this year's volume. One was by Mr. Daglish, which 

was part of a former paper, and the other was Mr. Reid's, which had arisen out of the discussion on 

Mr. Hurst's paper. 

The President said, in announcing the discussion of papers at this meeting, he had great pleasure in 

finding the young members of the Institute coming forward and giving papers. He trusted that the 

ice being now broken, it would be followed by other members who had not yet given the Institute 

the benefit of their experience. He hoped some of the older members would, likewise, devote small 

portions of their time to furnishing papers on practical subjects, with which they were so conversant. 

Mr. Spencer's paper on Pillar Working then came on for discussion, when Mr. Spencer pointed out 

some inaccuracies which, he said, would be corrected in the errata. 

The President said, they would be glad to hear any observations on this paper, which embraced 

exceedingly important matter. Mr. Spencer's paper applied more particularly to the subject of 

working pillars near the surface, or at a comparatively moderate depth. It was a different matter 

when pillars were to be worked at greater depths. The question of working pillars generally was a 

very important one: —firstly, as to the quantity of coal to be left in pillars; and secondly, as to the 

mode in which such pillars should be worked, so that the largest quantity of 
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coal, and coal in the best condition, might be obtained in the working of such pillars. It was very 

desirable to have a discussion on such subjects, and the paper before them formed a basis for such 

discussion. 

Mr. Dunn asked Mr. Spencer's opinion as to the advantage of having a large pillar or a small one? 



Mr. Spencer said, he had stated in his paper that at Shildon Colliery they preferred a large pillar to a 

smaller one. This was owing to the soft nature of the roof. The depth there was forty fathoms. 

Mr. Dunn said, it was difficult to lay down any general rule. 

The President—There must be a best size of pillar, in pillar and stall working, taking all the 

circumstances into consideration; a person having charge of a colliery must fix in his mind what size 

of pillar to be left would be best, taking into consideration the nature of the roof, the nature of the 

thill, the hardness or softness of the coal, and the depth from the surface. 

Mr. Dunn—That would apply to one particular colliery. The purport of his remark was, that 

circumstances were so various, he saw so many varying practices in the district. Mr. Ramsay 

mentions there may be a band in the seam. He was not aware that Mr. Spencer had answered that 

question. 

The President—Mr. Spencer tells you the depth and the nature of the coal, the description of roof, 

and other particulars, to enable you to determine the specific size of pillar. If other gentlemen would 

do the same, it would supply very useful information. 

Mr. Dunn asked if the principle of working had been altered? 

Mr. Spencer said, that at Shildon it had been altered in both cases, and he had mentioned the 

particulars in his paper. 

The President—They had had some elaborate papers on ventilation, which had been extremely 

interesting and useful, but they had not had any papers on the working of pillars. This subject had 

never been discussed before the Institute. He meant what size of pillar, or mode of working coal, 

was best under different circumstances. They had had no paper on the long-wall mode of working, 

though they knew it had been tried in this district, and been abandoned as not being successful. It 

was very desirable to know the details why the long-wall was not considered the best mode of 

working in this district, and why another mode was adopted. All of them had had experience on this 

subject, and could, no doubt, furnish useful information to the Institute. They were 
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indebted to Mr. Spencer for bringing the subject forward, at moderate depths from the surface; they 

should go beyond the limits to which he had confined his observations: they should go to the 

different variety of depths. If they could get into a discussion upon this subject generally, it would, 

he felt certain, be extremely useful. 

Mr. Greenwell—The paper of Mr. Spencer had been so shortly out, and the subject being very 

important, they were not, he thought, prepared to go into a discussion at that meeting. He begged, 

therefore, to move, that the discussion be deferred to the next meeting. 

Mr. Reid seconded the motion. 

The President cordially concurred in that proposition, but hoped his remarks would not be lost sight 

of, and that, at the adjourned meeting, it would be a discussion generally on the subject of working 

pillars, and on the different modes of working coal. They ought to have papers on the subject of 



working coal in this district, in all its phases. They had been promised, by more than one or two 

members in the Midland district, papers on the mode of working the coal in that locality, especially 

with respect to the long-wall system. There could be no objection to postpone the discussion, with 

the understanding, he thought, that when they resumed it, they extended the subject as he had 

suggested. 

Mr. Marley said, it would be better if those members, in reading a paper—and who would like to 

take part in the discussion, but might not be present—would prepare a page or so of printed or 

written matter, giving their experience. It would form a better basis of discussion than Mr. Spencer's 

paper alone. In his (Mr. M.'s) locality, at a depth of forty fathoms, the wall was originally ten yards. 

That did not bear the pressure, and it was extended to sixteen yards. 

The President approved of the suggestion, and said, let each one, at such discussion, present a note 

of what was done in his own pits. The day was gone by when there were any secrets in a colliery as 

to the mode of working; and he was of opinion such a collection of facts, properly collated, would 

form a mass of information most useful and important in determining the most proper and most 

economical method of working coal generally. 

Mr. Daglish read a paper on "The Effect of Heat upon Iron Wire," the discussion of which, it was 

understood, would come on at a future meeting. 
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Mr. Reid likewise read a paper on "The Relative Ages of the Coal Formations' illustrated by diagrams. 

On the question of appointing the Finance Committee, 

Mr. Sopwith moved that the Council be empowered to appoint the Finance Committee out of their 

own body; which was agreed to. 

Mr. Reid moved that the meetings of the Institute for the ensuing year be held monthly, except in 

January and July. It would give members a better opportunity of attending some of the meetings, if 

held more frequently. 

Mr. Sopwith seconded the motion. 

Mr. Berkley said, if there was no motion to continue the bi-monthly meetings, they would, as a 

matter of course, resort to the monthly meetings. 

Mr. Daglish moved that the meetings be held once in two months. 

Mr. Southern seconded the motion, which was negatived on a show of hands. Mr. Reid's motion 

was, therefore, adopted. 

Mr. Reid then moved that the day of meeting be changed from Thursday to Friday. 

Mr. Sopwith seconded the motion. 

Mr. Crone moved that it be Thursday, as heretofore. 



Mr. Ramsay seconded the motion. 

The latter motion was adopted on a show of hands. 

The meeting then broke up. 
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ON THE INJURIOUS ACTION ON IRON IN UPCAST SHAFTS 

by Mr. JOHN DAGLISH. 

During the discussion of the paper on "The Strength of Ropes and Chains," previously read at a 

meeting of this Institute, a wish was expressed to ascertain whether the temperature of an upcast 

shaft was sufficiently high, directly to reduce the tensile strength of the wires in a rope. The 

following conclusive experiments have since been made to test this:— 

                                                                                      Cwts. qrs. lbs.      

1. Single wire....................................................    6    2    24 

Do.      ....................................................    6     3   10            new wire; broken by suspending      

Do.      .......................................... ........... 6     1   24             weight to them.       

...................... 6     2   19 

2          Do.     .................................................... 7     0   10          suspended for a month in the dry                       

...........Do...........................................    6     3     8           furnace staple at Seaton Colliery.                                                         

...........Do.......................................    6     3   2            Temperature 250 deg. 

6     3    23 

 

The heat, therefore, in an upcast shaft, is not sufficiently high to injure the wires of a rope. 

To judge the effect of the acid water, resulting from the oxidation of the sulphur in the coals used at 

the furnace (see page 14), three pieces, similar to the last, were hung in the wet upcast shaft. 

                                                                                Cwts. qrs. lbs. 

3   Single wire (same as 1 and 2)  . .............      5    1     0 

Do   .....................................................4    3   10 

Do........................................................4    1   10 

                                                                                  4    3   10         

Showing a loss of 30 per cent. 
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The following additional experiments have also been made:— 

                                                                                   Cwts. qrs. lbs. 



1    ¼ in. round common iron..........................  31    0     1 

      Do.            do............... ......................   30    0     1            Broken by suspending weights. 

      Do.            do......................................   31    1     1 

30    3     1  

2            Do.            do.                30    1    8                                  

    Do.            do.   ................................     29    2   22         heated to a strong rod in  

Do.            do.    ...............................     29    2     1            blacksmith’s fire                                      

29    3   10 

3             Do.            do.                 29    3  19          hung in Seaton furnace dry staple 

Do.            do.               30    1  12          for a month. Temperature 250 deg.      

Do.            do.        29    1  14 

29     3  15 

4             Do.           do.       ...........................a)   26    2    4         hung in Seaton upcast wet shaft for a  

Do.           do.       ............................b)   18    0  14          month; much damaged and eaten by   

Do.           do.       ...........................c)    28    0    0           acid. Temperature 150 deg. 

                                                                                                          

Nos. 2 and 3, as compared with No. 1, prove that common rolled iron is uninjured by being subjected 

to a high temperature, and are corroborative of the previous experiments. (Vol. VII., page 217.)  No. 

4 also shows the injurious effect of moisture in an upcast shaft: the centre piece (b) was most 

exposed to the action of the acid water. 

In order to ascertain the amount of free acid in the water in an upcast furnace shaft, a portion, taken 

out of the Seaton shaft near to the exit of the furnace drift, and about 220 fathoms from the surface, 

has been tested by Mr. Lindsay Wood and myself. We find it to contain about one grain of sulphuric 

acid (S O3, H O) in 700, or about 0.14 per cent. About eight tons of small coals are consumed by the 

furnace in twenty-four hours. 
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ON THE CAUSE OF THE LOSS OF STRENGTH IN IRON WISE WHEN HEATED. 

By Mr. JOHN DAGLISH. 

During the course of some experiments on the strength of iron, the results of which were recently 

published in the "Transactions" of this Institute, it was observed that when iron wire was subjected 

to a red heat its tensile strength was greatly reduced (vol. VII., page 212), but that, under the same 

circumstances, iron chain remained uninjured (page 217). An extract from the "Engineer" was also 

given (vol. VIII., page 14), containing some experiments lately made with cold rolled iron, and an 

expression of opinion that the great increase in the tensile strength of this description of iron was 

owing to "the effect of consolidation" and that when passed through a fire "many of the pores, 



before consolidated, must be again opened, there arising a consequent diminution of the strength 

previously gained." Ordinary iron wire is drawn cold, and passing through a similar process, may be 

considered to be similar in nature and structure to cold rolled iron, and it is, also, spoken of by 

eminent authorities as becoming "condensed and hardened" after passing a few times through the 

draw-plate, and that its greatly increased tensile strength is owing to this consolidation. 

During late years much attention has been paid to the improvement of iron, not only by refining, 

decarbonizing, and recarbonizing, but also by adding small quantities of chemical substances, and 

considerable success seems to have been attained; at the same time, in some cases, the quantity of 

foreign matter used is so minute as to create surprise at the extraordinary results stated to have 

been arrived at by its use; and, again, careful analysis has proved that some excellent qualities of 

iron contain a considerable quantity of substances which were previously 
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considered to be most prejudicial. Under these circumstances, it will be interesting rightly to 

ascertain the cause of the great variation in the tensile strength of iron wire after heating, for it is 

still the same material, without any change in its chemical nature or apparently in its bulk. 

The generally received opinion of consolidation does not seem to the writer to be well founded. This 

ought to result, perhaps to a greater extent, when the iron is treated in a heated and softened state, 

than when drawn or rolled cold and hard, for it is natural to suppose that it would be equally readily 

compressed when in the former state, and it has still to undergo the contraction of cooling, which 

exerts a far greater consolidating force than any merely mechanical method. 

If there is any permanent expansion in cold rolled more than in hot rolled iron after being heated 

red, the specific gravity of the body taken after and before ought to show it, and to find this the 

following experiments were made:— 

1.—Common Rolled Iron.—A piece cut off a 3-inch rolled bar. 

Before heating........................ 7.600    .....    7.549 

After heating    .........................  7.602    .....    7.554 

Increase...........       .002    .....      .005 

 

2.— Common Rolled Iron.—A piece of ¼ inch bar. 

Before heating    .................... 7.582    ....    7.579    ....    7.579 

               After heating ............................ 7.592    ....    7.590    ....    7.594 

   Increase   ....... .010    ....      .011    .....      .015 

 



3.— Common Rolled and Hammered Iron.—A piece cut off a large common bar, and reduced, by 

hammering whilst hot, to a ¼ inch rod. 

Before heating .......................    7.611    ....    7.625 

After heating   ........................    7.589    ....    7.6 

Decrease   .....       .022    .....     .025 

 

4.— Common Forged Iron.—Cut off a piece of forged iron, and reduced, by hammering whilst hot, to 

a ¼ inch rod. 

Before heating........................    7.787    ....    7.756 

After heating............................    7.696   .....    7.737 

Decrease   .....       .041    ....      .019 

 

5.— Common Iron Wire, ⅛ inch. 

Before heating........................    7.650 

After heating...........................    7.669 

   Increase.........        .019 
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6.— ¼ inch Round Hard Drawn Wire. 

  Before heating red......                7.577    ....    7.589    ....    7.571 

After heating red....................  7.555    ....    7.580    ....    7.559 

Decrease .....        .022    ....      .009    ....      .012  

 

7.— Common Steel Wire ⅛-inch. 

Before heating ........................   7.810 

 After heating............................   7.814 

Increase.......        .004 

 



8.—Blistered Steel. 

Before heating.......................     7.829    ....    7.827 

After heating...........................    7.819   ..... .   7.819 

 Decrease   .        .010    .....      .008 

 

9.— Cast Steel. 

 Before heating...................... .   7.804    .....    7.833 

After heating   .........................    7.808    .....    7.838 

                                                                                Increase.......      .004    .....      .005 

It appears from the above that heating does not alter the original specific gravity to the extent of 

more than 
1

300
, and although pretty regular for the same description of iron, it sometimes causes an 

increase and sometimes a decrease in the specific gravity of different qualities of iron, and no 

regular law is exhibited. 

It will be observed that the specific gravity of hard drawn wire (6 = 7.58) is less than that of forged 

iron (4 = 7.74), showing that in forging the iron is more consolidated than in drawing, although its 

tensile strength is much less. 

In the former experiments (page 214, vol. VII.) a piece of ¾-inch chain, made from a bar of carefully 

forged scrap iron (Spec. Grav. = 7.74), broke on a strain of 15 tons; whilst similar chain, made out of 

a bar of best rolled iron (Sc. crown) (Spec. Grav. = 7.56), bore 24 tons. 

It must be concluded, therefore, that "consolidation or condensation" is not the cause of the greatly 

increased strength of cold drawn wire, nor is the injurious action of red heat owing to "opening the 

pores," but that these effects are owing to some change in the molecular structure of the iron, not 

accompanied by change of bulk, or otherwise sensibly apparent. 
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As bearing on the point, I may also mention, as stated in the "Engineer" that the "iron of the great 

Mersey gun, portions of which were tested at Woolwich, whilst it showed a strength of 50,6241lbs. 

in the direction of the grain, bore only 43,339lbs. when strained across the grain." 
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CONSIDERATIONS UPON THE RELATIVE AGES OF COAL FORMATIONS, AND COMPARATIVE 

DISCUSSIONS ON THEIR CO-FORMATION IN BRITAIN AND ELSEWHERE, WITH OTHER FACTS. 

By Mr. P. S. REID, Pelton Colliery. 



 

On the discussion of Mr. Hurst's paper, in May, two observations were made by me, arising out of 

points in the consideration of that interesting description of facts connected with the Low Main 

Seam in the Seaton Delaval district. 

The first was relative to the position of our salt water ocean in the days when the formation of our 

northern coal-field was taking place. 

The second was in reference to the very different circumstances under which (in my opinion), the 

coal-fields of Belgium and the Rhine were formed, and their apparent want of evidence as to their 

simultaneous deposit at the same period of our earth's age as our coal-fields of Britain, and 

particularly those of the North of England, Glasgow, and Yorkshire. 

These questions demand, in my opinion, further consideration from the scientific miner and 

geologist, and it is to this I would now draw the attention of the members of this Institute, 

premising, at the same time, that the curious details brought out in Mr. Hurst's paper are well 

worthy of further attention from the younger and more observant members; and that in referring, 

as I shall now do, to the two points alluded to, it will also be my wish to further discuss, in as short a 

way as possible, some of the phenomena and theories commented upon by several gentlemen on 

the occasion alluded to. 

Firstly.—On one of the members referring to the supposed junction of the Tyne and Wear, at one 

period of our earth's history, on their way 
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to the ocean, I felt it right to raise the question of the existence or nonexistence at that time of such 

a mass of salt water, in our present acceptation of the term, or, at all events, up to the period when 

the formation of our coal-field ceased. 

I would observe, that so far as my knowledge goes, there is nothing inconsistent in the utmost 

freedom of discussion of questions like these, and the utmost veneration for the great revealed 

Book of man's history and moral law; and that my question simply assumed, that in the formation of 

coal mines, as hitherto found in the world, the agency of a salt water ocean was not an essential 

element of their consummation; in fact, that the bulk of evidence hitherto produced tended to 

establish them as fresh water formations, and we have no data yet before us to prove, that after 

that fresh water had done its duty in a lacustrine deposit of so great a magnitude as is occupied by 

the coal mines of the British Isles, it flowed elsewhere to a salt water ocean. 

Again, with reference to the denudation of the coal seams, as shown all through the valley of the 

Team between the Tyne and Chester-le-Street, as proved by the workings of the Norwood and 

Ravensworth pits, and which is illustrated with reference to the former in Mr. Greenwell's work on 

Mine Engineering, there can be no doubt of the fact that the Wear or Tyne flowed by this channel, 

and that either a fresh opening was made through the limestone rocks of Sunderland, or through the 

present course of the Tyne, from which period the two streams would then be two separate rivers, 

and each debouch on the sea at different points. 



The most cursory examination, however, of the outcrop of the various strata and seams on each 

bank of these two rivers, will prove that the event now referred to took place long subsequent to 

the final deposit of the highest seam of the series, and of the magnesian limestone deposits above it. 

In short, the circumstance of "the wash," as it is called, marks no epoch in the history of our coal 

mines, but simply applies to an event which occurred long after their completion, and the final 

invasion of the area now known as the North Sea, by a salt water ocean, and under which, for some 

indefinite distance, it cannot be doubted, the most of our well known seams are still to be found. 

How these seams came to be submerged below the bed of the sea will always be a legitimate source 

of enquiry and discussion, quite irrespective and without calling in question the Book of revealed law 

and history, which is so justly reverenced by so large a portion of mankind. 

[Sketch of Comparison between the Newcastle and Yorkshire Coal-fields] 
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Secondly.—With reference to the simultaneous deposit of the British and those singular coal mines 

of the Rhine and Belgium. I have often endeavoured to trace, both in the organic remains and in the 

relative geological position of the seams, such a coincidence as would establish the fact, that they 

formed one grand original and coexistent lacustrine deposit, in which the same great causes were 

simultaneously at work in producing the magnificent coal deposits which form so large a portion of 

our world's wealth. 

To illustrate this, I will lay on the table a section, on a large scale, of the Newcastle, the Glasgow, and 

the Yorkshire Coal-fields, embracing such of the strata as are included between the surface and the 

lowest known seams, whether of the true coal or the carboniferous series of the limestone rocks. I 

will also lay before the Institute a section of the Belgian Coal-field, from the Mons district, which, 

together with several other lithographed sections of the Belgian Coal-fields, will enable the members 

to arrive at the point of conviction to which I would advance. 

Taking, then, the section of Mr. Westgarth Forster as representing a certain view of the Newcastle 

Coal-field, and laying it alongside of that furnished by my friend, Mr. Wm. Moore, of the Glasgow 

Coal-field, and comparing them carefully together, it is difficult to avoid confessing that a sufficient 

similarity of seams of coal exists to create an assumption that the two basins of the Clyde and the 

Tyne were formed at the same era of our earth's history; moreover, making liberal allowance for the 

formation of the intermediate strata, it is clearly within the bounds of reason to assume that the 

Hutton Seam, after its many gradations of quality and chemical composition on the south side of the 

Cheviot range, may easily be concluded, so far as quality is concerned, the Drumgray Coal on the 

northern side of these hills. 

Following up this reasoning, the Low Main Coal of the Wear would reappear as the Kiltongue Coal of 

the Glasgow district; the Maudlin as the Virtue Well Coal; and the three seams so well known with us 

as the Metal Coal, the Stone Coal, and the Yard Coal, as the three seams known as the Mussel band 

of the West of Scotland. 



In regarding these far-distant localities from such a point of view as modern science and discovery 

permit us to take, some latitude must be allowed for the deposit of such seams as are apparently 

one bed of coal in one district, but which, within a much more limited distance than that which 

separates the Tyne and the Clyde, become two seams of coal, and are designated in each locality by 

different names. 
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No better instances of this can be taken than- firstly, that of the High Main Seam of Tyne, which, in 

the Pittington or Hetton district (see Mr. Greenwell's work) becomes the Three-Quarter Coal and 

another seam, separated from it by about five fathoms of shales, &c. Secondly,— the Grey Seam of 

Seghill, which is parted by some fathoms, and becomes the Metal and the Stone Coals of Sheriff Hill, 

and again unites to form the Five-Quarter Seam of the Hetton district; and, curiously enough, after 

leaving this locality, and proceeding westward, unites with the Yard Seam of Tyne, and again 

becomes very nearly a single seam at Pontop, the band which divides them being only a foot or so in 

thickness. Nay, more, if we follow this seam southward to the Auckland district, we shall find it there 

constituting the Five-Quarter and the Main Coal Seams, parted by from ten to fourteen fathoms of 

stone, as at Leasingthorne. Thirdly,—In the Bensham Seam of Seghill or the Tyne, and the Five-

Quarter, about seven fathoms below it, we have another curious complication, these two beds 

becoming three at Sheriff Hill and Pittington; and again, on being followed up westward, forming 

one, or the Hutton Seam of Pontop and the supposed Surtees Seam of the Auckland district. 

Fourthly,—The Low Main of Tyne, although apparently by far the least eccentric seam which we 

possess, has its share in these complexities, being, according to Mr. Greenwell, divided into two beds 

in the Black Boy Colliery. And, lastly,—The Stone Coal and the Five-Quarter (of the Ryton district) 

becoming the Busty Bank Seam at Pontop. 

Can it, therefore, be doubted for a moment, that in wider separated districts than these which are 

just referred to, the occurrence of such phenomena as are described will be found in varying ratios, 

depending, no doubt, upon some great natural law, the discovery of which will, I feel sure, afford the 

geologist the amplest scope, and in the pursuit of which his mind must be warped indeed if he is not 

awakened, as he proceeds, to that marvellous and magnificent design which should, at ages so 

distant, have guided the floods to do his bidding, and left us with mines of wealth far surpassing all 

the other more glittering riches of the world; in being at the same time the source of power, of 

comfort, and of luxury, and which, even in its destruction, enriches, more than any other, those 

nations who are fortunate enough to possess it. 

A curious question also arises as we proceed in this investigation, and in which, I think, Mr. Hurst's 

paper throws some light in a manner to which shall shortly refer, and that is:—Supposing the thicker 

coals such as the ten yard coal of South Staffordshire, to be an aggregate of 

[Sketch of Comparison between the Newcastle and Glasgow Coalfields.] 
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beds of coal, which in that district are found united, and apparently consisting of one seam, are we 

to consider such a mass of coal as representing the centre of the English coal deposits; or in what 



position should such a district be considered with reference to the great, and, I trust I may add, 

simultaneous deposit of all these thinner seams elsewhere? 

I have endeavoured to trace out a coincidence between the coal seams in our own district and those 

of the Yorkshire coal-field, in the two sections now on the table. 

In following out the examination of relative position between these two districts, it is necessary to 

revert back for a short time to the fact that recent discoveries have added a good deal to the data 

connected with our northern coal-field. 

In 1821, the thickness of our coal-bearing strata was estimated by Mr. Westgarth Forster at 1559½ 

feet, including the millstone grit. Mr. Greenwell, in 1851, considered that it might safely be taken at 

2000 feet, exclusive of that deposit. Both men were observant and accurate investigators, and each 

have an equal claim to correctness in their deductions. 

When Forster wrote he was not aware of the great increase given to the distances between the 

seams, by our recent winnings of the southern and eastern part of the coal-field of Durham, and Mr. 

Greenwell, in his deductions, takes all these discoveries into account, together with the additional 

strata given by the widening of the spaces between such seams as are separated by the enormous 

wedges of shales, &c, so frequently hereafter to be alluded to. 

These wedges increase generally from north to south, hence, in taking Forster's section as a type for 

comparison with a coal-field to the north, it is equally proper to admit Mr. Greenwell's as a type for 

instituting the same resemblance to a coal-field to the south, into which the extra strata may be 

more likely to have their influence. 

Assuming this, then, for data, and beginning with the Yorkshire Low Moor Black Bed Coal, we shall 

probably find its prototype in our Brockwell Seam. The Crow Coal, or Rock Bed, and three seams 

above it, may stand for the Three-Quarter, Five-Quarter, Stone Coal, and another. 

The Beestone Coal Seam (synonymous with the Silkstone Vein) may be taken to represent our 

Beaumont; and the Blocking and Eleven Yards Coals will stand for our Hutton Seam and another. 

We then come to the Middleton Main Coal, which will have its representative in our Bensham, or 

Maudlin, and the Little Coal in the Tyne Yard Coal. 
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Above this point I do not at present follow it, as in Mr. Greenwell's section the upper portion is 

derived from the sinking at Monkwearmouth, in which, as the High Main of Tyne does not appear in 

perfection, it will, perhaps, be unfair to assume it; but it may just be added, that, following up the 

section on Forster's strata account, it is probable that the Forty Yards Coal of the Yorkshire coal-field 

may be found to be the Main Coal, or Wallsend Seam of Tyne. 

In Mr. Hurst's interesting paper, at pages 26 to 29, particular attention is drawn to the fact of two 

curious wedge-shaped deposits —in the one case of silicious, and in the other of shale and 

carbonaceous matter. 



If I understand his description rightly, these two wedge-like deposits do not cover a large area of the 

district to which his paper refers, the breadth of each being, from the thirty-fathom fault at 

Burradon Pit, eastward in the one case and westward in the other, diminishing in each from the thick 

end of the wedge towards its disappearance and the resumption of the Low Main Seam, in each case 

of its usual or natural character, when clear of bands, &c, and the other branching out towards the 

north-east in Seaton Delaval. 

A very curious question arises out of the limited area of these two wedge-shaped deposits, 

described, as they are, as having no continuation out of the district to which this paper refers. 

Assuming that, ending as they do in a wedge shape again both to the north and north-east, in the 

same way as Mr. Hurst describes them towards the east and west, at both Seaton Delaval and 

Burradon, we come to the conclusion that they become two bifurcated or irregularly shaped basins 

of foreign material, transported, imported, or introduced into the formation of the Low Main Seam, 

the thickest portion of which appears to be in the direction of the ninety-fathom dyke on Mr. Hurst's 

plan, and the thin end of the wedge vanishing towards the north-east and north-west in each case. 

Assuming this to be the case, we have to decide from whence came the material forming these two 

wedge-shaped deposits. 

In order to determine that each was the deposit of currents flowing from the sides of the Northern 

Coal-field, we must assume that the direction from which the floods would come must be nearly due 

south. To do this, they must pass over the entirety of the coal-field of Durham, because, in the 

simultaneous deposit of so regular a seam as the Low Main of the Tyne or the Hutton Seam of the 

Wear, it is impossible to avoid admitting that the entire of the under portion of this coal must have 

been deposited at the same time as that of the portion under the 
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wedge-shaped band, so well described by Mr. Hurst. Admitting this, therefore, to have been the 

case, the conviction presses itself upon you that, in the passage of this silicious and shaley deposit 

over the coal-field of Durham, some trace would be found of its course, which, one would think, 

should be distinctly marked in the lower portion of the Hutton Seam deposit. 

I need not remind the members that, neither in the northern nor southern direction of this seam, so 

far as yet explored, does any trace of the passage or course of such a stream of matter exist. 

If it has not flowed over the lower coal of the Hutton Seam or Low Main as indicated, and be still 

presumed to have come from the sides of the Northern Coal-field, the only way in which it can be 

supposed to have been engrafted into it, as described by Mr. Hurst, is to conclude that it has been 

passed over by a tornado or whirlwind of great violence, which would lift up the dust and mud from 

some immense distance, and, after having spent its force in its passage, quietly deposited its matter, 

as found in the Seaton Delaval and Burradon district. 

Supposing this, however, to be the case, how are we to account for the various and twofold nature 

of the deposit—in the one case so hard as to emit sparks when under the workman's tool, and in the 

other so easily worked as not to be considered an obstacle of a serious nature till it approaches 

three feet in thickness. 



These facts, in my opinion, go far to prove that the deposits alluded to did not occur as last-

mentioned; and, in fact, I should be inclined to advance an opinion that these two deposits had their 

origin in the exudation of matter from fissures, either at the ninety-fathom dyke or from the large 

trouble which passes through the Burradon royalty, and is evidently a branch from the greater fault 

above-named; and that this exudation of muddy and silicious matter would boil up from a crack or 

weakened portion of the strata at this place, most likely at a much higher temperature, and in which 

water was mixed in both cases, but combined in the one with a calcareous element, which, exuding 

rapidly and at a high heat, would, so soon as deposited, harden without the aid of superincumbent 

pressure, and in the other devoid of this mixture, so as to leave it in the easily oxidable and friable 

state in which it is found. Concluding that this was the case, it results at once, that the phenomena 

of the deposit of these two bands formed no true era in the deposit of the Low Main Seam, but 

merely a sub-accident in its formation, as it is impossible to suppose that the whole of this 

magnificent bed of coal, 
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which, in its general features may be pronounced to be as perfect a coal seam as exists all over the 

Northern Coal-field, can have been arrested in its progress, until the limited locality under question 

was silted up by the two springs, one of mud and the other of silicious matter alluded to.  

Instead of holding it to be an era of the formation of our coal-field, it will, in my opinion, ultimately 

be found more of the nature of an index or exponent of the time in which the magnificent deposit of 

the Low Main took place. 

Taking, for example, this seam as described by Mr. Hurst, at Cramlington, as six feet thick, and 

allowing for its deposit six elements of time, and assuming (which, I believe, is the case) that at no 

great distance, on the opposite side of the coal-field, it is still six feet thick, whilst the aggregate 

thickness both above and below the bands of Seaton Delaval is only five feet six inches; we come to 

the conclusion that it has been deprived, by this accidental outburst of foreign matter, of one-

twelfth of its proper thickness, the whole of which has been absorbed by the mud or shale deposit 

alluded to, which thus may be supposed to have occupied one-twelfth of the time requisite to 

perfect the Low Main, as we find it in its most intact and uniform state over so extensive a district of 

our Northern Coal-field. 

Establishing the fact that these beautiful wedge-like forms were the simple accident of a crack or 

fissure in the strata below the Low Main, which, as the earth's crust gradually collapsed, became a 

hitch or fault of greater magnitude, and from which for some period was emitted shaley and silicious 

matter at a high temperature; what are we to say of the still grander, and infinitely more extensive, 

wedge-like deposits before alluded to by me in this paper, as constituting seam after seam in one 

district, into two or three seams in another ? 

Are we to confess that in this respect our geology of the coal-fields requires revision; and that the 

more it is studied the more simple will become the elements of its formation, and the respective 

eras of its development? 

Are we to conclude that the formation of those magnificent wedge-shaped masses of strata which 

separate our High Main, Grey Seam, and others, before alluded to, are the products of semi-volcanic 



subterranean agency, exuding from fissures or cracks extending over large areas of our coal field? 

which, coeval with the quiet and beautifully regular deposit of the seams alluded to in their more 

perfect state, vomited forth with amazing rapidity their extraneous matter, filling up as our earth's 

crust 
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then collapsed the hollows and inequalities on its surface with the liquid material so superabundant 

below, and then, so soon as a smooth upper surface was once attained, again permitting the quiet 

and regular deposit of coal, as over and over again it is discovered, and is no doubt wisely left for us 

in this shape for some inscrutable reason, but which, it is impossible to doubt, is worthy of all man's 

intellect to divine? 

The more this subject is considered, the more I feel sure will such convictions as are now shadowed 

out, be brought to the minds of reflecting geologists and scientific men, and encourage their 

investigation and research. 

A careful examination of hitches, troubles, and basaltic dykes, will lead probably to a classification of 

the periods at which they relatively occurred; a comparison of our own coal-field with the most 

distant ones of the same character will lead to many identifications which are now only supposed to 

exist, but which want the verification of the miner and mining engineer to establish them. 

Too much weight has, in my opinion, hitherto been given to the supposed fact that all of our great 

dislocations occurred subsequent to the entire formation of our coal-fields. It will probably be 

ultimately proved that fallacies on this point exist to a great extent; and that to arrive at a proper 

conclusion, a classification of all these faults will be needed, and it may turn out that their 

occurrence may be reduced to some general natural law founded upon the constant collapse, during 

the formation of coal fields, of the more hardened strata upon the more plastic understructure of 

the earth's crust. 

Again, it may be esteemed bold reasoning to suppose the gigantic deposits of strata from cracks and 

fissures, by semi-volcanic agency, as alluded to, but if the distant coal-fields, such as those of the 

West of Scotland, be admitted to be, seam by seam, coeval in their formation, it will be found that 

during the actual deposit, and whilst some of our coal beds were then forming, volcanic agency, 

which emitted heated basalt in large quantities, was in full vigour in the Glasgow district; and that 

not only were beds covered over there with this material, but actually coked, and that after this took 

place the formation of coal seams resumed its course, and went on as before. To such of the 

members as are curious on this point I would refer them to Mr. Craig's able description of the 

Geology of the Lower Ward of Lanarkshire, of which I now add an extract.* 

* "In passing up the river Avon we observe a number of hitches, as small faults are usually denominated, 

before we arrive at a place called Brockhill, a little above Cadzaw Castle, where a fault is seen, which has the 

effect of bringing the Ell coal, which is here eight or ten feet thick, to the surface. This dislocation must be of 

very great extent, because the two small seams of coal, formerly mentioned as lying below the red marl of the 

sandstone formation, are only a few feet above the channel of the river in which the eight-feet coal is found. A 

series of faults, none of which appear to be of extraordinary extent, affect the strata on the river, till we reach 

Patrickholm Linn, where an immense upthrow occurs, which brings the carboniferous limestone to the surface. 

The undermost, or Drumgray coal, crops out a little further down the river than where this disruption of the 



strata takes place. Farther up the river, however, all the three coals which underlie the Splint coal are found. It 

is not unworthy of notice that a bed of trap occurs a little below this last mentioned fault, which has the effect 

of altering the coal and shale in its proximity; the beds of slatey sandstone or faikes, both below and above this 

trap bed, contain nodules of iron pyrites. Trap, apparently the same, runs through the lauds of Easter Machin, 

and has the effect of rendering a seam of coal into blind and smithy coal. I am not aware of any dykes, 

properly so-called, occurring in the strata of the upper coal series; overlying masses of trap, however, are by 

no means uncommon. These masses are all composed of greenstone. The different places where they reach 

the surface are at Airdrie, Airdrie Hill, New Monkland Church, Lea End, Claughan, Braidenhill, and Craigneuk, in 

the parish of East Monkland. The same trap appears again to the west of Rockrimmon, then west of 

Bishoplock, Craigend, and Milcroft; and at Proven Mill in the parish of Old Monkland. It is again met with at 

Craig Park, and at the Necropolis of Glasgow. The same rock occurs in the centre of the city, in Ingram Street. 

"The effect of trap in altering rocks in juxtaposition is observable at several other places. At Airdrie Burn, the 

shale and coal, both above and below it, are burned to a cinder by its action. There is a seam of coal 

immediately overlying the trap at Proven Mill, the coal is completely charred, and in one place the trap is 

injected into the coal. At Wellpark, south of the Necropolis of Glasgow, the shale in conjunction is burned 

white, and abounds with veins of calcareous spar and iron pyrites, many specimens of which are exceedingly 

beautiful." 

"An overlying mass of trap occurs near Whiteinch, on the banks of the Clyde, about three miles below 

Glasgow. A similar rock is seen at a place called Spindlesydes, in the parish of Shotts, and a trap rock is 

observed in the Clyde at Garion Mill. These trap rocks are all, probably, contemporaneous with the 

greenstones which compose the hills in the neighbourhood of the Kirk of Shotts, and some of them, 

particularly those of the parish of New Monkland, are connected with it by an unbroken chain." 
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It will, perhaps, to return to Mr. Hurst's classification, be more correct to say, that, in my opinion, 

the deposit of the Low Main, as now put, would simply constitute one era, which might or might not 

include also the formation of the swellies; but that immediately the first deposit of stone occurred 

above the Low Main, in its semi-fluid state, then began the second era of this narrative. 

There are many points in corroboration of the exudation of finely divided matter, in chemical 

combination, to be found in our coal-field. Need I refer to the change of character in the Low Main 

Seam, which, from a bituminous or gassy coal on the south of the Tyne, becomes a white ash coal of 

non-coking quality to the north of that river. This, no doubt, throws some light upon the quiescent 

state of the coal-field, or fresh-water lake, at that period, which, if it had been a stormy or flowing 

water, would, probably, have all been equally mixed through the entirety of the coal deposit, and 

have produced a coal of more equal character. Again, in this we have an argument that, in the 

exudation of a calcareous or silicious spring, or set of springs, the water being of greater specific 
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gravity would settle in the seams then being formed on the lower, rather than on the higher side of 

the fault or fissure from whence it exuded. In this manner the ninety-fathom dyke may ultimately be 



found to have performed a more important function, in the economy of our northern coal-field, than 

it has as yet got credit for. 

The subject of the formation of a series of coal seams has so far been a tangled web, upon which the 

attention of philosophers and geologists has been much engaged, and eminent men of both classes 

have not scrupled to conjecture their formation, together with the intermediate strata, to have 

occupied millions of years. One gentleman, indeed, places the time requisite to produce an 

aggregate of coal alone, equal to the total deposit of a coal-field like ours, or sixty feet thick of 

anthracite, to have required at least 122,400 years! 

It would be hazardous, perhaps, after the opinions of so many eminent men, to broach a theory on 

the subject. Let us, however, have but one thread of this web to unravel, and, doubtless, many of 

the difficulties will be swept away, and much that is now irreconcilable made plain. 

If we could resolve that each of our more perfect coal seams was the work of a season, two 

questions would arise. The one would be, What is a perfect coal seam? and the other, What would 

at that period be a season? 

In reply to the first question, it may be said, that seam is a perfect one which presents no change in 

its features, in quality or in composition, throughout its entire height. The occasional insertion of 

bands (being traceable to accidents such as Mr. Hurst describes) not invalidating the notion that it 

was the work of a revolution of the earth round the sun, which, the moment it again entered on 

another of its courses, began another season or era, and which would, from some cause or other, 

bring, after its summer or coal-producing season, its autumn or winter and spring, which, either with 

its tide of floods or accumulation of foreign matters, would again cover up the newly-made coal, and 

so on, until the whole was finished, quite irrespective of such causes as the ebullition of mud, shaley 

matter, or silicious deposit from the fissures, which, it cannot be doubted, existed all over the coal-

field, even during the progress of the earliest seams. 

Again, we have to add to this the forgotten, and, I fear, too little considered element of internal 

heat, which would, coupled with the sun's rays, force into existence an aquatic flora far more 

luxuriant than the most tropical of our present lacustrine deposits of this earth, and in which 
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the most gigantic plants of our time would appear on the surface of the water as mere pigmies, 

compared to the glorious vegetation of the coal era, but which, grand as it might be in the greater 

heat of that time, would have been equally liable to be shattered by the storms of autumn, and 

equally evanescent and subject to eremacausis, and to all the vicissitudes of seasons. 

In the mineral charcoal of most of our coal seams we have evidence that, in addition to the decay of 

vegetable matter under water, the plants themselves have been charred prior to being submerged. 

Having traced out what may be considered to be a perfect seam, I should hesitate before I confessed 

that such an accumulation as is found in the ten-yard coal of Staffordshire partook of this character, 

though this is a legitimate source of inquiry. 



We now come to the consideration of what would at that time be a season. 

To this I would reply, that it may be a subject for inquiry whether the season of summer was not, 

during the coal era, more tropical, or whether, in the changes of the earth's surface or its revolutions 

round its sun, it may not have occupied a longer period then than now. However, this may be the 

most difficult question to determine. Suffice it to say, that whatever data we may have for the other 

points in the formation of a coal-field, we have none which determine that the planet upon which 

we exist occupied any different period, in its annual passage, from that in which it is known to travel 

in our days. 

Again, with reference to the seams of Belgium: unless it is admitted that they are the product of a 

distinct coal era, it is difficult, both with regard to their number, their tortuous form, and the 

position in which they appear in our geological formations, to conclude that, while our British coal-

fields progressed, they were also being formed in a similar manner, in basins of three to four times 

the depth of our known coal-fields. 

However irreconcilable this may be, it all forms ample matter for inquiry, in which nothing will be 

better or more conclusive than a good comparative paper on the subject, tracing the formation of 

the continental carboniferous series from the silurian rocks upwards. 

The coal beds of Mons alone, from the surface down to the limestone rock, which forms the bottom 

of the basin, are 6000 feet in thickness, and if they can be compared to anything in the shape of 

stratiform arrangement in the tortuous course they exhibit, quite irrespective of 
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faults, I should be inclined to compare them to stratified fork lightning. 

I have referred, in the preceding pages, to the supposed eruptions of mud and shaley matter from 

subterranean sources; it may be remarked that we have no evidence of such facts being in action 

just now. To those who hold this, I would direct them to Humboldt's description of that in the 

Caspian Sea, which burst out in 1827, and those of the South American Continent, to which he more 

than once alludes. 

In conclusion, I would observe, that more information is still wanting of the very interesting class 

furnished by Mr. Hurst, and it is only by a careful comparison of these points, at distant and 

unconnected places, that we shall be able, eventually, to maintain the thread, which, it is to be 

hoped, we may still get, and which will lead us to a solution of events so important as the formation 

of our magnificent coal deposits. At the same time, I do not doubt the result will, ere many years, 

give us conclusive data, upon which we may base the events of the past, fraught, as they are, with 

such infinite blessings to mankind, and that, in place of being the work of myriads of ages, we shall, 

eventually, pick up something more conciliable with the Mosaic account, if not absolutely agreeing 

with the beautiful description of Creation given in the first book of Genesis. 

With these observations I must urge on the younger members of this Institution the necessity of 

careful observation and remark, and, at the same time, in reference to this subject, to express the 

pleasure it has given me to find its consideration so amply entered on in Mr. Hurst's paper, and the 

discussion which has since taken place. 



For much information connected with the Glasgow coal-field, I am indebted to the kind assistance of 

my friend, Mr. Wm. Moore, of that city, and to Mr. E. Hedley, of Wakefield, for much valuable detail 

on the coal-fields of Yorkshire. 

 

It gives me pleasure to say that Mr. T. J. Taylor, having perused the foregoing paper, has added the 

following paragraph:— 

With the advance of knowledge on this interesting subject, it is to be hoped that more definitive 

principles may be discovered, the tendency 
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of which will be to reduce the hazard of mining speculation, by enabling rules to be laid down for 

judging of the continuity or otherwise of our coal beds, and of the alterations which take place in 

them. In the meantime, the foregoing paper is offered to the Institute as an attempt in the right 

direction, carried as far, perhaps, as the actual data permit. 

[Diagramatic Comparison of Sections of the Coal-fields of Newcastle, Glasgow and Yorkshire] 
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